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of FIFO workers, vehicle operators and other workers whose occupations require the use of heavy 

machinery or whose employment would be adversely compromised by THC detection;   

• in the access space, it means removing approvals that duplicate the protections at the Federal level, 

equalising WA and interstate patients access to WA pharmacies and cannabis medications, and 

ensuring patients receive their prescribed medications in a timely and cost effective manner;  

• in the production space, it means removing regulatory hurdles that unfairly burden WA medicinal 

cannabis manufacturers compared to their eastern states counterparts;  

• in the treatment space, it means guaranteeing practitioner rights to control the treatment of their 

patients and ensuring the patients receive the medication they have been actually prescribed;  

• in the manufacture and quality space, it means treating medicinal cannabis the same as all Australian 

pharmaceutical products, by reinforcing Australia’s world-class pharmaceutical cultivation and 

manufacturing requirements for cannabis medicines.   

In general, LGP has welcomed the interest and efforts WA State Health and its Minister have shown to date in 

seeking to improve access to medicinal cannabis. However, as these submissions show, there remains 

significant opportunities for both further improvement and to drive WA to the forefront of the Australian 

medicinal cannabis industry.  

Such regulatory changes must place WA patient access and well-being at their centre, with a focus on 

reducing the regulatory burden on prescribers and patients; guaranteeing patients receive Australian-

standard pharmaceutical products; ensuring qualified prescribers retain control over patient treatment 

outcomes; and aligning the drug driving laws to mirror those applying to all other prescription drugs. 

The remainder of these submissions address these issues and identify various recommendations, which are 

summarised below.1 

2. Summary of recommendations  

Further to our submissions, it is our recommendation that: 

1. WA State Health align itself with NSW and QLD and limit Schedule 8 WA Health approval requirements 

to patients under 16 years or those with a history of drug dependence/in a drug treatment program 

2. WA State Health remove the requirement for a separate Authorised Prescriber approval process for 

WA practitioners and replace with a notification-only process similar to other States and Territories  

3. WA State Health remove the requirement for Authorised Prescribers to notify WA State Health each 

time they prescribe a Schedule 8 medicinal cannabis product  

 
1 Note: These submissions proceed on the assumption there is sufficient evidence demonstrating medicinal cannabis can 

provide medical benefits for a wide variety of patients and chronic conditions. As such, it is not proposed to justify why 

patient access should be improved, only recommendations as to how this may be safely achieved. 
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4. WA State Health’s daily approval limit of 30 mg THC be aligned with the TGA daily approval limit of 100 

mg THC 

5. WA State Health harmonise WA dispensing regulations with those of other States and Territories to 

enable inter-state dispensing of medicinal cannabis to and from WA  

6. WA State Health adopt the recent Tasmanian government drug driving law reforms for medicinal 

cannabis discussed further at section 9 below  

7. WA State Health explicitly clarify that prescribed, unapproved medicinal cannabis products must be 

prescribed by name and cannot be substituted other than with consultation with the treating 

practitioner, to properly manage concerns around patient safety and prescriber liability    

8. industrial hemp be legislated for use in medicinal applications provided it is cultivated in accordance 

with Australian GMP requirements and other TGA regulatory requirements, and licensed under the 

Narcotic Drugs Act framework consistent with Australia’s international drug convention commitments  

9. the WA State Government and WA State Health align their interpretation of the Schedule 8 entry for 

cannabis produced pursuant to a licence under the Narcotic Drugs Act in the Standard for Uniform 

Schedule for Medicines & Poisons (SUSMP) with the interpretation applied by all other State and 

Territory Health Authorities. 

Finally, LGP suggests that CBD and medicinal cannabis will continue to be produced as pharmaceutical 

medicines (and not down scheduled as a complementary or nutraceutical medicine) given:  

• the substantial safety and toxicological data required to effect this change to the SUSMP (and the 

hesitancy shown by the TGA in seeking to recently down-schedule CBD to Schedule 3); 

• CBD and cannabis both remain governed by the international dug conventions; and  

• Australian GMP manufacturing standards will continue to apply to CBD and cannabis (even as a 

complementary or nutraceutical product) given Australia’s ongoing membership of PIC/S.  

3. Background – LGP’s access experience  

As a front-line producer, Little Green Pharma is well-versed in all issues affecting Australian medicinal 

cannabis prescribers and patients, including the day-to-day experience of grappling with accessing medicinal 

cannabis in WA. In our experience, the clinical need for medicinal cannabis products, and the severe patient 

impact arising from unnecessary regulatory or supply delays, is sobering. By way of example, it is not 

uncommon for our front-line teams to receive calls from highly emotional patients and frustrated prescribers 

in the event of regulatory delays of even just a few days. This experience clearly highlights the need for an 

efficient and affordable WA access regime.  

Given this, our submissions reflect the changes we genuinely believe will remove unnecessary delays and 

produce optimal access outcomes for patients as well as for WA practitioners and pharmacies, while ensuring 

the ongoing maintenance of high product quality and patient safety.   
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4. The current Access Pathway  

For the Committee’s benefit, we have included a flow-chart of the access process for a typical WA patient as 

Annexure 1 (Access Pathway). Slide 1 of the Access Pathway describes how WA patients and prescribers can 

access medicinal cannabis, together with the key barriers to access they face along the way, while slide 2 

identifies the recommended changes to improve patient and prescriber access at each stage.   

There are currently three potential pathways to access medicinal cannabis in WA. However, as the 

overwhelming majority of cannabis medicines supplied in WA are unapproved products, these submissions 

will primarily address unapproved cannabis medicines under the SAS B and Authorised Prescriber access 

pathways and will not cover registered medicinal cannabis products.   

As the submissions below demonstrate, many of the current barriers to access in WA simply require the 

alignment of access standards with other States and Territories. However, they also include additional 

recommendations and improvements that would serve to make WA a national leader in patient access to 

cannabis medicines.  

5. Patient access barrier #1 – separate State Health approval for individual 

patients  

As the Access Pathway shows, practitioners seeking to prescribe medicinal cannabis for an individual WA 

patient must currently apply for two separate approvals during the initial application, being a Federal-level 

SAS B approval, administered by the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA), and a separate State-level 

approval, administered by WA State Health. The standard approval times for TGA SAS B approval is between 2 

and 48 hours, with the State Health approval occasionally taking several days longer than the TGA approval.   

Currently, Western Australia, Victoria and Tasmania are the only States that require these dual approvals, with 

all other States and Territories only requiring separate State Health approvals for patients under 16 years of 

age or who are drug dependant/in a drug treatment program.  

In practice, this separate approval barrier – together with the daily THC limitation described below – often 

prompts West Australian patients to look outside WA for their medicinal cannabis needs, by using telehealth 

or similar remote prescribing schemes. This has the consequence that both WA prescribers and pharmacies 

lose contact and oversight with their existing patients.2   

Secondly, the State Health approval also requires additional identifying information (including full patient 

name and address) which, when combined with the information supplied in the balance of the TGA approval, 

mean considerable sensitive information (primarily medical condition and history information) is held by the 

TGA and State Health. This can be compared with the TGA approvals, where patient information is 

 
2 See in particular the limitations on WA interstate dispensing (discussed further below) which mean WA pharmacies 

cannot service non-WA prescribed scripts 
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anonymised3 and therefore non-sensitive. This seemingly unnecessary collection and holding of sensitive 

information pose an additional privacy risk to WA patients.  

While over the past 5 years WA State Health has significantly improved the turnaround time for prescribing 

approval (down from two months to two days) there still exists unnecessary delays from WA State Health for 

patients who are frequently in desperate need of treatment or prescription renewals.  

The basis for WA’s original and ongoing requirement for a separate State Health approval is not known 

however it is expected it originally reflected the conservatism, particularly around product safety, referred to 

above. However, given the number of approvals issued to date (13,210 SAS B approvals in WA alone, and over 

208,000 nationally, which excludes Authorised Prescriber approvals and prescriptions), it is our 

recommendation that WA State Health align itself with NSW and QLD and limit this approval 

requirement to patients under 16 years or with a history of drug dependence/in a drug treatment 

program.  

6. Patient access barrier #2 – separate State Health approval for Standard 

Pathway Authorised Prescriber applications and notification of schedule 8 

prescriptions  

In Australia, all practitioners applying to become a Standard Pathway Authorised Prescriber (see Access 

Pathway diagram), must first obtain a Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) approval before they can 

submit their application to the TGA to become an Authorised Prescriber. Requirements for approval include 

previous experience prescribing medical cannabis, accredited medical cannabis education and selection of 

conditions for which a prescriber would like to be approved to prescribe. Standard Pathway Authorised 

Prescriber approvals typically takes between 7 and 10 weeks following submission.   

After receiving their TGA approval, West Australian practitioners must also then apply to WA State Health for a 

separate Authorised Prescriber approval before prescribing, with such separate State approval taking up to an 

additional 14 days.  

Currently, WA is the only State that requires this additional approval, with all other practitioners simply 

required to notify their respective State Health Department once granted Authorised Prescriber status. In the 

circumstances, we recommend WA State Health remove the separate approval requirement and adopt 

the notification-only process employed by other States and Territories.  

Secondly, we note WA prescribers are also required to notify WA State Health each time they prescribe a 

Schedule 8 medicinal cannabis product under their Authorised Prescriber approval.  This is an additional 

requirement unique to WA and Victorian prescribers. As such, we would also recommend that WA State 

Health remove this notification requirement. 

7. Patient access barrier #3 – the 30mg THC daily limit 

 
3 By way of example, only initials and date of birth are required for TGA approval 
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The third barrier for WA patients accessing medicinal cannabis is the current WA State Health imposed 

prescription limit of a maximum of 30mg of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) per day. This contrasts with the 

current TGA approval limit of 100mg THC (although we note in practice, we have seen no practical adherence 

to even this higher limit). This 30 – 40mg THC limit, originally proposed by Russo & MacCallum in a 2018 paper, 

was recommended as a starting date for cannabis naïve patients. However, in practice this limit is not 

appropriate for patients who require a higher dose for symptom control or who may have previously been 

self-treating with cannabis. This limit is also not suitable for flower vaporisation (an increasingly popular 

dosage method in Australia), as vaporised THC is both absorbed and removed from the bloodstream far more 

rapidly than slower-release oral cannabis medications, meaning higher doses may be necessary to maintain 

efficacy. It also represents guidance from a single paper that is now out-of-step with current Australian 

treatment standards. In all events, we submit that the prescribing clinician be best placed to treat and monitor 

patient tolerance for medicinal cannabis while continuing to follow the standard ‘start low, go slow’ titration 

regime.   

As with the separate State Health approval for individual patients, in practice this barrier often prompts 

patients to look outside WA for their medicinal cannabis needs, using telehealth or similar remote prescribing 

schemes, with a loss of contact and oversight for WA prescribers and pharmacies, as well as dispensing and 

delivery delays for WA patients who have to rely on interstate suppliers.  

In addition, the following are also consequences of WA patients circumventing the 30mg THC limit by 

accessing interstate practitioners: 

• there is no practical way for WA State Health to monitor medicinal cannabis use by WA patients  

• patients may experience a lower level of care as they are having an online consultation with a doctor 

in another State or Territory that is potentially unfamiliar with all their medical history and not able to 

perform a physical examination or arrange investigations (if necessary). 

• dispensing interstate reduces the additional treatment inputs of a local community pharmacist. 

The end results are therefore likely to be poorer clinical care and potentially increased expense for WA 

patients. As such, we would recommend adopting a 100mg THC daily limit, consistent with the TGA and 

other States and Territory Health Authorities.  

8. Patient access barrier #4 – interstate dispensing limitations  

The fourth access barrier affecting WA patients, practitioners and pharmacies relates to interstate dispensing 

restrictions. Presently, a West Australian pharmacy can only dispense Schedule 8 pharmaceutical products 

against a script from a practitioner registered in WA and is not able to dispense against scripts from outside 

WA. 

In practice, this means that:  

• in the event that WA patients go outside WA for medicinal cannabis treatment, they are not able to 

access Schedule 8 cannabis medicines from WA pharmacies; 
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• patients are burdened with prescription dispensing delays and higher dispensing costs as medication 

needs to be dispensed and sent by post. 

These dispensing limitations differ from the practice in almost all other States, wherein pharmacies can fill any 

interstate scripts provided these meet the local State prescription requirements.  

Given the access barriers 1 – 3 described above, in practice many WA patients look outside WA for treatment, 

leading to unnecessary delays in accessing cannabis medicines as well as an inevitable loss of contact and 

oversight by WA practitioners and pharmacies. For these reasons, we would propose harmonising WA’s 

interstate dispensing laws with the regulations adopted by other States and Territories.   

9. Patient access barrier #5 – restrictive road traffic rules 

A fifth significant, ongoing barrier to the access and use of medicinal cannabis containing THC in WA is 

Western Australia’s road traffic rules, which presently prohibit a person from operating a vehicle if they have 

any detectable levels of THC in their system (“presence” testing).  

The practice of presence testing is likely the result of the pre-2016 prohibitions against illicit cannabis, 

however as medical cannabis is becoming more widely prescribed, these restrictions mean: 

• patients risk detection and prosecution even when they are not impaired by medicinal cannabis  

• patients are less willing to seek medicinal cannabis treatment with THC medicines where they are 

required to operate vehicles within their treatment windows, including for occupational use (e.g. 

workers in the mining and industrial sectors)  

• in many cases patients are receiving sub-therapeutic outcomes where not willing or able to be 

prescribed THC  

• medical cannabis is treated differently to all other prescription medications. 

There are a couple of alternatives WA could adopt here: 

WA driving laws could be amended to require demonstration of actual impairment, according to pre-

determined Blood Alcohol Concentration-equivalent impairment concentrations. If so, further work to 

determine concentrations is needed, including clear dosing guidelines to ensure patients are able to 

accurately calculate when their level of impairment is within driving limits. We would propose the WA State 

Government provide grants to an appropriate technical institutes or universities to undertake the necessary 

research in this space. On this topic, we note the Mater University of Queensland is currently undertaking 

research to determine THC reduction profiles, to assist prescribers and patients to better understand their 

own impairment profiles post-consumption. Any impairment concentrations research would also serve as 

useful guidelines for WA industries looking to establish appropriate benchmarks for medicinal cannabis 

impairment.  

However, in this space we note the findings in the Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews, “Are blood and 

oral fluid tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and metabolite concentrations related to impairment? A meta-

regression analysis” attached as Annexure 2, which concluded that THC biomarkers (blood THC and oral fluid 
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THC concentrations) had only limited capacity to predict impairment, were weakly correlated with driving 

performance, and were relatively poor indicators of cannabis / THC-induced impairment.  In addition, this will 

likely take a substantial period of additional research and determination time, which would further and 

unfairly restrict patient access until such findings can be resolved and adopted into law.  

As a preferred alternative, WA could adopt Tasmania’s model which provides that detection of medicinal 

cannabis is not an offence where the patient is found with THC in their saliva or blood, provided such 

THC was consumed for lawful medicinal purposes. (Note such drivers may still be guilty of other road 

offences, such as reckless driving or improper control of a motor vehicle). This approach would be 

consistent with the Independent Scientific Committee on Drugs paper, “The risk of being culpable for or 

involved in a road crash after using cannabis: A systematic review and meta-analyses” attached as Annexure 3, 

which concluded that the risks from driving after using cannabis were much lower than from other 

behaviours, including drink driving and phone use while driving, and that as such the removal cannabis-

presence driving offences should be removed (while impairment-based offences remain). 

If implemented, such changes would put WA at the national forefront of progressive, medical-led changes to 

driving laws.  

10. Medicinal cannabis, Good Manufacturing Practices and complementary 

medicine listing 

Currently:  

• all medicinal cannabis (both CBD and THC preparations) is regulated by the Therapeutic Goods 

Administration (TGA) as a pharmaceutical medicine.    

• all pharmaceutical medicines, as well as all complementary / nutraceutical products, imported into or 

manufactured in Australia must meet certain minimum quality manufacturing requirements, 

collectively known as Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP).  

These GMP quality requirements comprise robust and detailed validation and manufacturing processes that 

ensure all pharmaceuticals produced or imported into Australia are able to meet the highest standards for 

medicines globally. They operate by ensuring that quality is ‘manufactured in’, such that each individual 

production and manufacturing process is validated and confirmed before beginning production, and all 

changes to the supply chain, beginning from the production of an Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) to 

the manufacture and distribution of the finished medicines, are fully validated before implementing, to ensure 

no impact on pre-existing manufacturing quality.  

Under various mutual recognition agreements with multiple countries, including the European Union, 

Australia enjoys recognition of its GMP pharmaceutical manufacturing licenses with those countries who, like 

Australia, grant GMP licenses based on inspection against the globally recognised manufacturing standards or 

the Pharmaceutical Inspection Co-operation scheme (PIC/S). This recognition gives Australian GMP 

manufacturers a significant competitive edge in manufacturing and supplying pharmaceuticals, including 

medicinal cannabis products, into these countries (and vice versa), as non-qualified manufacturers are 
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required to separately meet specific audit and inspection requirements of the importing country. This 

separate audit and inspection process can often take a substantial period of time, depending on both the 

territory of supply and territory of importation, and therefore operates to deter lower-quality manufacturers 

from supplying into these jurisdictions. 

Under the original 2016 TGA quality framework, however, the TGA relaxed certain manufacturing quality 

requirements for the suppliers of medicinal cannabis from Canada, the US, Israel, Switzerland, the 

Netherlands and Germany, which might not otherwise meet Australian GMP requirements. This relaxation is 

unique to medicinal cannabis (among all other pharmaceutical goods entering the Australian market) and 

was agreed solely on the basis to provide medicinal cannabis to meet the desperate clinical need of Australian 

patients while the Australian industry developed its own supply capability. However, the TGA has recently 

flagged that it plans to ‘level the playing field’ and require the same Australian GMP requirements to apply to 

all medicinal cannabis importers beginning in March 2022. It is important to note that many Australian 

manufacturers already rely on certain exemptions from GMP compliance under the Therapeutic Goods Act 

relating to the manufacture of cannabis extractions, and that is unlikely the TGA would relax these exemptions 

even further.  Further as a member of PIC/S TGA would not be able to unilaterally change the regulations 

governing GMP licenses.  

Given the above, in our view it is unlikely that the TGA will seek to relax the regulations governing the 

manufacture of medicinal cannabis in the event it was scheduled as a complementary / nutraceutical 

medicine. 

Further, it is unclear what additional safety and toxicity data the TGA would require in order to list CBD 

(in particular) as a complementary / nutraceutical medicine. Given the findings in the recent TGA review 

leading to the down-scheduling of CBD to a Schedule 3 medicine, we expect that the TGA would be fairly 

conservative in its requirements for more robust and substantial safety and toxicity data before any decision 

to remove CBD entirely from the Medicines & Poisons Schedule. In addition, the continued inclusion of CBD 

within the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs 1961 will further militate against a conclusion that it 

ought to be regulated as a complementary / nutraceutical product.  

11. Patient safety issue – substitution of prescribed medications  

A related patient safety issue has also arisen following recent changes at the Federal level which have 

operated to confuse prescribing rules across the States and Territories. While Little Green Pharma broadly 

supports the TGA’s recent introduction of category approvals for medicinal cannabis products for SAS B and 

Authorised Prescriber approvals, it submits the TGA has demonstrably over-stepped its jurisdiction by 

encouraging prescribers to adopt an active ingredient prescribing model for unapproved medications and 

tacitly permitting the substitution of medically prescribed cannabis products by pharmacies. These measures 

both contradict coordinated Federal guidance concerning the prescription of unapproved products (see page 

10 of Annexure 4 – Active ingredient prescribing | User guide for Australian prescribers), which clearly require 

unapproved products to be prescribed on a named, non-substitutable basis; as well as operating to impose 

on State and Territory statutory prescribing authority.  
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In short, the TGA’s recent guidance both exposes WA and other Australian practitioners (who are personally 

liable for the prescription of unapproved products) to potential liability by permitting the substitution of 

unapproved medications that have not been demonstrated to be bioequivalent, which may contain unknown 

levels of other Schedule 8 cannabinoids, and which could result in poorer treatment outcomes for patients 

dispensed offshore cannabis medications not manufactured in accordance with Australian GMP 

requirements.  

In the circumstances, we would recommend WA explicitly clarify that prescribed, unapproved 

medicinal cannabis products must be prescribed by product name and cannot be substituted other 

than with consultation with the treating practitioner.   

12. Production of cannabis medicines from industrial hemp 

Consistent with the submissions above regarding Australian GMP requirements, Little Green Pharma broadly 

supports the utilisation of industrial hemp in medicinal applications in circumstances where such products:  

• have been cultivated in accordance with Australia’s international convention commitments 

concerning CBD and cannabis, including in accordance with Narcotic Drugs Act requirements  

• have been cultivated, harvested and produced in accordance with a quality regime consistent with 

Australian GMP requirements, including Good Agricultural and Collection Practices (GACP);  

• have been subjected to a satisfactory vendor qualification audit by a downstream GMP manufacturer;  

• meet Therapeutic Goods (Standard for Medicinal Cannabis) 93 (TGO 93) quality and testing 

requirements.  

In LGP’s view, these would represent the minimum safety and quality requirements for a therapeutic good 

destined for human consumption that is required to be manufactured in accordance with Australian GMP 

standards as well as ensuring Australia’s continued regulatory requirements under the Narcotic Drugs Act and 

Australia’s adherence to the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs 1961.   

13. Local industry access – alignment of cannabis scheduling  

Finally, Little Green Pharma submits that the WA State Government and WA State Health must align their 

interpretation of the Scheduling entries for cannabis in the SUSMP with the interpretation applied by all other 

State and Territory Health Authorities.  

Currently, the long-held view by WA State Health is that the entry for cannabis in Schedule 8 only applies to 

cannabis cultivated, produced, or imported in WA when that cannabis has been packed in containers for final 

consumption.  

The significance of this interpretation is that cannabis in all its preceding forms – seeds, seedlings, plants, 

mother plants, harvested crops, drying or curing crops, and all cannabis extracts – is considered a Schedule 9 

poison in Western Australia. By way of background, Schedule 9 poisons are substances that may be abused or 

misused, with the manufacture of such substances prohibited by law except where required for medical or 
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Annexure 2 – Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews article   
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Annexure 3 – Independent Scientific Committee on Drugs paper  
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Annexure 4 – Active ingredient prescribing | User guide for Australian 

prescribers   
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culpable for the crashes they were involved in is compared
with its prevalence in drivers who were not culpable for
their crashes. If a drug plays a causal role in the crashes,
its prevalence will be greater in the culpable drivers than
in the not culpable drivers. In a case control study, the
prevalence of a drug in ‘cases’ (crashed drivers) is com-
pared with its prevalence in ‘controls’ (such as drivers
who are randomly interviewed and tested for drugs at
petrol stations). If a drug plays a causal role in the
crashes, its prevalence will be greater in the cases than
in the controls. The outcome measures are odds ratios
(ORs), which, for most purposes, can be considered
equivalent to relative risks (RRs). The only drug of inter-
est in this review is cannabis. We use the general term
‘cannabis-crash OR’ to include the outcomes from both
culpability and case control studies. But, when referring
specifically to culpability studies, the term ‘cannabis-
culpability OR’ is sometimes used.

Wide range of estimated cannabis-crash risks
from single studies
Published cannabis-crash ORs range in size from 0.46
(0.2 1.3) (Williams et al., 1985) to 10.88 (6.4 18.4)
(Del Balzo et al., 2018). Based on the findings of very
low cannabis-crash risks by Williams from the US and
other early US and Australian researchers, Drummer
(1995: 13) advised the Road Safety Committee of the
Parliament of Victoria that ‘Cannabis showed a negative
effect on relative risk suggesting that cannabis use actu-
ally reduced the culpability rate. This may suggest either
that cannabis is protective and actually increases driving
ability, or, more likely, that drivers taking cannabis over-
compensate for any loss of driving skills’. In contrast, Del
Balzo et al. (p. 71) advised that their own finding of a very
high cannabis-crash risk ‘supports the use of urine testing
for cannabis in the procedures for issuing a driving
licence’. In the face of an incoherent evidence base, a
road safety policy advisor might be at a loss as to how
to assess the size of the threat posed by cannabis-driving.
However, it is obvious that to focus on only a single study
or a small number of studies could be misleading. It might
therefore be assumed that a weighted average measure of
risk, as provided by a meta-analysis, would be useful. That
assumption is discussed in the following two sections,
where some problems with the uncritical use of
meta-analytical results are considered.

Quality assessment (QA) in published meta-analyses
of the cannabis-crash relationship
Four systematic reviews with meta-analyses have been con-
ducted by research groups from different countries on the
relationship between the recent use of cannabis and the

risk of crashing (Asbridge et al., 2012, from Canada; Li
et al., 2012, from the US; Rogeberg and Elvik, 2016a,
from Norway; and Hostiuc et al., 2018a, from Romania).
All four reviews considered the quality of the included
studies.

From their meta-analysis, Asbridge et al. (2012) obtained
a summary unadjusted cannabis-crash OR of 1.92 (1.4 2.7).
They assessed the quality of their nine included studies using
the Newcastle Ottawa Scale (NOS; Wells et al., 2020),
which comprises items that assess three quality domains:
the selection criteria for cases and controls; the comparability
of the case and control groups; and the appropriateness of the
means of measuring the exposure (e.g. cannabis use) and
outcome (e.g. crash involvement) variables. These three
domains are all relevant to the methodological rigour of
the studies. The reviewers identified four studies as high
quality, and five as medium quality, but none as low
quality. They reported that the high-quality studies had a
slightly higher summary cannabis-crash OR than the
medium quality studies, although the difference was not sta-
tistically significant.

From their meta-analysis, Li et al. (2012) obtained a
summary unadjusted cannabis-crash OR of 2.66 (2.1
3.4). They assessed the quality of their nine included
studies using the Public Health Critical Appraisal
Checklist (PHCAC; Heller et al., 2008). The PHCAC com-
prises some items that cover the same ground as the NOS,
but also includes items to measure the usefulness of the
findings in the context of public health. Some of the add-
itional items measure: whether or not the research question
is stated clearly; whether or not the results are presented
clearly; and whether or not the public health implications
of the study have been adequately discussed. The reviewers
reported that all of the included studies were of ‘high
quality and credibility’ (p. 67), so they could not provide
separate summary cannabis-crash ORs for different levels
of quality. Their assessment of quality failed to acknow-
ledge that five of the nine studies involved self-reported
drug use, and were therefore likely to have been seriously
compromised by under-reporting (see Eichelberger and
Kelley-Baker, 2020).

Rogeberg and Elvik (2016a) ‘revisited’ the meta-
analyses conducted by Asbridge et al. (2012) and by Li
et al. (2012) and found them to be defective in a number
of respects. In particular, they criticised both research
groups for including unadjusted cannabis-crash ORs in pre-
ference to adjusted ORs, and thereby inflating their
summary cannabis-crash ORs. Most egregiously, both
meta-analyses included the unadjusted cannabis-crash OR
of 7.16 (2.8 18.5) for Blows et al. (2005) instead of the
much smaller adjusted value of 0.80 (0.2 3.3).

From their own meta-analysis, Rogeberg and Elvik
(2016a) obtained a summary adjusted cannabis-crash
OR of 1.36 (1.2 1.6). They conducted QA of the included
studies using a four-item measure of quality that had been
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developed by Elvik (2013) specifically for application to
drug-crash studies. Only two of the four items, the
adequacy of the measure of drug use and the adequacy
of the controls for confounding factors, were straightfor-
ward measures of methodological rigour. The other two
items concerned the authors’ desiderata for a thorough
study: the coverage of different crash severities, and
whether or not supplementary evidence was provided con-
cerning a possible dose response relationship between
drug concentration and crash risk. Some errors in
Rogeberg and Elvik’s quality scores were identified and
corrected by Rogeberg et al. (2018), who reported that
the 8 high-quality studies had the highest summary
cannabis-crash OR, while the 14 medium and 4 low
quality studies had similar, but lower, ORs. However,
the three 95% confidence intervals (CIs) overlapped con-
siderably, so the quality-based differences failed to
achieve statistical significance.

From one of their meta-analyses, Hostiuc et al. (2018a)
(as corrected by Hostiuc et al., 2018b) reported a summary
adjusted cannabis-crash OR of 1.42 (1.2 1.7). They
assessed the quality of the 12 included studies using a
multi-item scale they had developed. The scale comprised
two types of quality items. The first measured a study’s
‘risk of bias’ (the extent to which the reported cannabis-
crash OR was likely to be deflated or inflated), and
included items relating to the study’s methodological
rigour (similar to the NOS items). The second type mea-
sured aspects of quality that the authors considered to be
irrelevant to the risk of bias. Those items measured
study features such as the number of cases included; the
‘recruitment strategy’; and whether or not the authors
had made a proper assessment of the limits of the study.
Hostiuc et al., used their scale to classify the quality of
each study as either high, medium or low. However,
they failed to provide separate summary cannabis-crash
ORs for the different levels of quality, so it is not
known how the studies’ quality scores relate to their
cannabis-crash ORs.

It should be noted that the two meta-analyses that used
adjusted cannabis-crash ORs (Hostiuc et al., 2018b;
Rogeberg et al., 2018) produced smaller summary
cannabis-crash ORs (1.36 and 1.42) than the two that
used unadjusted cannabis-crash ORs (Asbridge et al.,
2012; Li et al., 2012) (1.92 and 2.66). Admittedly, some dif-
ferent studies were included in the different meta-analyses.
Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to conclude that uncon-
trolled confounding can inflate the size of a cannabis-crash
OR, and that the use of statistical controls for confounding
can reduce the inflationary bias.

Beyond QA to the directional risk of bias
As discussed above, each of the four systematic reviews
used a different QA tool. Asbridge et al. (2012) and Li

et al. (2012) used readily available QA tools that were
broad in scope, while Rogeberg and Elvik (2016a) and
Hostiuc et al. (2018a) tailored their own QA tools for use
in drug-crash studies. However, the usefulness of QA
tools in relation to systematic reviews is limited. While
QA scores can be useful in determining which studies are
of sufficient merit to be included in a systematic review,
they are of little value when used to account for the
biases inherent in the included studies (as was attempted
in three of the four meta-analyses). The irrelevance of QA
scores to the conduct of meta-analyses was recognised in
1994 by the respected epidemiologist Sander Greenland
who observed that ‘most quality scoring schemes ignore
direction of bias’ (p. 300), and concluded therefore that
‘quality scores are useless and potentially misleading’
(p. 300).

QA tools have undergone two evolutionary steps to
make them relevant to the conduct of meta-analyses. The
first is to measure only the ‘risk of bias’ to which the
study is exposed. Accordingly, QA items that assess meth-
odological rigour are retained, but items that are irrelevant
to rigour, such as the usefulness of the study in the
context of clinical practice, are not included. However, a
further step is required. A non-directional risk-of-bias
score is of little value, because it is not just the risk of
bias that is relevant, it is also the direction of bias (inflation-
ary vs. deflationary). The desirability of a directional (or
‘quantitative’) risk of bias measure is now widely recog-
nised in the research evaluation literature (see, e.g. Sterne
et al., 2016: 4; Lash et al., 2014: 1969).

As will be shown in this review, many of the included
studies suffer from one or more biases, most of which
tend to inflate their cannabis-crash ORs. A simple
meta-analysis would therefore be misleading, as it could
not compensate for the inflated values of the ORs. The ulti-
mate aim of this review is to provide an accurate summary
cannabis-crash OR for use in guiding the development of
drug driving policy and practice. This review therefore
includes analyses that compensate for directional study
biases. In the words of Lash et al. (2014: 1971), ‘Bias ana-
lysis becomes necessary if a reader attempts to draw sub-
stantive conclusions beyond those of the original study
report, such as in public health policy’. We identified the
main categories of bias as (1) uncontrolled confounding,
(2) selection bias and (3) measurement error (as discussed
in some detail in our Methods and results section and in
our two appendices).

Methods and results: Inclusion and
exclusion criteria

Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study design
There are four main types of potentially relevant epidemio-
logical study designs: culpability, case control, case
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crossover and cross-sectional. Our literature search discov-
ered many instances of potentially relevant case crossover
and cross-sectional studies. However, none complied with
our full set of inclusion and exclusion criteria. So, our
review includes only culpability and case control studies.
Studies are not excluded for having only small numbers
of cannabis-positive drivers.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the
exposure variable
The purpose of the exposure variable is to indicate the
recent use of cannabis: it is defined as toxicological evi-
dence for the presence of delta-9-THC in oral fluid,
blood or urine. This definition excludes: self-reported
(acute) use of cannabis within a few hours of the crash;
self-reported (chronic) regular use of cannabis; involve-
ment in a rehabilitation program for cannabis abusers; or
information on the therapeutic use of cannabis from phar-
maceutical dispensaries or health service providers. The
definition of the exposure variable excludes studies
where the recent use of cannabis is not based solely on
testing positive to THC, but instead includes testing posi-
tive for other cannabinoids, such as THC-COOH. Case
control studies would not have been excluded for having
different THC cut-offs for the cases and controls: the use
of different cut-offs would have been taken into account
in evaluating the study’s directional risk of bias.
However, as it eventuated, all of the potentially included
case control studies had either the same cut-off for cases
and controls where the same matrix was involved or
equivalent cut-offs where different matrices were involved
(Gjerde and Morland, 2016).

As noted above, we excluded studies where the canna-
binoid toxicology did not necessarily identify the presence
of THC. As a consequence, we excluded a number of other-
wise relevant studies that were based on information from
the US Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS). The
FARS database, which is maintained by the US National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), contains
the data from a regular annual nationwide census of fatal
crashes. FARS has been operational since 1975 and has col-
lected information on more than 1 million fatal crashes. It
has information on over 100 variables that characterises
the crash, the vehicle and the people involved. However,
a major limitation, from the perspective of the current
review, is that the FARS variable that codes for the detec-
tion of cannabis fails to distinguish between THC and
non-THC cannabinoids (e.g. Hartman and Huestis, 2014).
The NHTSA have advised that the FARS information on
drugs is so patchy and inadequate that it cannot legitimately
be used to ‘make inferences about impairment, crash caus-
ation, or comparisons with alcohol‘ (Berning and Smither,
2014: 3). And in further NHTSA advice, Compton and
Berning (2015: 1) observed that ‘Current limitations in

the FARS dataset do not allow the calculation of unbiased,
reliable and valid estimates of the risk of crash involvement
that result from drug use’. That advice has recently been
endorsed by Gjerde and Morland (2016: 1494). The
studies that were excluded from our review because they
were based on FARS data are identified in Reference List
2 in Appendix B (see Supplemental material).

Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the
outcome variable
For culpability studies, the outcome variable is a dichotom-
ous indicator of whether or not the subject was culpable for
the crash that he or she was involved in. For case control
studies, the outcome variable is a dichotomous indicator
of whether the subject was involved in a crash or was
selected from a non-crashed control group. Evidence for
crash culpability or involvement must come from official
sources such as police traffic accident report forms.
Studies are excluded if the evidence for crash culpability
or involvement was only through self-report. Culpability
studies are excluded if the outcome variable was not a
direct measure of culpability for the crash, but instead iden-
tified the causal role in the crash of one or more unsafe
driving actions (UDAs), such as excessive speeding.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria where there
are multiple cannabis-crash ORs from a single
research program
In the case of multi-jurisdictional studies where jurisdic-
tional results were reported separately as well as being sum-
marised in an overall report, we use the overall
cannabis-crash OR, rather than the full set of jurisdictional
ORs. Where the findings from a single study were reported
in a number of different publications, only the results from
the most recent publication are normally included, because
the earlier publications may be based on less than the full
set of subjects. For any study that provided both an unad-
justed (i.e. based on raw counts data) cannabis-crash OR
and an adjusted (i.e. based on a multiple logistic regression)
OR, only the adjusted OR is included. Where the only avail-
able cannabis-crash OR was unadjusted, it is included. If a
study provided separate cannabis-crash ORs for different
THC concentration ranges, as well as an overall OR, only
the overall OR is included. Further details on these particu-
lar inclusion and exclusion criteria are provided in
Appendix B (see Supplemental material).

Methods and results: Literature search
A formal search strategy for the peer-reviewed journal lit-
erature was developed by NB in consultation with a
Research Librarian from the University of Adelaide. The
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search was restricted to papers written in the English lan-
guage, and published up to 27 February 2020. Key search
terms included, for example, ‘traffic accidents’ OR ‘motor
vehicles’OR ‘cars’OR ‘automobile’OR ‘road’AND ‘acci-
dent’ OR ‘crash’ OR ‘collision’ OR ‘injuries’ OR ‘fatal’
AND ‘Cannabis’ OR ‘Cannabinoids’ OR ‘Marijuana’ OR
‘tetrahydrocannabinol’. The search terms were optimised
for each of the four databases searched: PubMed,
PsycInfo, Embase and Scopus. The complete search terms
for each database are provided in Appendix B (see
Supplemental material). The formal search strategy was
supplemented with hand searching by MW for publications
that met the inclusion and exclusion criteria except that they
were not restricted to journal articles. The literature search
is summarised in Figure 1.

Hand searching within the non-journal literature can
provide a valuable contribution to an overall search strat-
egy. A study by Lacey et al. (2016) that was commissioned
by the US NHTSA is one of the most rigorously conducted
and influential studies in this field (see, e.g. Rosekind et al.,
2020), but it has not been published as a journal article.
Hostiuc et al. (2018a) failed to include it in their
meta-analysis because their search strategy did not incorpo-
rate hand-searching.

There were 1967 journal article records identified in the
formal journal search, and 986 duplicates removed, leaving
981 records to be screened for eligibility (Figure 1). In the
first stage of screening, based on titles, keywords and
abstracts, 807 records were excluded because they were
easily recognised as being outside the scope of our
review. Some were animal studies; some were drug preva-
lence studies; and some were studies of cannabinoid phar-
macology. Full-text copies of the journal articles were
obtained for the remaining 174 records. They were assessed
for eligibility in the second stage of screening, in terms of
the criteria described above for the exposure and outcome
variables. We excluded 138 of the articles because they
clearly either failed to meet any of the inclusion criteria
or they met at least one of the exclusion criteria, leaving
37 to be included in the review. These 37 articles from
the formal journal search were supplemented by 17 articles
from hand-searching, only 2 of which were journal articles,
with the others comprising 8 technical reports, 6 conference
papers and 1 book chapter. At that stage of the literature
search, 54 articles had been identified that explored a
relationship between the recent use of cannabis, as deter-
mined toxicologically, and involvement in a road crash.
References for the 54 articles are provided in Appendix B
(see Supplemental material). For some of the articles, the
toxicological identification of the recent use of cannabis
involved testing positive to cannabinoids other than THC.
And for some others, more than one article was published
from a single study. When those and other exclusion criteria
were taken into account, 13 articles remained that described
the results of culpability studies, and 4 that described the

results of case control studies. The reasons for excluding
all but 17 articles from the list of 54 are provided in
Appendix B (see Supplemental material). All of these pro-
cesses were conducted independently by MW and NB, but
with collaboration and agreement at each stage, before pro-
gressing to the next stage.

Methods and results: Assessment
of the directional risk of bias
Appendix A (see Supplemental material) provides our
attempt to identify the main biases that could distort the
cannabis-crash ORs reported in the epidemiological litera-
ture. Most of the identified biases could be classified as
being due to: (1) uncontrolled confounding, (2) the inappro-
priate selection of subjects or (3) errors in the measurement
(or definition) of the cannabis exposure variable or the crash
outcome variable. Individual biases within those three types
were investigated only where the expected direction of the
bias (inflational or deflational) was evident from the pub-
lished literature. This point needs to be emphasised. For
example, in the case of uncontrolled confounding, many
more than the four identified confounders (see below)
have been discussed in the literature. But to be included
in our bias analyses there had to be sufficient published evi-
dence to estimate the strength of the bias as well as its
direction.

Confounding biases
Four major sources of confounding were identified: age,
sex, co-use of alcohol and time of day. All are inflational.
Modelling summarised in Appendix A (see Supplemental
material) indicates that the biasing effects of unadjusted
confounding are not as potentially strong as for the other
types of bias, and even the strongest confounder is unlikely
to increase a cannabis-crash OR of 1.00 to more than about
1.30.

Alcohol and other psychoactive drugs are the potential
confounders that are of most concern to researchers. But
because they are of such concern, they are usually
adequately controlled for, either by the conduct of subgroup
analyses (where co-users are excluded) or through multiple
logistic regression analyses (where the presence of alcohol
and other drugs is controlled for statistically). As it eventu-
ated, only 1 of the 17 studies (Mura et al., 2003) failed to
control for alcohol. That failure contributed to Mura
et al.’s total bias score (see Table 1, and Appendix B,
Supplemental material, Table B8). Similarly, only 2 of
the 17 studies (Gadegbeku et al., 2011; Mura et al., 2003)
failed to control for other major types of drugs. However,
those failures did not contribute to those studies’ total
bias scores, because not enough is known about the circum-
stances of the co-use of cannabis and other drugs to enable
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the quantitative calculation of directional bias scores. It
could be assumed that any such other drug biases would
be inflationary. Consequently, the total bias scores for
those two studies (Table 1) could be underestimates.

Selection biases
The three types of agents responsible for selection biases were
identified as: (1) government authorities (such as the police) or
hospital administrators; (2) the subjects themselves (self-
selection); and (3) the researchers through the way that the
cases and controls (or culpable and not-culpable drivers) had
been defined. Evidence is provided in Appendix A (see
Supplemental material) that selection biases can be much
stronger than confounding biases. A cannabis-crash OR of
1.00 could easily be increased to 1.50 or more by a selection
bias. As it eventuated, all of the selection biases were inflation-
ary, except for a self-selection bias in the case control study
by Lacey et al. (2016), where the crashed (case) drivers
were allowed to refuse a drug test, and did so more frequently
than the control drivers.

Measurement biases
Measurement biases arise from the inappropriate definition
or measurement of either the cannabis-exposure variable or

the crash-outcome variable. A number of such biases are
discussed in Appendix A (see Supplemental material),
where all but one was deemed not to be relevant to the
studies under consideration here. The exception is an infla-
tionary bias where the assessments of the drivers’ culpabil-
ity were not made independently of knowledge about the
drivers’ toxicological results.

One potential type of measurement bias that has received
considerable attention in the cannabis-crash literature (e.g.
Gjerde and Morland, 2016) is the deflationary bias from
the use of a low THC cut-off threshold in the definition
of a cannabis-positive subject. The concentrations of THC
in blood and oral fluid are at their peak soon after using can-
nabis. They then fall rapidly for two or three hours, but may
not reach a zero baseline until many hours later, or perhaps
even days later for heavy users (Odell et al., 2015; Spindle
et al., 2019). If there is a positive relationship between the
use of cannabis and the risk of crashing, then the risk will
presumably be greatest very soon after using cannabis
and then fall to a baseline level over the following few
hours. If the toxicological testing for THC involves a
high cut-off threshold, and therefore a short detection
window of only three or four hours, then only the recent
users will be detected, and the size of the cannabis-crash
OR will be maximal. But if the testing involves a low
THC cut-off threshold, and therefore a long detection

Figure 1. Identification and selection of articles on epidemiological studies that relate the use of cannabis to the risk of being culpable

for or involved in a road crash.
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window of many hours, then many non-recent users will be
detected, and the size of the cannabis-crash OR will be
smaller. This deflationary bias can be called the ‘low-
threshold bias’. At this point, it is necessary to distinguish
between two possible alternative definitions of the
cannabis-exposure variable. The first is the definition as
used in this review: testing positive to THC in a body
fluid, as an indicator of the previous use of cannabis. This
is the ‘conventional’ definition, as used in practice in the
studies under review here and in previously published sys-
tematic reviews of similar studies. The cannabis-crash OR
for such drivers can be called the ‘conventional’ OR. The
alternative definition of the cannabis-exposure variable
identifies only those drivers who have used cannabis so
recently (within, say, the previous 4 h) that they are likely
to be impaired. The cannabis-crash OR for such drivers
can be called the ‘intoxication’ OR. Both the conventional
OR and the intoxication OR are theoretically legitimate
measures of the risk of crashing. However, the intoxication
OR is obviously impossible to obtain using available toxi-
cological techniques. The two measures should not be con-
fused. In that context, we believe that it was appropriate for
Gjerde and Morland (2016) to criticise Rogeberg and Elvik
(2016a) for claiming that their conventional review of the
cannabis-crash literature was an investigation of ‘The

effects of cannabis intoxication on motor vehicle collision’.
They were obviously wrong in making that claim, as they
later acknowledged (Rogeberg and Elvik, 2016b). In the
first sentence of this paragraph, we describe the deflationary
bias from the use of a low THC threshold as a ‘potential
type of measurement bias’. In doing so, we are not so
much questioning the bias’s existence as questioning its
relevance to the nature of our review. The low-threshold
bias is simply not relevant to a review that employs the con-
ventional definition of the cannabis-exposure variable.
While results for the intoxication definition of the
cannabis-exposure variable would obviously comprise the
best measure of the maximum crash-inducing effect of
impairment by cannabis, results for the conventional defin-
ition are also very informative, as they are directly relevant
to the context of drug driving enforcement as implemented
in Australia and in a number of other jurisdictions.
Australia, for example, has implemented ‘zero tolerance’
cannabis-presence driving offences whereby it is a punish-
able offence for a driver to have any trace of THC in their
oral fluid or blood, along with widescale roadside drug
testing (RDT) regimes. The question naturally arises as to
the crash risk that pertains to such offences and regimes.
And that is the question that this review is attempting to
answer.

Table 1. Details of the studies included in the meta analyses.

Study (date) Country

Culpability or

Case–control

N (THC

+ ve)a OR (95% CI)

OR

type

Total bas

score

Terhune (1982) US Culp 17 2.14 (0.8−5.7) Unadj. 2

Williams et al. (1985) US Culp 19 0.46 (0.2−1.3) Unadj. 1

Terhune et al. (1992) US Culp 19 0.66 (0.3−1.6) Unadj. 3

Longo et al. (2000) Australia Culp 44 0.82 (0.5−1.5) Unadj. 3

Lowenstein and

Koziol McLain (2001)

US Culp <11c 0.70 (0.1−3.3) Adj. 0

Mura et al. (2003) France CC 137 1.91 (1.3−2.7) Unadj. 8

Drummer et al. (2004) Australia Culp 56 2.70 (1.0−7.0) Adj. 7

Gadegbeku et al. (2011) France Culp 650b 1.43 (1.2−1.7) Adj. 4

Ogden et al. (2011) Australia Culp 35 1.76 (0.9−3.6) Unadj. 8

Bernhoft et al. (2012) Four EU

countries

CC 91 1.25 (0.5−3.5) Adj. 5

Hels et al. (2013) Four EU

countries

CC 162 1.91 (1.2−3.2) Adj. 7

Poulsen et al. (2014) New Zealand Culp 314 1.29 (0.8−2.3) Adj. 2

Drummer and Yap (2016) Australia Culp 102 2.97 (1.5−6.0) Unadj. 5

Lacey et al. (2016) US CC 613 1.00 (0.8−1.2) Adj. −1
Martin et al. (2017) France Culp 325 1.65 (1.2−2.3) Adj. 4

Brubacher et al. (2019) Canada Culp 165 1.07 (1.0−1.2) Adj. 3

Drummer et al. (2020) Australia Culp 90 1.90 (1.2−3.1) Adj. 5

OR: odds ratio; THC: tetrahydrocannabinol.
aFor case control studies, this is the total number of THC-only cases and THC-only controls (see Appendix B, Supplemental material, for details).
bThe exact number of THC-positive subjects is not known, but from information provided by Laumon et al. (2005), in a table on p. 2, it seems likely that

the number is about 650 (for a THC cut-off level of 1 ng/ml).
cN 34 drivers were initially identified through the presence of non-psychoactive cannabinoids in urine. In follow-up toxicological analyses, an

undisclosed number (10 or fewer) tested positive for THC.
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Publication bias
One further type of bias that should be considered is a pub-
lication bias, which can occur when the formal publication
of studies depends on the nature of the findings (Song et al.,
2013). As a general rule, studies with statistically signifi-
cant findings are more likely to be published that those
that favour the null hypothesis. The results of meta-analyses
can thereby be distorted in the direction of stronger effect
sizes. However, all of the studies of interest in this review
and most of the studies in the four other reviews considered
here (Asbridge et al., 2012; Hostiuc et al., 2018a, 2018b; Li
et al., 2012; Rogeberg and Elvik, 2016a) used toxicological
evidence to explore the roles of alcohol and other drugs in
road crashes such that strong drug effects will always be
found, if only for alcohol. It therefore seems unlikely that
publication bias could play a role in these studies. All
four of the other systematic reviews included analyses to
detect the possible role of publication bias. As we
assumed, none found any evidence of such a bias (at
least, with respect to those in studies that involved toxico-
logical evidence of cannabis use). However, there is
another reason for our lack of interest in publication bias.
The types of biases of concern in this review are those
that pertain to individual studies, and which can therefore
possibly be compensated for in a meta-regression.
Publication bias is not of that ilk.

Bias detection and scoring
The seventeen included studies were scrutinised by MW for
the presence of directional biases (as identified in
Appendix A, Supplemental material), and a draft ‘bias
report’ was prepared for each. Where contactable, the cor-
responding author was sent his or her bias report to check
for accuracy. Only one of the authors, Kenneth Terhune,
was unable to be contacted (in relation to Terhune, 1982
and Terhune et al., 1992). Feedback was provided by the
authors of six of the remaining fifteen studies (Bernhoft
et al., 2012; Hels et al., 2013; Lacey et al., 2016; Longo
et al., 2000; Martin et al., 2017; Poulsen et al., 2014), and
the bias reports were revised accordingly, with minor
changes required to three. No response was received in rela-
tion to nine of the studies. The final bias report for each
study is provided in Appendix B (see Supplemental mate-
rial), along with any author feedback.

Some aspects of bias scoring are now briefly considered.
The four uncontrolled confounding biases were all infla-
tionary, but relatively weak, and were assigned scores of
either+ 1 or+ 2, depending on the type of bias and the cir-
cumstances of the study. Because all three types of selection
bias were potentially stronger than the confounding biases,
and potentially either deflationary or inflationary, they were
all assigned a potential score range of −3 to+ 3, with the
actual scores depending on the type of bias and the

circumstances of the study. Only one relevant type of mea-
surement bias was identified. It was the ‘culpability assess-
ment bias’, whereby the culpability assessors, who were
inappropriately aware of the drug status of the drivers,
could have been influenced by that information. As this
type of bias was inflationary and potentially strong, it was
assigned a potential score range of+ 1 to+ 3. Each included
study was scored for the presence of every relevant bias as
recorded for the culpability studies in Table B5 from
Appendix B (see Supplemental material), and for the
case control studies in Table B8. A total bias score was cal-
culated for each included study, as also recorded in Tables
B5 and B8, and as provided here under the heading ‘Total
Bias Score’ in Table 1.

Methods and results: Statistical analyses

Data extraction
For each of the seventeen included studies, both authors
extracted the relevant study details: the study authors, the
year of publication, the location of study, the type of
study (culpability or case control), the severity of the
crashes involved (fatal, injury or property-damage-only),
the body fluid (matrix) used for toxicological analysis
(blood, oral fluid or urine), THC-positive sample size, the
OR and 95% CI (extracted or calculated by us), and the
OR type (unadjusted/adjusted). Any discrepancies were
resolved by discussion. Table 1 provides most of that infor-
mation, while Table 2 provides the crash severity and the
matrix (blood, oral fluid or urine) used for toxicological
analysis. Additional details about each study can be found
in Appendix B (see Supplemental material).

Data analysis
For statistical analysis, we used Metafor (Viechtbauer,
2010) for R (R Core Team, 2020) and for plotting, we
used Plotrix (Lemon, 2006) for R.

The cannabis-crash ORs obtained from culpability and
case control studies are considered to provide measures
of fundamentally different outcomes. No attempt is there-
fore made to mathematically convert a cannabis-crash OR
from one type of study to its apparent equivalent in the
other as was done by Rogeberg and Elvik (2016a) and
Rogeberg (2019). In other words, the thirteen culpability
studies and four case-control studies are treated separately
in this review (except when exploring the possibility of
dose effects see later).

The main statistical goal of our review was to provide
two summary cannabis-crash ORs: one for the thirteen
culpability studies and one for the four case control
studies. The conventional means of doing so is to use a
meta-analysis, whereby a weighted summary (meta-ana-
lytic) OR is calculated from the individual study ORs.
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In a meta-analysis, the weighting for each study’s OR is
proportional to the number of observations that contribute
to it, and is therefore proportional to its precision as indi-
cated by the narrowness of its 95% CI. The meta-analytic
results for the 13 culpability studies are shown in
Figure 2, and for the 4 case control studies in Figure 4.
In these figures, the weighting of each cannabis-crash
OR is indicated by the size of the black square that repre-
sents it. For example, from Table 1, it can be seen that
Brubacher et al.’s (2019) cannabis-crash OR (1.07) has
by far the narrowest 95% CI (0.2) amongst the 13 culp-
ability studies. It therefore has the strongest weighting,
which is reflected in its relatively large black square as
shown in Figure 2. Similarly, Lacey et al.’s (2016)
cannabis-crash OR (1.00) has by far the narrowest 95%
CI (0.4) amongst the four case control studies, which is

reflected in its relatively large black square as shown in
Figure 4.

We chose to use random-effects rather than fixed-effect
meta-analyses (see, e.g. Borenstein et al., 2009, Chapter
13). In a fixed-effect analysis it is assumed that the true
effect size is the same for all studies, such that a summary
cannabis-crash OR from a meta-analysis is an estimate of
this common effect size. We could not make that assump-
tion, as we hypothesised that the cannabis-crash ORs from
many of the studies were seriously affected by various
biases. So, we used random-effects analyses where it is
assumed that the true effect size varies from one study to
the next, and that the studies represent a random sample of
the biasing effects that could have been observed.

We acknowledge that two recent reviews (Hostiuc et al.,
2018a, 2018b; Rogeberg, 2019) have adopted different

Table 2. Evidence for threshold or dose–response THC effects.

Study (date)

Crash

severity

Body fluid

analysed (OF=
oral fluid)

Significant

main effect of

THC?

Dose

relationship

examined?

N THC

concentration

categories

THC

ranges

(ng/ml)

Dose

relationship

claimed?

Terhune (1982) Injury Blood No Yes 2 <3; >3 No

Williams et al. (1985) Fatal Blood No Yes 4 < 1; 1–

2; 2–

5; >5

No

Terhune et al. (1992) Fatal Blood No No 3 <3; 3–

20;

>20

No

Longo et al. (2000) Injury Blood No Yes 3 <1; 1–2;

>2

No

Lowenstein and

Koziol McLain (2001)

Injury Urine No No 1 n/a No

Mura et al. (2003) Injury Blood Yes Yes 2 <2; >2 No

Drummer et al. (2004) Fatal Blood Yes Yes 2 <5; >5 Yes
Gadegbeku et al. (2011)a Fatal Blood Yes Yes 4 < 1; 1–

3; 3–

5; >5

Yes

Ogden et al. (2011) Injury Blood No No 1 n/a No

Bernhoft et al. (2012) Fatal Blood No No 1 n/a No

Hels et al. (2013) Injury Blood/OF Yes No 1 n/a No

Poulsen et al. (2014) Fatal Blood No Yes 3 <2; 2–5;

>5

No

Drummer and Yap

(2016)

Fatal Blood Yes No 1 n/a No

Lacey et al. (2016) Range Blood No No 1 n/a No

Martin et al. (2017) Fatal Blood Yes Yes 4 <1; 1–3;

3–5;

>5

No

Brubacher et al. (2019) Injury Blood No Yes 4 0; 0–2;

2–5;

>5

No

Drummer et al. (2020) Injury Blood Yes Yes 3 <1; 1–5;

>5

Yes

THC: tetrahydrocannabinol.
aThese results are not actually from Gadegbeku et al. (2011), but are from the same study, as reported by Laumon et al. (2005).
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approaches to obtaining summary cannabis-crash risk effect
sizes. Hostiuc et al., used the inverse variance heterogeneity
model (Doi et al., 2015) instead of a random effects model.
Their model is proposed to overcome some known short-
comings of random effects models with respect to weighting
of larger versus smaller studies and the precision of model
estimated CIs. Rogeberg used a Bayesian model to estimate
total crash risk from culpability studies. These two
approaches represent a potential advance over standard
approaches but for our purposes we wished our analyses to
be comparable with those of previous studies of cannabis-,
alcohol- and other crash risks.

A secondary statistical goal of our review was to provide
two bias-adjusted summary cannabis-crash ORs: one for the
thirteen culpability studies and one for the four case control
studies. The conventional means of making such adjustments
is through a meta-regression, where the influence of each
study’s OR on the shape of the modelled regression equation
is proportional to its precision as indicated by the narrowness
of its 95% CI. In our culpability meta-regression, the rela-
tionship between the extent to which a study suffered from
inflational biases and the study’s cannabis-culpability OR
was modelled by a regression equation from which a predic-
tion was made as to the value of the OR in the absence of

any bias (i.e. the modelled OR value corresponding to a
total bias score of zero). The results of our meta-regression
for the 13 culpability studies are shown in Figure 3.
Unfortunately, as described below, a meta-regression could
not be conducted for the four case control studies, so an
alternative analysis was conducted, as depicted in Figure 5.

We do not report p-values for our ORs. Instead, we use
the conventional rule of thumb that an OR is statistically
significant if its 95% CI does not include the value 1.00.

Culpability studies: Forest plot for studies of
cannabis-culpability risk
The cannabis-culpability ORs, with their 95% CIs, from the
13 culpability studies are shown in Figure 2. The ORs
ranged from 0.46 to 2.97. Eight studies reported ORs that
were not statistically significant (where the 95% CI
included an OR of 1.00). In six of the studies the ORs
were unadjusted. The meta-analytic summary OR from
the model was 1.37 (1.10 1.69). The 13 effect sizes were
heterogeneous Q (12) = 34.0, p < 0.001 and I2 = 64.7%
indicating moderate-to-high heterogeneity, as would be
expected if the studies were affected to different extents
by different biases.

Figure 2. Forest plot of cannabis crash culpability studies. The size of each square is proportional to the relative weight that each

study contributed to the summary odds ratio (OR) which is indicated by the diamond. Horizontal bars and width of diamond represent

95% confidence intervals. Q (12) = 34.0, p< 0.001; I2 = 64.7%.
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A meta-regression assessed our directional total bias
score as a moderator of the reported cannabis-culpability
ORs. For this meta-regression model, the directional total
bias score was significantly associated with the cannabis-

culpability ORs (Q(1) = 10.3, p = 0.001) and explained
77.9% of heterogeneity. The intercept of the model (i.e. dir-
ectional total bias score of zero) expressed as an OR was
0.68 (0.45 1.05) (Figure 3).

While we could interpret this result to mean that the best
bias-free estimate of the cannabis-culpability OR is 0.68,
such that the recent use of cannabis is protective against
the risk of being culpable for a crash, we consider that
that would be an over-interpretation. Instead, we interpret
this result to mean that the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected for the effect of the recent use of cannabis on the
risk of being culpable for a crash.

Case control studies: Forest plot for studies
of cannabis-crash risk
The cannabis-crash ORs, with their 95% CIs, from the four
case control studies are shown in Figure 4. The ORs ranged
from 1.00 to 1.91. Two studies reported ORs that were not
statistically significant (95% CI included an OR of 1.0).
One OR was unadjusted. The meta-analytic summary OR
from the model was 1.45 (0.94 2.25). The four effect

Figure 3. Bubble plot of observed odds ratios (ORs) for cannabis culpability studies against our total directional bias score.

Bubble size is proportional to the study weight and the solid line is the fitted meta regression model.

Figure 4. Forest plot of cannabis crash case–control studies.
The size of each square is proportional to the relative weight that

each study contributed to the summary odds ratio (OR) which is

indicated by the diamond. Horizontal bars and width of diamond

represent 95% confidence intervals. Q (3) = 13.0, p = 0.005; I2 =
76.9%.
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sizes were heterogeneous Q (3) = 13.0, p = 0.005 and I2

= 76.9% indicating moderate-to-high heterogeneity.
The small number of included case control studies pre-

cludes meta-regression to assess our directional total bias
score as a moderator. Nonetheless, Figure 5 shows a mono-
tonic relationship between the total bias scores and the
cannabis-crash ORs, with Spearman’s rho = 0.95, p = 0.05.

The lack of a regression equation makes it difficult to
interpet these results. Clearly, the most strongly biased
studies have the highest cannabis-crash ORs. Lacey et al.
(2016), with a cannabis-crash OR of 1.0, was the only
study where an attempt was made to carefully match the
individual case and control drivers. We interpret the
results in Figure 5 to mean that the null hypothesis cannot
be rejected for the effect of the prior use of cannabis on
the risk of being involved in a road crash.

The possibility of dose effects
It is possible that one or both of two types of dose effect
were present in a study’s cannabis-crash results. The first
is a two-phased threshold effect, which involves the
absence of any effect of cannabis below a low threshold
concentration of THC. The disputed existence of a thresh-
old effect was discussed previously, where it was noted
that some published cannabis-crash ORs would be underes-
timates if sub-threshold drivers had incorrectly been defined
as positive for THC. The second type of dose effect was ori-
ginally described by Hill (1965) as a ‘biological gradient’,
but is now better known as a ‘dose-response effect’. Hill
proposed ten criteria for inferring that a relationship
between two variables is causal rather than accidental. His

criteria are still widely cited in epidemiological papers,
despite the fact that none of them provides conclusive
proof of causality (Rothman and Greenland, 2005). One
of the criteria that are very indicative of causality is a
dose response relationship between the exposure and
outcome variables. A large volume of research, starting
with Borkenstein’s Grand Rapids case control study in
1964, has clearly demonstrated a dose response relation-
ship between driver blood alcohol concentration (BAC)
and the risk of crashing. Any such relationship for the
effect of cannabis on the risk of crashing could be linear
or curvilinear, but should at least be positively monotonic.
In the context of looking for threshold and/or dose
response effects, it is considered unnecessary to distinguish
between culpability and case control studies. The cut-off
levels of THC that are used to define the category boundar-
ies of the cannabis variable are in terms of nanograms of
THC per milliliter of body fluid (ng/ml).

The main THC dose results for the seventeen studies are
summarised in Table 2. Further details can be found in
Appendix B (see Supplementl material). The researchers
involved in seven of the studies did not test for either
type of dose effect. Given the scientific and applied import-
ance of such effects it is likely that at least some of those
studies provided no indicative evidence of the effects, and
the researchers decided not to investigate further. Dose
effects were explored in 10 studies, but were not found in
7 of them. Three studies provided some evidence for dose
effects. Drummer et al. (2004) claimed to have found a
THC threshold effect at 5 ng/ml. Their threshold OR of
6.6 had a wide 95% CI of 1.5 28.0. Poulsen et al. (2014)
designed their responsibility study as a replication of

Figure 5. Bubble plot of observed odds ratios (ORs) for cannabis crash case–control studies against our total directional bias score.
Bubble size is proportional to the study weight. Spearman’s rho = 0.95, p = 0.05 for the correlation between the cannabis crash ORs

and the total bias scores.
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Drummer et al.’s study. They used more THC-positive
drivers than Drummer et al., but failed to replicate the
threshold effect. This failure casts doubt about the reliabil-
ity Drummer et al.’s evidence. The second study, by
Gadegbeku et al. (2011), did not report any results that
were relevant to possible dose effects. However, Laumon
et al. (2005) had previously investigated a major subset of
the same crashes that were analysed by Gadegbeku et al.,
and they calculated cannabis-culpability ORs for four
THC concentration subgroups. In their abstract, Laumon
et al., claimed that ‘A significant dose effect was identified’
(p. 1). That misleading claim was inappropriately based on
the four unadjusted cannabis-culpability ORs (from their
Table 3). The four corresponding adjusted cannabis-
culpability ORs (also from their Table 3) provide no evi-
dence of a dose effect. The third study is Drummer et al.
(2020). In describing their reported dose effect Drummer
et al., said ‘The increase in [cannabis-culpability] odds
was most apparent at higher blood THC concentrations.
At 5 ng/ml and above the OR was 3.2 (p = 0.01), and at
THC concentrations of 10 ng/ml and above the OR was
10 (p = 0.03) [not shown in Table 2] indicating that the
odds of culpability increase with rising concentrations’
(p. 3). Those findings are rendered dubious by the highly
selective nature of the data used in this study (as discussed
in Appendix B, Supplemental material).

In summary, dose effects of THC were explored in only
ten of the seventeen epidemiological studies. In seven of the
ten, the researchers made no claim to have identified a dose
effect. In the other three, the researchers did claim to have
found dose effects. However, one of the claims was
unable to be reproduced in a more powerful replication
study, one was not supported by the best available evidence
from the study itself, and the third was from a study that
investigated a highly selected set of injury crashes.
Overall, the evidence for THC dose effects from the 17
studies is unconvincing.

Discussion

Types of evidence for the risks of drug driving
In 2004, the Australian state of Victoria was the first juris-
diction in the world to introduce stand-alone per se zero-
tolerance drug driving offences for illegal psychoactive
drugs, including cannabis, along with a large-scale
program of random RDT (Boorman and Owens, 2009;
Moxham-Hall and Hughes, 2020; O’Halloran, 2010). The
introduction of RDT was contrary to the advice from a
national Austroads Working Group on Drugs and Driving
that there was not a sufficient evidence-base to support it
(Potter, 2000). And the sufficiency of the evidence base
has continued to be questioned, especially in relation to can-
nabis (Hall, 2012; Hall and Homel, 2007; McDonald, 2009;
Prichard et al., 2010; Quilter and McNamara, 2017; Roth,

2015). One purpose of this review is to establish if there
is yet a sufficient evidence base to support the continued
inclusion of cannabis as a proscribed drug in Australia’s
RDT programs.

For the purpose of this discussion the distinction
between ORs and relative risks (RRs) is overlooked,
except to note that, where they differ, a positive OR will
be larger than the corresponding RR. Illustrations of some
of the points made below were taken from the Australian
experience. Policymakers who justify the introduction or
revision of a drug driving policy in relation to illegal
drugs may do so as a means of prosecuting the War on
Drugs. If so, the information provided in scientific papers
such as this will not be relevant. The fact that Australia’s
RDT programs target only illegal drugs is of some
concern in that regard.

A five-level hierarchy can be used to describe the scien-
tific merit of the main types of scientific evidence that might
be relied upon in the development of drug driving policy,
with the more rigorous evidence coming from the higher
levels:

1. Drug prevalence.
2. The findings from human performance studies.
3. Drug-crash risks from single epidemiological studies.
4. Average drug-crash risks from reviews and/or

meta-analyses.
5. Average drug-crash risks from reviews and/or

meta-analyses after correction for biases.

Information about drug prevalence lies at the bottom of the
hierarchy (level 1). Nevertheless, media releases from
Australian ministers with responsibility for drug driving
countermeasures frequently refer to drug prevalences
amongst driver casualties in support of their policies. For
example, when signalling the toughening of some
Victorian drug driving laws, the Police Minister said ‘We
know that more than half of our deaths on the road at the
moment are because of drug-driving. … This is a
growing issue; alcohol is a small part now of what we see
of deaths’ (Willingham, 2020). In this hyperbolic media
statement, the minister was presenting information about
drug prevalence (including medical drugs) in a way that
could easily be misinterpreted as pertaining to causality.
Injured drivers would presumably be found to have high
prevalences of caffeine if tested for it. Prevalences are
meaningless when presented out of the context of back-
ground usage rates.

The relevance of evidence from studies of human perfor-
mance, at the second level of the hierarchy, is difficult to
assess. The use of sensitive laboratory/simulator apparatus
and within-subject statistical analyses makes it relatively
easy to demonstrate the detrimental effects of a variety of
environmental and personal variables on a range of
human skills. The common assumption that the statistical
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significance of a performance decrement implies some level
of real-world impairment has been seriously challenged in a
book by Macdonald (2019). For example, ‘weaving’, or
more precisely the standard deviation of lateral position
(SDLP), is considered by many researchers to be a sensitive
test of cannabis-related impairment (Bondallaz et al., 2016;
Ramaekers et al., 2011; Veldstra et al., 2015). However, the
relevance of SDLP performance to crash causation has been
seriously questioned by Ginsburg (2019: 611) who pointed
out that the use of cannabis increases a baseline SDLP by up
to only about 8 cm, which is roughly about 2% of a typical
lane width in the US. (In Australia and New Zealand, the
recommended lane width for both urban and rural roads is
3.5 m (Fanning et al., 2016), so the use of cannabis
would be increasing SDLP by 2.3% of the recommended
lane width.) The clear implication of Ginsburg’s calculation
is that decrements in SDLP performance are trivial from a
road safety perspective. It seems obvious that a distinction
needs to be drawn between performance decrements and
real-world impairments of safety-relevant skills. The
second example is provided. Choice reaction time (CRT)
is a frequently studied index of human performance. Der
and Deary (2006) have shown that CRTs are highly statis-
tically significantly longer for every 10 years of aging
during adulthood. In other words, the CRT performance
of 60-year olds is significantly worse than that of 50-year
olds, and the CRT performance of 50-year olds is signifi-
cantly worse than that of 40-year olds, etc…Obviously,
these differences are of no relevance to road safety: it has
never been proposed that 50-year olds should be barred
from driving because of their statistically-significant
age-related performance decrements when compared with
40-year-olds. Humans are over-engineered when it comes
to most driving-related tasks, such that laboratory demon-
strations of statistically-significant performance decrements
may be of no real-world significance. Given the dubious
relevance of performance studies to an understanding of
the risk of driving after using cannabis, the alternative is
to use the more directly relevant evidence from epidemio-
logical studies of cannabis-crash risks.

As described in the European Road Safety Decision
Support System on Risks and Measures, the first stage in
developing an evidence-based road-crash countermeasure
program should be to identify risky exposures (e.g.
Martensen et al., 2019). That approach is reflected in the
third, fourth and fifth levels of the hierarchy.
Unfortunately, Australian policy developers rarely make
any reference to the epidemiological findings on drug-crash
risks. For example, the Victorian Transport Minister’s
second-reading speech on the introduction of RDT referred
to the facts that illegal drugs were prevalent among fatally
injured drivers, and that drugs could cause impairments,
without making any reference to the crash risks
(Batchelor, 2003). But even a reference to a drug-crash
risk can be inappropriate when it is to the cherry-picked

results from a single epidemiological study (at the third
level in the hierarchy). For example, the Victorian
Minister for Roads, in his second reading speech on the
introduction of ‘cocktail’ penalties for driving after the
combined use of alcohol and illegal drugs, said ‘Research
indicates that when drivers combine alcohol with illicit
drugs, they are on average 23 times more likely to be
killed in a crash compared with drivers who are drug and
alcohol free’ (Mulder, 2014). One point to note in passing
is that the reported high risk is not pertinent, as it could
have been entirely due to the effect of alcohol. More rele-
vantly, the finding was from a single study by Li et al.
(2013) that used the US FARS database, which, as dis-
cussed above, is considered unfit for the purpose of drug-
crash analyses. Furthermore, a broad review of the evidence
from a number of studies of the exacerbating effect of can-
nabis on the effect of alcohol on the risk of crashing showed
that the evidence is inconclusive (White, 2017, Part 7 &
Attachment E: 135 142).

The development of drug driving policies should be
guided by summary drug-crash risks from all of the relevant
individual studies, as provided in epidemiological reviews
(at the fourth and fifth levels of the hierarchy). But even
then, some reviews are better than others at taking study
biases into account. The two most frequently cited
reviews are by Li et al. (2012) and Asbridge et al. (2012).
Li et al., based their summary-cannabis-crash OR of 2.66
(2.1 3.4) on raw counts data in such a way that no biases
were corrected for. Asbridge et al., also based their slightly
lower summary cannabis-crash OR of 1.92 (1.4 2.7) on raw
counts data, but they did at least control for the confounding
effect of alcohol by restricting their analysis to drivers who
tested negative for alcohol and drugs other than cannabis.
The two meta-analyses that used adjusted cannabis-crash
ORs (Hostiuc et al., 2018b; Rogeberg et al., 2018) included
cannabis-crash ORs from studies that had statistically con-
trolled for the effects of alcohol and drugs, as well as for the
main demographic variables, and for various other confoun-
ders that were identified by the research teams. However,
the current review is the first to provide evidence at the
fifth level of the hierarchy, by attempting to adjust for the
effects of biases from factors other than just uncontrolled
confounders.

Summary of the main findings
Ours is the first review of the cannabis-crash literature to
take into account a wide range of potential study biases.
The three main types of directional bias involve confound-
ing by uncontrolled covariates; subject selection; and errors
in the measurement of the exposure and outcome variables.
From some modelling work and other considerations, we
conclude that the selection and measurement biases have
the potential to be considerably stronger than the confound-
ing biases (for reasons that are explored more fully in
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Appendix A, Supplemental material). We do not see our
approach to bias assessment as being definitive. Rather,
we see it as a first step towards the development of a
more rigorous methodology for assessing the extent to
which directional biases can distort the reported size of a
drug-crash OR. Nevertheless, we believe that our tentative
exploration of the biases in each of the included studies (see
Appendix B, Supplemental material) has produced some
clear findings:

• Most of the studies are affected by one or more direc-
tional biases.

• The biases are predominantly inflationary.
• The studies with the highest cannabis-crash ORs tend to

have the highest total bias scores (Table 1).

Using strict selection criteria, which included good toxico-
logical evidence for the recent use of cannabis, we find little
difference between the summary cannabis-crash ORs for
the 13 culpability (1.37; 1.1 1.7) and four case control
(1.45; 0.9 2.3) studies. Using less strict inclusion criteria,
which included self-reported evidence of recent cannabis
use, and employing some different analytical techniques,
Rogeberg, Elvik and White (2018, Table 1) reported a
summary cannabis-crash OR that was considerably larger
for the 15 case control studies (1.82; 1.2 2.8) than for
the 11 culpability studies (1.12; 1.1 1.2). Rogeberg
(2019: 78) advised that ‘Understanding this discrepancy
should be a priority for future research’. Given that selec-
tion and measurement biases have the potential to be
expressed more easily in case control studies than in culp-
ability studies (where the culpable ‘cases’ and non-culpable
‘controls’ are drawn from much the same population of
drivers), we consider that the discrepancy reported by
Rogeberg, Elvik and White is most probably an expression
of the high susceptibility of most case control studies to the
effects of selection and measurement biases.

The two most recently published meta-analyses of
cannabis-crash risks from epidemiological studies
(Hostiuc et al., 2018a, 2018b; Rogeberg, 2019) concluded
that the null hypothesis of no overall effect of the recent
use of cannabis on the risk of crashing cannot be rejected.
In the words of Hostiuc et al. (p. 1) ‘Our analysis suggests
that the overall effect size for driving under the influence of
cannabis on unfavorable traffic events is not statistically
significant …’ And according to Rogeberg (p. 75) ‘The
magnitude of the estimated risk increase [using raw
counts data from culpability studies] is sufficiently small
that we cannot rule out residual confounding’. Neither of
those meta-analyses involved the close scrutiny of the
included studies for the presence of all three main types
of directional bias. When taking such biases into account,
we fully endorse the conclusion that the null hypothesis
(that the recent use of cannabis does not increase the risk
of crashing) cannot be rejected.

Both Hostiuc et al. (2018a, 2018b) and Rogeberg (2019)
left open the possibility that the very recent use of cannabis
(as possibly signalled by high levels of THC) increases the
risk of crashing. They point out that any evidence for a
moderately strong very-recent-use THC effect would be
washed out in analyses where the prior use of cannabis is
defined by any detectable level of THC. However, given
that we fail to find any satisfactory evidence of dose
effects in the seventeen studies (as discussed in relation to
results provided here in Table 2), we are sceptical of the
possibility that even the very recent use of cannabis could
increase the risk of crashing. Nevertheless, we acknowledge
that no published epidemiological study has been able to
capture the crash risk for drivers within only the first 2 or
3 h after using cannabis, when they are most likely to be
impaired, so we acknowledge the possibility that there is
an elevated crash risk pertaining to very recent use. That
possibility was explored theoretically by Rogeberg and
Elvik (2016b), who concluded that, if there were an ele-
vated crash risk from very recent use, it would probably
not be more than doubled (i.e. the cannabis-crash OR
would not be greater than 2.0).

Summary of conclusions concerning
cannabis-crash ORs

1. Taking the role of study biases into account, we have
shown that the best epidemiological evidence concern-
ing the risk of crashing after using cannabis (as indicated
by testing positive to THC) is compatible with the null
hypothesis that the recent use of cannabis has no effect
at all (such that the cannabis-crash OR = 1.0). We will
refer to that value as the ‘bias-adjusted cannabis-crash
OR’.

2. It is possible that some researchers and policymakers
might not agree with our bias adjustments. They
would presumably therefore rely on the results of con-
ventional cannabis-crash meta-analyses. The findings
from our meta-analyses roughly agree with those of
other recently published reviews: that the recent use of
cannabis increases the risk of crashing by 50% or less
(such that the cannabis-crash OR is not greater than
1.5). We will refer to that value as the ‘meta-analytic
cannabis-crash OR’.

3. Given that we found no convincing evidence for a dose
response relationship between the concentration of THC
and the risk of crashing, we consider that our first two
conclusions apply equally to all cannabis-crash risks
irrespective of the THC cut-off thresholds.

4. We commented above that those drivers who had very
recently consumed cannabis (within 2 or 3 h of crashing)
might comprise a higher risk subset, who cannot neces-
sarily be identified through high concentrations of THC.
And we noted that Rogeberg and Elvik (2016b) had
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estimated that their crash risk could be doubled (such
that the cannabis-crash OR = 2.0). We will refer to
that value as the ‘immediate cannabis-crash OR’.

We will now explore the implications of these four conclu-
sions for: (1) the burden of legal proof of causation; (2) tol-
erable crash risks; and (3) cannabis-presence driving
offences. The implication of our third conclusion is that
these explorations do not need to separately consider the
situation for cannabis-driving enforcement regimes that
have adopted a zero-tolerance approach to any presence
of any THC and those that have adopted above-zero
cut-off thresholds.

The burden of legal proof of causation
When the value for an exposure-outcome OR equals 2.0,
the risk of the outcome for subjects who have been
exposed is twice as high as for non-exposed subjects.
Furthermore, when the value equals 2.0 there is a 50%
chance that the exposure is responsible for the outcome
for the exposure-positive cases. For example, an adjusted
diazepam-crash OR of 2.0 from a rigorous case control
study would mean that the use of diazepam before driving
is the cause of 50% of the crash involvements of the
diazepam-positive drivers, with the other 50% being
caused by factors other than the use of diazepam.

There are circumstances where the value 2.0 for an
exposure outcome OR is particularly relevant. The ‘50%
rule’ is a legal rule of thumb that is sometimes applied in
the US courts. Under the rule, an exposure is considered
to have caused a deleterious outcome for an individual if
50% or more of the deleterious outcomes among exposure-
positive cases in the population can be attributed to the
exposure (Haack, 2014, Ch. 11: 264 293). For example,
if a foetus was exposed to an anti-nausea medication, and
the baby was born with limb deformities, then the deform-
ities could legally be attributed to the medication if it could
be proven by reference to epidemiological studies that 50%
or more of the deformities amongst the medication-exposed
babies in the population were related to their mothers’ use
of the medication. In other words, a birth defect for a parti-
cular baby could be legally attributed to the medication if its
mother had used the medication during her pregnancy, and
the medication-deformity OR was 2.0 or greater. More gen-
erally, under the 50% rule, an OR of 2.0 or greater defines
the range of ORs at which scientific evidence for general
causation has sometimes been used in the US legal
system as evidence for specific causation.

We are not aware of any drug driving litigation where
the 50% rule has been applied. However, it is conceivable
that a THC-positive driver who was involved in a serious
crash might want to argue that the crash was not caused
by impairment from cannabis. Let us assume that the case
is heard before a judge who is unlikely to be convinced

that the true bias-adjusted cannabis-crash OR is 1.0.
Citing the 50% rule, the driver could argue that the
conventionally-accepted meta-analytic cannabis-crash OR
of 1.5 was considerably below the value of 2.0 where spe-
cific causation can be inferred from general causation. In
other words, the driver could argue that there was no
adequate scientific evidence that his use of cannabis
played a causal role in his crash. And even if there were evi-
dence that the driver had consumed cannabis immediately
before driving, the driver could still argue that the immedi-
ate cannabis-crash OR of 2.0 was at the borderline of where
specific causation can be inferred from general causation.

Tolerable crash risks
It is a commonly accepted rule of thumb in Australia that
drivers with a BAC of 0.05 are about twice as likely to
crash as drivers with a zero BAC. The second rule of
thumb is that drivers who travel at 10% above the mean
speed at a road location (e.g. at 55 km/h in a 50 km/h loca-
tion or at 110 km/h in a 100 km/h location) are about twice
as likely to crash as those travelling at the mean location
speed (Kloeden et al., 2002). Those rules of thumb have
been endorsed by the Australian Transport Council (ATC),
which was the body that brought together the Common-
wealth, State, Territory and New Zealand Ministers with
responsibility for road safety (ATC, 2008: 30).

In the case of drink-driving, it is legal in Australia for
most drivers to drive with a BAC of up to 0.05. The ATC
(2011: 88) explicitly acknowledges the compromise
involved in setting that limit, which ‘strikes the right
balance between societal values and public safety in rela-
tion to alcohol use’. It is evident that the ATC was prepared
to tolerate drink-driving at BACs up to the level where the
risk of crashing is doubled. Although the police in Australia
are reluctant to discuss speed camera enforcement toler-
ances, it is likely that they are generally set in line with pub-
lished UK policing practice, where speeding below 10%
over the speed limit is unlikely to be enforced
(Association of Chief Police Officers, 2013). That is
known to be the practice in South Australia (Nankervis,
2014), and is probably also the practice in some other
Australian states. Some Australian police jurisdictions are
therefore tolerating levels of speeding where crash risks
are commonly understood in Australia to be doubled. So,
it seems, at least with respect to drink-driving and speeding
in Australia, that exposure-crash risks with values up to 2.0
can be tolerated because they ‘strike the right balance’. It
should be noted that these considerations pertain only to
personal risks where individualised sanctions are involved,
and do not necessarily pertain to environmental risks. For
example, traffic engineers should probably not consider
installing a roundabout whose less expensive design
results in only 30% more serious crashes than the alterna-
tive design.
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We are not aware of any discussion of ‘striking the right
balance’ in relation to cannabis-crash risks. Nevertheless,
that is a conversation that should be started, given the wide-
spread legalisation of the recreational use of cannabis and
the even wider spread legalisation of its medical use. In
that context, it is relevant to note that the
conventionally-accepted meta-analytic cannabis-crash OR
of 1.5 is well below the tolerated alcohol-crash and speed-
crash ORs of 2.0. Even the hypothetical immediate
cannabis-crash risk of 2.0 is at the borderline of tolerability.

Cannabis-presence driving offences
The punishment for a traffic offence should be proportion-
ate to the seriousness of the offence as measured in terms of
the effect of the offending behaviour on the risk of crashing.
Our epidemiological findings relate to the mere presence of
THC in a driver’s body fluid. They are therefore directly
relevant to stand-alone zero-tolerance cannabis-presence
driving offences. On the basis of our first conclusion, that
the bias-adjusted cannabis-crash OR equals 1.0, there is,
of course, no epidemiological justification for the existence
of such offences. And, given our third conclusion, that
cannabis-crash risks are independent of THC cut-off thresh-
olds, there is also no epidemiological justification for such
offences, but with above-zero threshold cut-offs for THC.

Especially now, with the medical and recreational use of
cannabis becoming more accepted, our main conclusion
(that the best estimate of the cannabis-crash OR is 1.0) is
consistent with the view that stand-alone cannabis-presence
driving laws should be repealed (while impairment-based
laws would remain). That is especially so given the injus-
tices involved for the majority of the THC-positive
drivers who are penalised but unimpaired (Wiggins and
Carrick, 2020), the concomitant violation of civil liberties
(McDonald, 2009; Prichard et al., 2010) and the the high
cost of conducting RDT operations (National Drug
Driving Working Group, 2018). Ross Homel, whose early
work on deterrence theory (Homel, 1988) was instrumental
in the introduction of Random Breath Testing (RBT) for
alcohol in Australia, considers that the inclusion of canna-
bis in the Australian RDT protocols is a disingenuous
attempt to prosecute the War on Drugs under the guise of
road safety (Hall and Homel, 2007).

While we believe that the cannabis-crash null hypothesis
cannot be rejected, we accept that road safety policymakers
might not agree with us. Nevertheless, if they support the
need for evidenced-based policy, they would presumably
accept the truth of our second conclusion, that the
meta-analytic cannabis-crash OR is not greater than 1.5
(irrespective of the THC cut-off). The implication for
setting cannabis-presence driving penalties is obvious. On
the principle of proportionality, the penalties for
THC-positive driving (with a cannabis-crash OR of 1.5)
should be about half as severe as the penalties for driving

at a BAC of 0.05 (with a BAC-crash OR of about 2.0), or
speeding at about 5 km/h above the speed limit on an
urban road or 10 km/h above the limit on a rural highway
(both with a speeding crash OR of about 2.0). However,
in Australia, the penalties for cannabis-presence driving
offences are considerably higher than that (Moxham-Hall
and Hughes, 2020). Three examples are provided. In the
state of Victoria, the maximum fine for a third cannabis-
presence driving offence is AU$19,826. Given the targeting
of known cannabis users, the likelihood of repeat offending
is quite high. In the state of Queensland, the maximum
prison sentence for a third offence is 9 months. And in
the State of South Australia, the maximum licence cancel-
lation period for a third offence is 1 year. These excessively
punitive penalty structures can be taken as a reflection of the
fact that the underlying legislation has more to do with the
War on Drugs than it has to do with road safety.
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Summary 
This user guide supports prescribers in all health care settings to adopt active ingredient 
prescribing. It has been developed in consultation with relevant stakeholders to assist 
prescribers’ clinical decisions and provide best practice guidance on when prescribers should 
consider specifying the medicine brand name on a prescription. The user guide also provides 
support to clinical software vendors when making necessary changes to their products to ensure 
the safety of prescribing choices. 
Active ingredient prescribing will: 

• Increase consumer health literacy around their medicines and make communication 
clearer and unambiguous 

• Improve safe and quality use of medicines with consistent and standardised descriptions 
of medicines 

• Empower and equip prescribers and consumers to better understand the active 
ingredients in medicines 

• Assist conversations between pharmacists and consumers concerning generic and 
biosimilar alternatives 

• Promote the appropriate uptake of generic and biosimilar medicines, with a decrease of 
out-of-pocket expenses for some consumers 

• Improve financial sustainability of the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) and the 
Repatriation Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (RPBS) 

• Enhance prescribers’ stewardship role of the PBS, and encourage more sustainable 
prescribing practices 

• Align Australian prescribing with international practices. 
In October 2019 the National Health (Pharmaceutical Benefits) Amendment (Active Ingredient 
Prescribing) Regulations 2019, and the Veterans’ Affairs Pharmaceutical Benefits Schemes 
(Electronic Prescriptions and Active Ingredient Prescribing) Amendment Instrument 2019 
mandated active ingredient prescribing. From 1 February 2021 most prescriptions generated for 
supply under the PBS and the RPBS must meet the revised arrangements to be eligible for 
subsidy.  
This user guide describes principles for active ingredient prescribing and identifies some 
situations and/or medicines where prescribers should consider if the specification of brand is 
clinically necessary for the treatment of their patient. In situations where formulations are not 
interchangeable due to variations in delivery of the active ingredient, for patient safety 
prescribers should consider specification by brand. These medicines and situations are listed in:  

• Appendix A: List of Medicines for Brand Consideration is a list of medicines prescribers 
should consider prescribing by brand name in addition to active ingredient name if the 
inclusion of brand name is necessary for the clinical treatment of their patients. 

• Appendix B: List of Excluded Medicinal Items lists medicines and supplementary 
pharmaceuticals which may be prescribed by brand name only. The items in this list may 
be safer and more practical to prescribe by brand name and for PBS items, legislation 
allows for prescribing by brand name only. However, the active ingredient name(s) may 
also be included by the prescriber if practical and safe to do so. 
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The lists have been developed to assist prescribers in making good clinical prescribing decisions 
and meet the new legislative requirements for active ingredient prescribing. The decision 
regarding the prescribing and supply of a particular brand of medicine remains the choice of the 
prescriber as part of a shared decision-making process with the patient. However, it is important 
to consider brand specification to prevent medication harm. Therefore, software developers are 
required to provide prescribers with software systems that alert prescribers when a medicine on 
the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration is prescribed. The alert will include a hyperlink to 
the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration giving prescribers easy access to the list. 
Prescribers will action an additional step either to read the list or ignore before prescribing a 
medicine on the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration.  
Since initial development in December 2020, the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration and 
the List of Excluded Medicinal Items have undergone revision (see List curation). The medicines 
considered for inclusion or exclusion from the lists is summarised in the Active Ingredient 
Prescribing Issues Register at Appendix C. 
This user guide and the associated lists have been developed through extensive consultation 
and feedback from stakeholders acknowledged in Appendix D.  
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Introduction 
Active ingredient prescribing using standardised terminology increases consumer understanding 
of their medicines, assists health literacy and communication and increases the uptake of 
generic and biosimilar medicines. This user guide supports prescribers to prescribe medicines 
by the active ingredient with best practice guidance for specification of brand.  
Principles are outlined to determine when prescribers should consider brand name specification 
if clinically necessary. Specifying the brand name may be necessary to support safe and quality 
use of a medicine where consumer harm could result from switching between medicine brands 
or to ensure prescriber instructions are suitable for the dispensed medicine. This guidance is 
supported by a list of medicines where prescribers should consider prescribing by brand as well 
as active ingredient (List of Medicines for Brand Consideration), if it is clinically necessary for 
their treatment.  
A list of medicines and non-medicinal items which are exempt from active ingredient prescribing 
requirements has also been developed to support prescribers (List of Excluded Medicinal Items). 
These items should be prescribed by brand name only for practicality purposes (for example 
very long active ingredient names). This does not preclude the addition of active ingredient 
name(s) should the prescriber deems this is appropriate. 

Objective 
To provide guidance to prescribers regarding active ingredient prescribing. To clarify the 
circumstances where prescribers should consider specifying the medicine brand name in the 
interests of safety, practicality, or to prevent confusion.  

Scope 
Active ingredient prescribing applies across all health care settings where medicines are 
prescribed. That is, whenever prescribing a medicine as defined under the Therapeutic Goods 
Act1 and listed on the Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods (ARTG). This includes electronic 
medication charts such as the electronic National Residential Medication Chart (eNRMC). 
Active ingredient prescribing legislation covers most PBS and RPBS medicines. However, the 
principles for active ingredient prescribing apply across all medicines. This user guide and 
attached resources, including provisions for software vendors reflect the broader scope of all 
medicines and is not limited to medicines available for PBS and RPBS subsidy. 
Prescribing situations where active ingredient names are not mandated and where medicines 
are out of scope include: 

• Handwritten prescriptions 
• Computer generated paper-based National Residential Medication Charts 
• Prescriptions generated through a free text function within prescribing software 
• Medicines containing four or more active ingredients 
• Items listed under the ‘Various’ section of the General PBS schedule 
• Items listed under the ‘Various’ section of the RPBS schedule. 
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Context 
Medicines have a pivotal role in disease management with potential for medicine-related 
adverse events.2 Medication literacy is an important part of health literacy. All health 
professionals and consumers need to be able to establish a platform for shared decision-making 
with consistent communication around medicines. Being familiar with and implementing the 
unique active ingredient name for medicines is essential to consistent communication and 
optimising health outcomes.  
Active ingredient prescribing is allowed in the UK, Ireland, and eighteen other countries across 
continental Europe. It is mandatory in France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece and eight other 
countries in Eastern Europe3. Active ingredient prescribing has been implemented in the USA4, 
Canada5, New Zealand6 and Japan7.  
As part of the 2018–19 Budget, the Australian Government undertook to improve the uptake of 
generic and biosimilar medicines listed on the PBS.  
Strategies have been developed to increase the uptake of generic and biosimilar medicines and 
improve the health literacy of consumers and prescribers around the active ingredients in 
medicines. For example, NPS MedicineWise has resources for consumers and prescribers such 
as ‘Medicines and brand names, explained’8. The Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) has 
produced Generic prescription medicines – Information for patients: Fact Sheet9. 
This initiative to prescribe the medicinal product by active ingredient rather than brand name 
may further increase public awareness of generic and biosimilar medicines. However, consumer 
and prescriber choice of medicines remain key priorities for the Australian Government. 
Prescribers will retain choice of medicines and brands, and consumers will retain choice of 
brands.  
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In some circumstances, it is preferable to prescribe a medicine by brand name in addition to the 
active ingredient name for clinical reasons and/or patient safety10. This is particularly important 
for some high-risk medicines, for high-risk consumers and/or high-risk situations. For example, 
in situations where formulations are not interchangeable due to variations in delivery of the 
active ingredient, prescribers should consider specifying brand names to prevent the risk of 
medication-related harm. The List of Medicines for Brand Consideration is provided at Appendix 
A and includes medicines recommended for consideration of brand specification to prevent 
serious incidents and consumer harm. 
Prescribers are encouraged to consider the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration and make 
a decision on the need for brand, based on the medicine and their patient’s individual clinical 
need. For certain high risk medicines, including clozapine and warfarin, it is mandatory to include 
brand name after the active ingredient name. 
In public and private hospital settings, prescribing choices will be derived according to local 
policy as determined by contract purchasing and the Drugs and Therapeutics Committee. Brand 
should be specified by the prescriber where clinically required in accordance with the local 
hospital policy.  

2. Medicines prescribed and specified by brand 

Medicines and medicinal items excluded from active ingredient prescribing are listed in the List 
of Excluded Medicinal Items at Appendix B. The prescription for these items will be prepared 
with the brand name. The active ingredient name(s) may be included for these items, if practical 
and safe to do so. 
Other instances for prescribing by brand name only include medicines with four or more active 
ingredients (see Box 2).  

3. Documenting the decision to specify brand  

Decisions to specify a brand (either originator, branded generic or biosimilar) should be 
documented in the patient’s record, including My Health Record to ensure patient treatment 
continuity.  

Principles for specifying the medicine brand  
In some circumstances, it is preferable to prescribe a medicine by brand name in addition to the 
active ingredient name for clinical reasons and/or patient safety10. This is particularly important 
for some high-risk medicines and/or for high-risk consumers. To avoid miscommunication 
between clinicians, to prevent selection error, and to ensure accuracy interpreting and 
dispensing the prescription are circumstances where it may be preferable to prescribe by brand. 
The List of Medicines for Brand Consideration lists medicines recommended for consideration of 
brand specification to prevent serious incidents and consumer harm. 
Exceptions where switching between brands is not recommended are annotated in the List of 
Medicines for Brand Consideration. Intentional one-off switching from one brand to another for 
these products may be achievable under controlled situations with dose titration, close 
monitoring, caution and the agreement of the consumer and/or carer. 
Principles for prescribing by active ingredient plus brand name are described in Box 1.  
The List of Medicines for Brand Consideration has been developed to support prescribing and is 
not prescriptive nor exhaustive. At the point of prescribing, the decision regarding the 
specification of a particular brand of medicine remains the choice of the prescriber as part of 
shared decision making with the patient. From a safety perspective, it is important to recognise 
that active ingredient names can be complex and may confuse some consumers. Prescribers 
should consider this as they assess consumers and discuss their medicines with them. 
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Management of the lists  

List development process 
The List of Medicines for Brand Consideration and List of Excluded Medicinal Items have been 
developed after review of the New Zealand13, Irish14 and the United Kingdom15 documents that 
clarify brand prescribing and define the situations where exceptions to active ingredient 
prescribing should be implemented. 
Medicines have been included on the lists as appropriate even if there is only one brand 
available in Australia. In this way, the introduction of new generic and biosimilar medicines to the 
market should not impact the naming and presentation of existing medicines in prescriber’s 
software systems. 
Changes to prescribing software will facilitate population of the active ingredient name on the 
prescription and the inclusion of brand names on prescriptions where clinically necessary. The 
professional judgement of clinicians is not impacted, and prescribers can continue to select the 
most appropriate medicine for their patient.  

Prescribing software 
Computer systems which assist active ingredient prescribing with provision of generic and 
biosimilar alternatives, clinical advice and consumer information leaflets, have been found to 
support active ingredient prescribing.16 

The Australian Medicines Terminology (AMT) is a national, standards-based approach to the 
identification and naming of medicines for human use that has been approved by the TGA. The 
AMT uniquely and accurately describes medicines in a standardised format using a set of defining 
properties including the active ingredient.17 An AMT reference set for medicines on the List of 
Medicines for Brand Consideration and List of Excluded Medicinal Items will be made available 
by the Australian Digital Health Agency. 
In order to provide support to software vendors, the MSIA, as requested by the Australian 
Government Department of Health, has provided a vendor resource document that aligns with 
this user guide for prescribing software developers. This is to ensure that appropriate changes 
are made to enable prescribing by active ingredient, with or without the inclusion of brand name, 
as deemed appropriate by the prescriber.18 

Prescribing software should be consistent with the National guidelines for on-screen display of 
medicines information7. These guidelines describe consistent, unambiguous terms and 
processes for on-screen display of medicines information, including medicine names. 

List curation 
Review of the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration and List of Excluded Medicinal Items 
(Appendices A and B) is undertaken at least twice a year by the Commission, according to the 
principles in these guidelines and in consultation with the Australian Government Department of 
Health and the Therapeutic Goods Administration. Periodically the Commission reviews its 
guidelines to reflect changes to best practice or in response to safety concerns. 
The outcomes of these reviews and medicines under consideration for inclusion or exclusion to 
the lists are summarised in the Active Ingredient Prescribing Issues Register (Appendix C). 
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Active ingredient prescribing background 

Medicines naming  
The active ingredient of a medicine is the therapeutically active component in the medicine’s 
final formulation that is responsible for its physiological or pharmacological action. The brand or 
trade name of a medicine is the name given to the medicine by the manufacturer. The same 
active ingredient may be marketed under a range of different brand names. 
The approved nomenclature for active ingredients in the pharmaceutical domain in Australia and 
across the world is defined using International Non-proprietary Names (INN). Active ingredient 
prescribing is the use of the INN when prescribing.19 

The standardised nomenclature used by the INN includes use of a common ‘stem’ which 
indicates the activity of the substance and the pharmacological group to which it belongs. For 
example, substances having adol as the stem indicates an analgesic (for example, tramadol); 
mab indicates a monoclonal antibody (for example, denosumab); vir indicates an antiviral (for 
example, aciclovir). The agreed system to naming biologic medicines was subject to a review by 
experts in the field, the INN Expert Group and the INN Secretariat of the World Health 
Organization in 2019.20 

For medicines available in different salts and where the salt confers a clinically significant 
difference in potency, the full active ingredient name should be displayed (base followed by salt). 
For further details and examples, see National Guidelines for On-Screen Display of Medicines 
Information7. 
Familiarity with the active ingredient name aids clinician and consumer recognition of the 
substance and the family of similar pharmacological substances to which it belongs. 
For many medicines there may be a wide range of generic brands.21 An overview of practice in 
different countries concluded that prescribing by active ingredient is likely to improve consumer 
safety by assuring that the prescribed medicine is in fact what is dispensed.22 

Health literacy and safer communication  
Communicating by the active ingredient name should lead to increased health literacy in relation 
to medicines and medicine-related information. Medication literacy is the degree to which 
individuals obtain, comprehend, communicate, calculate and process information about their 
medicines. This helps consumers to make informed decisions on the safe and effective use of 
their medicines. Active ingredient prescribing is expected to improve clarity and knowledge 
about medicines, leading to improved shared decision-making. Medication errors from brand 
name confusion would reasonably be expected to decline. For example, double dosing due to 
not recognising two brands with the same active ingredient. 
Active ingredient prescribing has been implemented in Australian public hospitals for a number 
of years. Even though this is well accepted in clinical practice, a prospective survey of hospital 
doctors and senior medical students at a 650 bed Australian teaching hospital demonstrated that 
when a medicine was described by its brand name, the ability to name a medicine and its 
actions was poor, even for common and high-risk medicines. The authors support calls to 
mandate prescribing using active ingredient rather than brand names of medicines in hospitals.23  
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The broadening of active ingredient prescribing to primary care is expected to improve 
understanding and communication in the community. Amongst older Australians, increased 
education is required to develop medicines knowledge, which may improve health literacy, 
optimise medicine use and minimise harm.24 Communication of medicines information across 
the transition between acute and primary care is important for continuity of care. This transition 
is a well-recognised point for medication error and consumer harm.25 Improving communication 
between health professionals supports medication safety by reducing misinterpretation and this 
is supported by consistent and standardised use of terminology including medicine names. The 
prescription may need to be supported by other communication. For example, a discharge 
summary, or a My Health Record document to convey information regarding brand specification 
on admission to hospital and at discharge. Importantly, hospital pharmacy medicines stocked 
are dependent on local policies and contracts. Therefore, at discharge the brand supplied should 
not necessarily be interpreted as the brand for the consumer to continue in the community.  

Medicines approval in Australia  
Before a new medicine can be commercially supplied in Australia, the TGA must assess it for 
quality, safety and efficacy with approval for inclusion on the ARTG. Applications for inclusion of 
a new medicine on the ARTG must include biopharmaceutical evidence including 
bioavailability.26 

In Australia, the PBS27 lists all of the medicines available to be dispensed to consumers at a 
price subsidised by the Australian Government. Generic/biosimilar and originator/reference 
products which are considered bioequivalent, and which would be expected to be able to be 
interchanged without differences in clinical effect, are annotated using the symbol  located 
immediately before the brand names of a particular strength. This indicates that the sponsors of 
these brands have submitted evidence that they have been demonstrated to be bioequivalent or 
therapeutically equivalent, or that justification for not needing bioequivalence or therapeutic 
equivalence data has been provided to and accepted by the TGA.  attached to brand names 
indicates that these brands are also equivalent, but that it is not known if there is equivalence 
between brands marked  and brands marked . In some cases,  flagged generics and 
biosimilars have proven therapeutic equivalence associated with specific indications. This should 
not be extrapolated across other indications. 
For other brands of an item, that is, those not indicated as above, it is unknown whether they are 
equivalent. There may be several reasons for this, such as bioequivalence data not being 
considered necessary when the products were approved for marketing, or that advice or data 
have not been forthcoming from sponsors. This does not necessarily suggest a lack of safety or 
efficacy, but in these circumstances, caution should be taken if brands are interchanged. 
This brand equivalence information is also included in the Australian Medicines Handbook28, 
which states that substitution may be considered if the brands are bioequivalent (indicated by an 
‘a’ or ‘b’ next to the brand name in the PBS). 

Medicine affordability 
The PBS is an Australian Government program that benefits all Australians by subsidising the 
cost of a wide range of medicines to make them more affordable. The National Health Act 1953 
governs the PBS. The RPBS provides a range of pharmaceutical benefits to veterans, members 
(including former members) of the Defence Force, or their dependants at a concessional rate 
and is governed by the Veterans’ Entitlements Act 1986.   
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After marketing approval by TGA, the sponsor may seek to have a product listed for 
reimbursement under the PBS. The cost of a wide range of prescription medicines is subsidised 
through the PBS. To be listed an application is made to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory 
Committee (PBAC) by the sponsor. The PBAC considers cost effectiveness, efficacy and safety 
issues to make recommendations to the Minister for Health about listings of new medicines or 
changes to current listings of medicines. 

Generic and biosimilar medicines 
Generic medicines are defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as a pharmaceutical 
product usually intended to be interchangeable with the originator brand (or product), 
manufactured without a licence from the originator manufacturer and marketed after the expiry of 
patent or other exclusivity rights.29 

The TGA define a generic medicine as an additional brand of an existing medicine.30 It contains 
the same ‘active ingredient’ as the existing medicine. The TGA requires generic brands to be 
‘bioequivalent’ to the originator brand. Active ingredients can be manufactured and sold by other 
sponsors once the patent for the existing brand medicine has expired. Products listed on 
PBS/RPBS for which adequate evidence of therapeutic equivalence is provided are deemed to 
be interchangeable.  
Generic and biosimilar medicines are not required to provide extensive pre-clinical and clinical 
studies for registration application in Australia31. As such their investment and development 
costs are greatly reduced when compared to the originator product, where research and 
development costs are to be recuperated. Generic and biosimilar medicines provide the 
opportunity for major savings in healthcare, community and consumer expenditure.  

Bioequivalence 
In Australia, bioequivalence is usually assessed by single dose in vivo studies in healthy 
volunteers to determine whether the products are similar in both extent and rate of absorption. 
The regulatory limits applied are that the 90% confidence intervals for the ratios of the areas 
under the drug concentration versus time curves (AUC ratio) and the maximum plasma drug 
concentration (Cmax ratio) must fall between 80% and 125%. The times to maximum plasma 
concentration (Tmax) for both products should also be similar. Bioequivalence means that two 
medicines are pharmaceutically equivalent and their bioavailability of each (rate and extent of 
availability) in the same dose after administration is similar. With respect to both efficacy and 
safety the generic medicine can be expected to be essentially the same as the reference 
product. To be determined to be pharmaceutically equivalent and interchangeable with the 
originator brand or other generic brands a product must: 

• Have proven bioequivalence 
• Have the same quantity of active substance(s) 
• Be in the same dosage form 
• Have the same route of administration 
• Have consistency and quality of the manufacturing process  
• Have quality of the ingredients and the final product.32  
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In 2015, a systematic review examined the attitudes towards generic medicines held by lay 
people, doctors and pharmacists. Colgan et al33 identified concerns about the efficacy, safety 
and quality of generic medicines, recommending further work on interventions to increase the 
acceptability of generic prescribing. In a study published in 2019, Yu et al34 focused on potential 
explanations for differences which are occasionally observed or suspected in individual 
consumers upon switching from an originator brand of medicine to a generic brand of medicine. 
They also assessed clinician and consumer concerns about generic–generic medicine 
interchangeability. The authors concluded that differences in exposure to the drug were 
considered negligible in the investigated bioequivalence studies. Any differences in 
concentration were mainly due to the intra-subject pharmacokinetic variability of the active 
ingredient. 
In a study investigating 12 years of bioequivalence data submitted to the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) in the United States of America (USA) it was shown that the average 
difference in absorption into the body between generic and originator brand formulations was 
3.5%, which is comparable to differences between two different batches of an originator brand 
medicine.35  
These studies demonstrate the small differences in bioequivalence between originator brand 
medicines and generic brand medicines. 

Biological / biosimilar medicines 
Biological medicines, including biosimilar medicines, contain one or more active substances that 
are derived from living cells or organisms.36 
The TGA define a biological37 as: 

• A thing made from, or that contains, human cells or human tissues, and that is used to 
o treat or prevent disease, ailment, defect or injury 
o diagnose a condition of a person 
o alter the physiological processes of a person 
o test the susceptibility of a person to disease 
o replace or modify a person’s body parts 

• Faecal microbiota transplant products 
• A thing that comprises or contains live animal cells, tissues or organs. 

For the purposes of this user guide and the list of medicines to be specified by brand in addition 
to active ingredient (Appendix A), biological medicines are those defined and regulated by the 
TGA as biological medicines: 

• Human cell or tissue-based products 
• Products that comprise or contain live animal cells, tissues or organs 
• Combination products (for example, cell therapy and medical device). 

This definition specifically excludes for example, vaccines, plasma derivatives, and recombinant 
products, which are regulated by the TGA as therapeutic goods.38 

A biosimilar medicine is a version of an already registered biological medicine (the reference 
medicine). Both the biosimilar and its reference medicine have the following similar core 
characteristics (demonstrated using comprehensive comparability studies): 

• Physicochemical 
• Biological 
• Immunological 
• Efficacy and safety.39,40 

Most biosimilar medicines are likely to contain biotechnology-derived proteins as the active 
ingredient.  
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Minor natural variations in the molecular structure of biologicals (or micro heterogeneity) infers 
molecular composition can never be exactly replicated, even between different batches of the 
same brand. For biosimilar medicines that have been assessed by the TGA to be bio-equivalent, 
these variations have been deemed not to affect therapeutic equivalence.40 For guidance 
overseeing biosimilar use in Australian hospitals refer to the Council of Australian Therapeutic 
Advisory groups’ publication.41 For practitioners in primary care the Australian Medicines 
Handbook provides guidance on prescribing biosimilar products.42 A biosimilar should not be 
substituted for another brand of biological medicine unless therapeutic equivalence has been 
proven. 
TGA assess the reference and biosimilar brands of biological medicines for therapeutic 
equivalence. The PBAC makes recommendations about the substitutability of brands on the 
PBS based on TGA advice on therapeutic equivalence. Therefore, when a biological is first 
prescribed it is entirely appropriate to select the therapeutically equivalent biosimilar. 

Special considerations 
Cytotoxic chemotherapy should be prescribed by active ingredient consistent with PBS 
legislation. In addition, dose-specific prescriptions must be prepared with the amount of active 
ingredient(s) needed for a single infusion or injection using milligrams or other relevant units of 
measure. This is in line with guidance on the Efficient Funding of Chemotherapy (EFC) 
arrangements43,44. Whilst brand may be specified, PBS claims will be calculated based on the 
most efficient combination of vial sizes offered across all brands.  
This is particularly important if the biosimilar is a more cost effective choice. However, there is 
no evidence to support uncontrolled switching between brands once treatment is established. 
Therefore, the biologicals and biosimilars should be described by brand in addition to active 
ingredient to support consistency and monitoring of care. 
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Policies on medicines interchangeability 

International perspective 
An overview of practice in different countries published in Norway in 2006 concluded that active 
ingredient prescribing is likely to contribute to increased consumer safety because there will be a 
correlation between the medicine name on the prescription and the name of the active ingredient 
in the medicine that the pharmacy dispenses.45 

Interchangeable or medicines substitution resources already exist in a number of countries. The 
extent to which active ingredient prescribing is obligatory or mandatory varies. For example, in 
Europe active ingredient prescribing is not allowed in Austria, Denmark, Sweden or Serbia, but 
is obligatory in Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Estonia, France, Greece, Italy, Lithuania, Malta, 
Portugal, Moldova, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Spain, and Ukraine. In the UK, Ireland and 
eighteen other countries across continental Europe it is allowed, but is not mandatory.46 

A principal factor in stimulating generic medicines use in the UK has been teaching medical 
students to prescribe by INN in British medical schools. In 2017, 83.7% of all prescription items 
were prescribed by INN in England.47 The UK NHS developed generic prescribing guidelines in 
2013, which have been updated in 2019, to include when medicines should be prescribed by 
brand name.48 The Health Products Regulatory Authority in Ireland published an updated Guide 
to Interchangeable Medicines in 2018.49  
In the USA, the FDA publishes the Approved Drug Products with Therapeutic Equivalence 
Evaluations (commonly known as the Orange Book) that contains therapeutic equivalence 
evaluations for approved multisource prescription medicines. This serves as public information 
and advice to state health agencies, prescribers and pharmacists to promote education in 
appropriate medicine selection and to foster containment of health care costs.50 The companion 
publication, Background Information: Lists of Licensed Biological Products with Reference 
Product Exclusivity and Biosimilarity or Interchangeability Evaluations (Purple Book)51, lists 
biosimilar and interchangeable biological products by the reference product for which 
biosimilarity or interchangeability has been demonstrated.  
In Ontario, Canada the Ontario Drug Benefit Formulary/Comparative Drug Index includes a 
guide to medicine interchangeability.52  
In New Zealand, the Health Quality & Safety Commission publishes guidelines for the 
application of Specific Brand Advice within prescribing software packages.53 

Negative perceptions held by doctors and pharmacists are likely to be barriers to wider 
acceptance of generic and biosimilar medicines, as health professionals have a strong influence 
on consumers’ decisions to use generic medicines. Researchers in the Netherlands identified 
that a significant proportion of lay people, doctors and pharmacists held negative perceptions of 
generic medicines, perceiving generics as less effective, less safe, inferior in quality and more 
likely to cause side effects compared to the reference medicine.54 In a Belgian study exploring 
the options of Dutch-speaking general practitioners and pharmacists, participants accepted the 
concept of INN prescribing, but 88% stressed the importance of guaranteed treatment continuity, 
especially in the older, population with chronic health conditions, to prevent consumer confusion, 
medication non-adherence and erroneous use.55  
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Australian perspective 
The Australian Government is committed to increasing the uptake of generic and biosimilar 
medicines to decrease out of pocket expenditure for consumers, to improve the financial 
sustainability of the PBS, maintain prescriber and consumer choices regarding medicines and to 
support medicine accessibility without compromising safety and efficacy. Active ingredient 
prescribing increases the understanding and knowledge of the active ingredients in medicines 
and assists to educate and familiarise prescribers, pharmacists and the community regarding the 
availability and acceptability of lower cost medicines.  
In the 2018–19 Federal budget, the Australian Government pledged to improve access to 
medicines by further encouraging greater use of generic and biosimilar products. Support for 
generic and biosimilar education and uptake will deliver cheaper medicines through faster and 
greater price reductions to medicines subsidised through the PBS, because of the price 
disclosure policy.10 Measures are being implemented to continue the biosimilar medicines 
awareness campaign established as part of the PBS Access and Sustainability Package 
announced in 2015.56 These measures include education and training for health providers to 
increase clinician, pharmacist and consumer support for generic and biosimilar medicines. It is 
expected that increased uptake of generic and biosimilar medicines will provide increased 
incentives for applications for these products for TGA approval, and that this will support a more 
robust supply of medicines. 
Consumers have been offered and have been able to select between different brands for a 
range of medicines through the PBS and RPBS for many years in Australia. Under Australia’s 
Brand Substitution Policy (1994), pharmacists are able to substitute generic or biosimilar 
medicines determined by the TGA to be therapeutically equivalent to the originator/reference 
brand without seeking further advice from prescribers. Prescribers can determine if a particular 
brand is clinically indicated by annotating the prescription ‘brand substitution not permitted’, as 
part of shared decision making with the patient. At the time of dispensing, the consumer retains 
the right to choose the brand they receive. 
Where there are two or more brands of the same medicine on the PBS or RPBS, the Australian 
Government subsidises each brand to the same amount. In some instances, a pharmaceutical 
company will charge an additional fee to patients for their brand of medicine. If a more expensive 
brand is supplied the price difference is paid by the consumer at the request of the drug 
company and is paid to the supplier not to the Australian Government.56 This cost is in addition 
to the patient’s co-payment, increasing those patient’s out of pocket expenses for medicines and 
potentially impacting affordability of prescribed treatment regimens. This cost is known as the 
brand price premium.  
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Conclusions 
Best practice guidance for active ingredient prescribing is provided to support safe and quality 
use of medicines.  
Prescribing using the active ingredient name is safe in the majority of prescribing situations where 
the branded or unbranded originator and generic or biosimilar medicines are considered 
therapeutically equivalent. The exceptions to this approach are limited but important.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: List of Medicines for Brand Consideration  
List of medicines prescribers should consider prescribing by brand name in addition to active 
ingredient name if the inclusion of brand name is necessary for the clinical treatment of their 
patients (see List of Medicines for Brand Consideration).   

Appendix B: List of Excluded Medicinal Items  
List of medicines and supplementary pharmaceuticals to be prescribed by brand name. Active 
ingredient name may be included after the brand name for these items, if practical and safe to 
do so.  (see List of Excluded Medicinal Items). 

Appendix C: Active Ingredient Prescribing Issues Register 

List of medicines under consideration for inclusion or exclusion in the List of Medicines for Brand 
Consideration and the List of Excluded Medicinal Items This includes medicines or issues raised 
to the Commission, and new medicines added to the Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods 
(ARTG) (see Active Ingredient Prescribing Issues Register). 
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Glossary  
Active ingredient: The approved pharmaceutical ingredient in a product, substance or 
compound that produces its biological effect in the body.  
The active ingredient in the originator brand, Zyloprim, is allopurinol. The same active ingredient 
is present in the generic products Allosig, Progout, APO-Allopurinol etc. 
The active ingredient in the reference biological medicine Remicade, is infliximab. The same 
active ingredient is present in the biosimilar brands Inflectra and Renflexis. 
‘a’ flagged PBS items: Denotes that brand substitution for these PBS items may be undertaken 
by pharmacists at the point of dispensing, with the patient’s consent, without differences in 
clinical effect.  
AMT reference set: Reference sets serve as a mechanism for creating subsets of content from 
AMT. Each of these reference sets is used to represent a set of AMT components for a specific 
purpose within a defined scope. 
For example, a reference set could contain the AMT concept IDs applying to medicinal items for 
brand inclusion identifying medicines for which prescribers should consider including the brand 
name on the prescription. 
‘b’ flagged PBS items: Denotes that brand substitution with the originator brand for these PBS 
items may be undertaken by pharmacists at the point of dispensing without differences in clinical 
effect. However, it is not known if there is equivalence with the ‘a’ flagged  
PBS item. 
Bioavailability: The rate and extent of absorption of the medicine. 
Bioequivalence: Two medicines are bioequivalent if there is no clinically significant difference in 
their bioavailability. 
Biological: A medicine whose active substance is made from, or contains, human cells or 
human tissues, or live animal cells, tissues or organs. This definition specifically excludes 
vaccines, recombinant products, plasma derived products, blood and blood components, 
haematopoietic progenitor cells used for haematopoietic reconstitution, in vitro diagnostic 
devices, and samples of human cell or tissue that are solely for diagnostic purposes in the same 
individual. Also known as biologic medicine.  
Biopharmaceutics: The study of the ways that the physical and chemical properties of drug 
substances, drug products and routes of administration affect bioavailability. Biopharmaceutic 
studies of new medicines typically include the investigation of bioavailability, relative 
bioavailability and bioequivalence of different dosage forms or formulations, and the effect of 
food or antacids on their bioavailability. 
Biosimilar: A biosimilar medicine is a highly similar, but not identical version of an already 
registered reference biological medicine. A biosimilar medicine has a demonstrable similarity in 
physicochemical, biological and immunological characteristics, efficacy and safety, based on 
comprehensive comparability studies as evaluated by the Therapeutic Goods Administration 
(TGA). The reference biological medicine and the biosimilar medicine are marketed under 
different brand names. Biosimilar medicines are generally marketed once the patent on the 
reference biological medicines has expired. 
Also known as similar biological medicinal products (European Union); similar biotherapeutic 
products (World Health Organization); subsequent entry products (Canada); follow-on products. 
Brand name: The name given to a medicinal product by the manufacturer. The use of the name 
is reserved exclusively for its owner. 
May also be referred to as the trade name. 
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Drug: A drug is any substance that causes a change in an organism’s physiology or psychology 
when consumed.  
All medicines are drugs, but not all drugs are medicines.  
Generic brand / generic medicine: A generic brand is an additional brand of an originator or 
existing medicine. It contains the same active ingredient as the originator brand or existing 
medicine. A generic brand has its dosage form, strength, route of administration, quality and 
performance characteristics, and intended use, therapeutically identical to the originator brand 
medicine. 
Immunogenicity: The ability of a molecule or substance to provoke an immune response in the 
body, such as hypersensitivity or an allergic reaction. 
Interchangeability: If two or more medicines are considered interchangeable, the prescriber 
may choose to prescribe either of the medicines for a consumer to treat the same condition. 
However, the pharmacist must dispense as prescribed. This generally occurs between two 
different medicines, rather than brands or biosimilars of the same medicine. 
Medicines: Drugs within the scope of this initiative excluding bandages, dressings, diagnostic 
tools, food supplements and vitamin supplements. Also known as medications, medicinal 
products. 
Microheterogeneity: Small variation in the chemical structure of a substance (as the amino acid 
sequence of a protein) that does not produce a major change in its properties. 
Narrow therapeutic index: A narrow therapeutic index is where the range between effective 
dose and the dose at which adverse toxic effects are produced is narrow, and small variations in 
plasma concentrations can result in an insufficient therapeutic response or toxicity.57 
Pharmaceutically equivalent: Medicine that contains the same active ingredient(s), in the same 
dosage form and route of administration, in identical strength or concentration, and meets the 
same or comparable standards as the originator/reference brand. 
Pharmacist: A person who is registered as a pharmacist under the AHPRA, which in 
association with the Pharmacy Board of Australia has deemed that person to be a pharmacist. 
PBS prescriber: Doctors, dentists, optometrists, midwives and nurse practitioners who are 
approved to prescribe PBS medicines under the National Health Act 1953. 
Reference brand: The biological or generic medicine that was first brand to market. 
Substitution: The practice of dispensing one brand of a medicine instead of another brand of 
the same medicine at the pharmacy level without needing to go back to the prescriber, but in 
consultation with the patient. Substitutable brands include reference brands (sometimes referred 
to as the originator or innovator brand), generic brands and biosimilar brands. Substitutable 
brands have been tested and shown to be as safe and work as well as each other, and to 
produce the same health outcomes. If two or more medicines are considered substitutable, the 
pharmacist may dispense either of these medicines from the script, provided the prescriber has 
not indicated ‘brand substitution not permitted’, and they have permission from the patient. 
Substitutable medicines are marked in the PBS with an ‘a’ (a-flagged). 
Switching: Decision by treating medical practitioner to change between branded (reference) 
medications and their corresponding generic products, between generic products, or from a 
generic product to a branded medication during treatment. 
Therapeutic equivalence: Medicines are considered to be therapeutically equivalent only if they 
are pharmaceutically equivalent and can be expected to have the same clinical effect and safety 
profile when administered to consumers under the conditions specified in the labelling. 
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Abbreviations and acronyms 
ACSQHC: Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care 
AIP: Active Ingredient Prescribing 
AMA: Australian Medical Association 
AMT: Australian Medicines Terminology 
ARTG: Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods. The ARTG is a computer database of 
therapeutic goods maintained by the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) 
Cmax: Maximum plasma drug concentration 
CMI: Consumer Medicines Information 
DoH: Australian Government Department of Health 
FDA: US Food and Drug Administration 
INN: International Non-proprietary Name  
LEMI: List of Excluded Medicinal Items 
LMBC: List of Medicines for Brand Consideration 
MA: Medicines Australia 
MSIA: Medical Software Industry Association Inc. 
NHS: National Health Service (UK) 
NPS MedicineWise: National Prescribing Service MedicineWise 
PBS: The Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme 
PI: Product Information 
RACGP: Royal Australian College of General Practitioners 
RPBS: Repatriation Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme 
TGA: Therapeutic Goods Administration 
Tmax: Time to maximum plasma concentration 
TSH: Thyroid stimulating hormone 
VRD: Vendor resource document 
WHO: World Health Organization 
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of FIFO workers, vehicle operators and other workers whose occupations require the use of heavy 

machinery or whose employment would be adversely compromised by THC detection;   

• in the access space, it means removing approvals that duplicate the protections at the Federal level, 

equalising WA and interstate patients access to WA pharmacies and cannabis medications, and 

ensuring patients receive their prescribed medications in a timely and cost effective manner;  

• in the production space, it means removing regulatory hurdles that unfairly burden WA medicinal 

cannabis manufacturers compared to their eastern states counterparts;  

• in the treatment space, it means guaranteeing practitioner rights to control the treatment of their 

patients and ensuring the patients receive the medication they have been actually prescribed;  

• in the manufacture and quality space, it means treating medicinal cannabis the same as all Australian 

pharmaceutical products, by reinforcing Australia’s world-class pharmaceutical cultivation and 

manufacturing requirements for cannabis medicines.   

In general, LGP has welcomed the interest and efforts WA State Health and its Minister have shown to date in 

seeking to improve access to medicinal cannabis. However, as these submissions show, there remains 

significant opportunities for both further improvement and to drive WA to the forefront of the Australian 

medicinal cannabis industry.  

Such regulatory changes must place WA patient access and well-being at their centre, with a focus on 

reducing the regulatory burden on prescribers and patients; guaranteeing patients receive Australian-

standard pharmaceutical products; ensuring qualified prescribers retain control over patient treatment 

outcomes; and aligning the drug driving laws to mirror those applying to all other prescription drugs. 

The remainder of these submissions address these issues and identify various recommendations, which are 

summarised below.1 

2. Summary of recommendations  

Further to our submissions, it is our recommendation that: 

1. WA State Health align itself with NSW and QLD and limit Schedule 8 WA Health approval requirements 

to patients under 16 years or those with a history of drug dependence/in a drug treatment program 

2. WA State Health remove the requirement for a separate Authorised Prescriber approval process for 

WA practitioners and replace with a notification-only process similar to other States and Territories  

3. WA State Health remove the requirement for Authorised Prescribers to notify WA State Health each 

time they prescribe a Schedule 8 medicinal cannabis product  

 
1 Note: These submissions proceed on the assumption there is sufficient evidence demonstrating medicinal cannabis can 

provide medical benefits for a wide variety of patients and chronic conditions. As such, it is not proposed to justify why 

patient access should be improved, only recommendations as to how this may be safely achieved. 
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4. WA State Health’s daily approval limit of 30 mg THC be aligned with the TGA daily approval limit of 100 

mg THC 

5. WA State Health harmonise WA dispensing regulations with those of other States and Territories to 

enable inter-state dispensing of medicinal cannabis to and from WA  

6. WA State Health adopt the recent Tasmanian government drug driving law reforms for medicinal 

cannabis discussed further at section 9 below  

7. WA State Health explicitly clarify that prescribed, unapproved medicinal cannabis products must be 

prescribed by name and cannot be substituted other than with consultation with the treating 

practitioner, to properly manage concerns around patient safety and prescriber liability    

8. industrial hemp be legislated for use in medicinal applications provided it is cultivated in accordance 

with Australian GMP requirements and other TGA regulatory requirements, and licensed under the 

Narcotic Drugs Act framework consistent with Australia’s international drug convention commitments  

9. the WA State Government and WA State Health align their interpretation of the Schedule 8 entry for 

cannabis produced pursuant to a licence under the Narcotic Drugs Act in the Standard for Uniform 

Schedule for Medicines & Poisons (SUSMP) with the interpretation applied by all other State and 

Territory Health Authorities. 

Finally, LGP suggests that CBD and medicinal cannabis will continue to be produced as pharmaceutical 

medicines (and not down scheduled as a complementary or nutraceutical medicine) given:  

• the substantial safety and toxicological data required to effect this change to the SUSMP (and the 

hesitancy shown by the TGA in seeking to recently down-schedule CBD to Schedule 3); 

• CBD and cannabis both remain governed by the international dug conventions; and  

• Australian GMP manufacturing standards will continue to apply to CBD and cannabis (even as a 

complementary or nutraceutical product) given Australia’s ongoing membership of PIC/S.  

3. Background – LGP’s access experience  

As a front-line producer, Little Green Pharma is well-versed in all issues affecting Australian medicinal 

cannabis prescribers and patients, including the day-to-day experience of grappling with accessing medicinal 

cannabis in WA. In our experience, the clinical need for medicinal cannabis products, and the severe patient 

impact arising from unnecessary regulatory or supply delays, is sobering. By way of example, it is not 

uncommon for our front-line teams to receive calls from highly emotional patients and frustrated prescribers 

in the event of regulatory delays of even just a few days. This experience clearly highlights the need for an 

efficient and affordable WA access regime.  

Given this, our submissions reflect the changes we genuinely believe will remove unnecessary delays and 

produce optimal access outcomes for patients as well as for WA practitioners and pharmacies, while ensuring 

the ongoing maintenance of high product quality and patient safety.   
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4. The current Access Pathway  

For the Committee’s benefit, we have included a flow-chart of the access process for a typical WA patient as 

Annexure 1 (Access Pathway). Slide 1 of the Access Pathway describes how WA patients and prescribers can 

access medicinal cannabis, together with the key barriers to access they face along the way, while slide 2 

identifies the recommended changes to improve patient and prescriber access at each stage.   

There are currently three potential pathways to access medicinal cannabis in WA. However, as the 

overwhelming majority of cannabis medicines supplied in WA are unapproved products, these submissions 

will primarily address unapproved cannabis medicines under the SAS B and Authorised Prescriber access 

pathways and will not cover registered medicinal cannabis products.   

As the submissions below demonstrate, many of the current barriers to access in WA simply require the 

alignment of access standards with other States and Territories. However, they also include additional 

recommendations and improvements that would serve to make WA a national leader in patient access to 

cannabis medicines.  

5. Patient access barrier #1 – separate State Health approval for individual 

patients  

As the Access Pathway shows, practitioners seeking to prescribe medicinal cannabis for an individual WA 

patient must currently apply for two separate approvals during the initial application, being a Federal-level 

SAS B approval, administered by the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA), and a separate State-level 

approval, administered by WA State Health. The standard approval times for TGA SAS B approval is between 2 

and 48 hours, with the State Health approval occasionally taking several days longer than the TGA approval.   

Currently, Western Australia, Victoria and Tasmania are the only States that require these dual approvals, with 

all other States and Territories only requiring separate State Health approvals for patients under 16 years of 

age or who are drug dependant/in a drug treatment program.  

In practice, this separate approval barrier – together with the daily THC limitation described below – often 

prompts West Australian patients to look outside WA for their medicinal cannabis needs, by using telehealth 

or similar remote prescribing schemes. This has the consequence that both WA prescribers and pharmacies 

lose contact and oversight with their existing patients.2   

Secondly, the State Health approval also requires additional identifying information (including full patient 

name and address) which, when combined with the information supplied in the balance of the TGA approval, 

mean considerable sensitive information (primarily medical condition and history information) is held by the 

TGA and State Health. This can be compared with the TGA approvals, where patient information is 

 
2 See in particular the limitations on WA interstate dispensing (discussed further below) which mean WA pharmacies 

cannot service non-WA prescribed scripts 
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anonymised3 and therefore non-sensitive. This seemingly unnecessary collection and holding of sensitive 

information pose an additional privacy risk to WA patients.  

While over the past 5 years WA State Health has significantly improved the turnaround time for prescribing 

approval (down from two months to two days) there still exists unnecessary delays from WA State Health for 

patients who are frequently in desperate need of treatment or prescription renewals.  

The basis for WA’s original and ongoing requirement for a separate State Health approval is not known 

however it is expected it originally reflected the conservatism, particularly around product safety, referred to 

above. However, given the number of approvals issued to date (13,210 SAS B approvals in WA alone, and over 

208,000 nationally, which excludes Authorised Prescriber approvals and prescriptions), it is our 

recommendation that WA State Health align itself with NSW and QLD and limit this approval 

requirement to patients under 16 years or with a history of drug dependence/in a drug treatment 

program.  

6. Patient access barrier #2 – separate State Health approval for Standard 

Pathway Authorised Prescriber applications and notification of schedule 8 

prescriptions  

In Australia, all practitioners applying to become a Standard Pathway Authorised Prescriber (see Access 

Pathway diagram), must first obtain a Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) approval before they can 

submit their application to the TGA to become an Authorised Prescriber. Requirements for approval include 

previous experience prescribing medical cannabis, accredited medical cannabis education and selection of 

conditions for which a prescriber would like to be approved to prescribe. Standard Pathway Authorised 

Prescriber approvals typically takes between 7 and 10 weeks following submission.   

After receiving their TGA approval, West Australian practitioners must also then apply to WA State Health for a 

separate Authorised Prescriber approval before prescribing, with such separate State approval taking up to an 

additional 14 days.  

Currently, WA is the only State that requires this additional approval, with all other practitioners simply 

required to notify their respective State Health Department once granted Authorised Prescriber status. In the 

circumstances, we recommend WA State Health remove the separate approval requirement and adopt 

the notification-only process employed by other States and Territories.  

Secondly, we note WA prescribers are also required to notify WA State Health each time they prescribe a 

Schedule 8 medicinal cannabis product under their Authorised Prescriber approval.  This is an additional 

requirement unique to WA and Victorian prescribers. As such, we would also recommend that WA State 

Health remove this notification requirement. 

7. Patient access barrier #3 – the 30mg THC daily limit 

 
3 By way of example, only initials and date of birth are required for TGA approval 
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The third barrier for WA patients accessing medicinal cannabis is the current WA State Health imposed 

prescription limit of a maximum of 30mg of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) per day. This contrasts with the 

current TGA approval limit of 100mg THC (although we note in practice, we have seen no practical adherence 

to even this higher limit). This 30 – 40mg THC limit, originally proposed by Russo & MacCallum in a 2018 paper, 

was recommended as a starting date for cannabis naïve patients. However, in practice this limit is not 

appropriate for patients who require a higher dose for symptom control or who may have previously been 

self-treating with cannabis. This limit is also not suitable for flower vaporisation (an increasingly popular 

dosage method in Australia), as vaporised THC is both absorbed and removed from the bloodstream far more 

rapidly than slower-release oral cannabis medications, meaning higher doses may be necessary to maintain 

efficacy. It also represents guidance from a single paper that is now out-of-step with current Australian 

treatment standards. In all events, we submit that the prescribing clinician be best placed to treat and monitor 

patient tolerance for medicinal cannabis while continuing to follow the standard ‘start low, go slow’ titration 

regime.   

As with the separate State Health approval for individual patients, in practice this barrier often prompts 

patients to look outside WA for their medicinal cannabis needs, using telehealth or similar remote prescribing 

schemes, with a loss of contact and oversight for WA prescribers and pharmacies, as well as dispensing and 

delivery delays for WA patients who have to rely on interstate suppliers.  

In addition, the following are also consequences of WA patients circumventing the 30mg THC limit by 

accessing interstate practitioners: 

• there is no practical way for WA State Health to monitor medicinal cannabis use by WA patients  

• patients may experience a lower level of care as they are having an online consultation with a doctor 

in another State or Territory that is potentially unfamiliar with all their medical history and not able to 

perform a physical examination or arrange investigations (if necessary). 

• dispensing interstate reduces the additional treatment inputs of a local community pharmacist. 

The end results are therefore likely to be poorer clinical care and potentially increased expense for WA 

patients. As such, we would recommend adopting a 100mg THC daily limit, consistent with the TGA and 

other States and Territory Health Authorities.  

8. Patient access barrier #4 – interstate dispensing limitations  

The fourth access barrier affecting WA patients, practitioners and pharmacies relates to interstate dispensing 

restrictions. Presently, a West Australian pharmacy can only dispense Schedule 8 pharmaceutical products 

against a script from a practitioner registered in WA and is not able to dispense against scripts from outside 

WA. 

In practice, this means that:  

• in the event that WA patients go outside WA for medicinal cannabis treatment, they are not able to 

access Schedule 8 cannabis medicines from WA pharmacies; 
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• patients are burdened with prescription dispensing delays and higher dispensing costs as medication 

needs to be dispensed and sent by post. 

These dispensing limitations differ from the practice in almost all other States, wherein pharmacies can fill any 

interstate scripts provided these meet the local State prescription requirements.  

Given the access barriers 1 – 3 described above, in practice many WA patients look outside WA for treatment, 

leading to unnecessary delays in accessing cannabis medicines as well as an inevitable loss of contact and 

oversight by WA practitioners and pharmacies. For these reasons, we would propose harmonising WA’s 

interstate dispensing laws with the regulations adopted by other States and Territories.   

9. Patient access barrier #5 – restrictive road traffic rules 

A fifth significant, ongoing barrier to the access and use of medicinal cannabis containing THC in WA is 

Western Australia’s road traffic rules, which presently prohibit a person from operating a vehicle if they have 

any detectable levels of THC in their system (“presence” testing).  

The practice of presence testing is likely the result of the pre-2016 prohibitions against illicit cannabis, 

however as medical cannabis is becoming more widely prescribed, these restrictions mean: 

• patients risk detection and prosecution even when they are not impaired by medicinal cannabis  

• patients are less willing to seek medicinal cannabis treatment with THC medicines where they are 

required to operate vehicles within their treatment windows, including for occupational use (e.g. 

workers in the mining and industrial sectors)  

• in many cases patients are receiving sub-therapeutic outcomes where not willing or able to be 

prescribed THC  

• medical cannabis is treated differently to all other prescription medications. 

There are a couple of alternatives WA could adopt here: 

WA driving laws could be amended to require demonstration of actual impairment, according to pre-

determined Blood Alcohol Concentration-equivalent impairment concentrations. If so, further work to 

determine concentrations is needed, including clear dosing guidelines to ensure patients are able to 

accurately calculate when their level of impairment is within driving limits. We would propose the WA State 

Government provide grants to an appropriate technical institutes or universities to undertake the necessary 

research in this space. On this topic, we note the Mater University of Queensland is currently undertaking 

research to determine THC reduction profiles, to assist prescribers and patients to better understand their 

own impairment profiles post-consumption. Any impairment concentrations research would also serve as 

useful guidelines for WA industries looking to establish appropriate benchmarks for medicinal cannabis 

impairment.  

However, in this space we note the findings in the Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews, “Are blood and 

oral fluid tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and metabolite concentrations related to impairment? A meta-

regression analysis” attached as Annexure 2, which concluded that THC biomarkers (blood THC and oral fluid 
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THC concentrations) had only limited capacity to predict impairment, were weakly correlated with driving 

performance, and were relatively poor indicators of cannabis / THC-induced impairment.  In addition, this will 

likely take a substantial period of additional research and determination time, which would further and 

unfairly restrict patient access until such findings can be resolved and adopted into law.  

As a preferred alternative, WA could adopt Tasmania’s model which provides that detection of medicinal 

cannabis is not an offence where the patient is found with THC in their saliva or blood, provided such 

THC was consumed for lawful medicinal purposes. (Note such drivers may still be guilty of other road 

offences, such as reckless driving or improper control of a motor vehicle). This approach would be 

consistent with the Independent Scientific Committee on Drugs paper, “The risk of being culpable for or 

involved in a road crash after using cannabis: A systematic review and meta-analyses” attached as Annexure 3, 

which concluded that the risks from driving after using cannabis were much lower than from other 

behaviours, including drink driving and phone use while driving, and that as such the removal cannabis-

presence driving offences should be removed (while impairment-based offences remain). 

If implemented, such changes would put WA at the national forefront of progressive, medical-led changes to 

driving laws.  

10. Medicinal cannabis, Good Manufacturing Practices and complementary 

medicine listing 

Currently:  

• all medicinal cannabis (both CBD and THC preparations) is regulated by the Therapeutic Goods 

Administration (TGA) as a pharmaceutical medicine.    

• all pharmaceutical medicines, as well as all complementary / nutraceutical products, imported into or 

manufactured in Australia must meet certain minimum quality manufacturing requirements, 

collectively known as Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP).  

These GMP quality requirements comprise robust and detailed validation and manufacturing processes that 

ensure all pharmaceuticals produced or imported into Australia are able to meet the highest standards for 

medicines globally. They operate by ensuring that quality is ‘manufactured in’, such that each individual 

production and manufacturing process is validated and confirmed before beginning production, and all 

changes to the supply chain, beginning from the production of an Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) to 

the manufacture and distribution of the finished medicines, are fully validated before implementing, to ensure 

no impact on pre-existing manufacturing quality.  

Under various mutual recognition agreements with multiple countries, including the European Union, 

Australia enjoys recognition of its GMP pharmaceutical manufacturing licenses with those countries who, like 

Australia, grant GMP licenses based on inspection against the globally recognised manufacturing standards or 

the Pharmaceutical Inspection Co-operation scheme (PIC/S). This recognition gives Australian GMP 

manufacturers a significant competitive edge in manufacturing and supplying pharmaceuticals, including 

medicinal cannabis products, into these countries (and vice versa), as non-qualified manufacturers are 
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required to separately meet specific audit and inspection requirements of the importing country. This 

separate audit and inspection process can often take a substantial period of time, depending on both the 

territory of supply and territory of importation, and therefore operates to deter lower-quality manufacturers 

from supplying into these jurisdictions. 

Under the original 2016 TGA quality framework, however, the TGA relaxed certain manufacturing quality 

requirements for the suppliers of medicinal cannabis from Canada, the US, Israel, Switzerland, the 

Netherlands and Germany, which might not otherwise meet Australian GMP requirements. This relaxation is 

unique to medicinal cannabis (among all other pharmaceutical goods entering the Australian market) and 

was agreed solely on the basis to provide medicinal cannabis to meet the desperate clinical need of Australian 

patients while the Australian industry developed its own supply capability. However, the TGA has recently 

flagged that it plans to ‘level the playing field’ and require the same Australian GMP requirements to apply to 

all medicinal cannabis importers beginning in March 2022. It is important to note that many Australian 

manufacturers already rely on certain exemptions from GMP compliance under the Therapeutic Goods Act 

relating to the manufacture of cannabis extractions, and that is unlikely the TGA would relax these exemptions 

even further.  Further as a member of PIC/S TGA would not be able to unilaterally change the regulations 

governing GMP licenses.  

Given the above, in our view it is unlikely that the TGA will seek to relax the regulations governing the 

manufacture of medicinal cannabis in the event it was scheduled as a complementary / nutraceutical 

medicine. 

Further, it is unclear what additional safety and toxicity data the TGA would require in order to list CBD 

(in particular) as a complementary / nutraceutical medicine. Given the findings in the recent TGA review 

leading to the down-scheduling of CBD to a Schedule 3 medicine, we expect that the TGA would be fairly 

conservative in its requirements for more robust and substantial safety and toxicity data before any decision 

to remove CBD entirely from the Medicines & Poisons Schedule. In addition, the continued inclusion of CBD 

within the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs 1961 will further militate against a conclusion that it 

ought to be regulated as a complementary / nutraceutical product.  

11. Patient safety issue – substitution of prescribed medications  

A related patient safety issue has also arisen following recent changes at the Federal level which have 

operated to confuse prescribing rules across the States and Territories. While Little Green Pharma broadly 

supports the TGA’s recent introduction of category approvals for medicinal cannabis products for SAS B and 

Authorised Prescriber approvals, it submits the TGA has demonstrably over-stepped its jurisdiction by 

encouraging prescribers to adopt an active ingredient prescribing model for unapproved medications and 

tacitly permitting the substitution of medically prescribed cannabis products by pharmacies. These measures 

both contradict coordinated Federal guidance concerning the prescription of unapproved products (see page 

10 of Annexure 4 – Active ingredient prescribing | User guide for Australian prescribers), which clearly require 

unapproved products to be prescribed on a named, non-substitutable basis; as well as operating to impose 

on State and Territory statutory prescribing authority.  
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In short, the TGA’s recent guidance both exposes WA and other Australian practitioners (who are personally 

liable for the prescription of unapproved products) to potential liability by permitting the substitution of 

unapproved medications that have not been demonstrated to be bioequivalent, which may contain unknown 

levels of other Schedule 8 cannabinoids, and which could result in poorer treatment outcomes for patients 

dispensed offshore cannabis medications not manufactured in accordance with Australian GMP 

requirements.  

In the circumstances, we would recommend WA explicitly clarify that prescribed, unapproved 

medicinal cannabis products must be prescribed by product name and cannot be substituted other 

than with consultation with the treating practitioner.   

12. Production of cannabis medicines from industrial hemp 

Consistent with the submissions above regarding Australian GMP requirements, Little Green Pharma broadly 

supports the utilisation of industrial hemp in medicinal applications in circumstances where such products:  

• have been cultivated in accordance with Australia’s international convention commitments 

concerning CBD and cannabis, including in accordance with Narcotic Drugs Act requirements  

• have been cultivated, harvested and produced in accordance with a quality regime consistent with 

Australian GMP requirements, including Good Agricultural and Collection Practices (GACP);  

• have been subjected to a satisfactory vendor qualification audit by a downstream GMP manufacturer;  

• meet Therapeutic Goods (Standard for Medicinal Cannabis) 93 (TGO 93) quality and testing 

requirements.  

In LGP’s view, these would represent the minimum safety and quality requirements for a therapeutic good 

destined for human consumption that is required to be manufactured in accordance with Australian GMP 

standards as well as ensuring Australia’s continued regulatory requirements under the Narcotic Drugs Act and 

Australia’s adherence to the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs 1961.   

13. Local industry access – alignment of cannabis scheduling  

Finally, Little Green Pharma submits that the WA State Government and WA State Health must align their 

interpretation of the Scheduling entries for cannabis in the SUSMP with the interpretation applied by all other 

State and Territory Health Authorities.  

Currently, the long-held view by WA State Health is that the entry for cannabis in Schedule 8 only applies to 

cannabis cultivated, produced, or imported in WA when that cannabis has been packed in containers for final 

consumption.  

The significance of this interpretation is that cannabis in all its preceding forms – seeds, seedlings, plants, 

mother plants, harvested crops, drying or curing crops, and all cannabis extracts – is considered a Schedule 9 

poison in Western Australia. By way of background, Schedule 9 poisons are substances that may be abused or 

misused, with the manufacture of such substances prohibited by law except where required for medical or 
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scientific research, or for analytical, teaching or training purposes with approval by Commonwealth and 

State/Territory Health authorities. This interpretation therefore puts these precursor cannabis forms in the 

same category as Ecstasy, LSD, Coca leaf, DMT, and Heroin.  

The operational consequences that flow from this interpretation – in relation to products already heavily 

regulated under a robust licensing and permitting scheme administered by the Federal Office of Drug Control 

–  is that these precursor cannabis forms are subject to extraordinary additional reporting, storage and 

destruction requirements as would be relevant for small quantities of prohibited, chemical synthetics such as 

Heroin held for scientific research, but which are hugely burdensome and impracticable for a large-scale 

pharmaceutical agricultural enterprise producing tonnes of cannabis biomass every year destined for patient 

consumption.  

These additional regulatory requirements also impose additional operational cost and time burdens on WA 

medicinal cannabis producers which serve to disadvantage these operators against medicinal cannabis 

cultivators and manufacturers on the east coast of Australia. These additional regulatory burdens make 

additional investment in WA facilities less attractive for new and existing producers.   

LGP submits that WA State Health adopt a purposive interpretation of the Schedule 8 entry that deems 

all cannabis, when produced pursuant to a licence and permit granted under the Narcotic Drugs Act, to 

be Schedule 8 from the time of first acquisition or production. This is consistent with the views and 

treatment in all other States and Territories and is clearly consistent with the intention of the 2016 changes to 

the Narcotic Drugs Act and parallel introduction of the revised scheduling of cannabis at that time. 

Alternatively, the WA Government could lobby the TGA to further clarify the SUSMP entries or unilaterally 

amend the WA Medicines & Poisons Act to clarify the scheduling as it applies in WA in each case consistent 

with this purposive interpretation.   

14. Conclusions 

As our submissions hopefully demonstrate, after 5 years of service the WA regulatory regime for medicinal 

cannabis merits a significant overhaul to both harmonise it with other States and Territories and set the 

benchmark for medicinal cannabis access in Australia more generally.  

We thank the Committee again for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Terms of Reference and 

would be happy to provide any further information or clarifications regarding the above submissions as 

required.  

In Health, 

 

 

Fleta Solomon  

Chief Executive Officer 

Little Green Pharma  
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culpable for the crashes they were involved in is compared
with its prevalence in drivers who were not culpable for
their crashes. If a drug plays a causal role in the crashes,
its prevalence will be greater in the culpable drivers than
in the not culpable drivers. In a case control study, the
prevalence of a drug in ‘cases’ (crashed drivers) is com-
pared with its prevalence in ‘controls’ (such as drivers
who are randomly interviewed and tested for drugs at
petrol stations). If a drug plays a causal role in the
crashes, its prevalence will be greater in the cases than
in the controls. The outcome measures are odds ratios
(ORs), which, for most purposes, can be considered
equivalent to relative risks (RRs). The only drug of inter-
est in this review is cannabis. We use the general term
‘cannabis-crash OR’ to include the outcomes from both
culpability and case control studies. But, when referring
specifically to culpability studies, the term ‘cannabis-
culpability OR’ is sometimes used.

Wide range of estimated cannabis-crash risks
from single studies
Published cannabis-crash ORs range in size from 0.46
(0.2 1.3) (Williams et al., 1985) to 10.88 (6.4 18.4)
(Del Balzo et al., 2018). Based on the findings of very
low cannabis-crash risks by Williams from the US and
other early US and Australian researchers, Drummer
(1995: 13) advised the Road Safety Committee of the
Parliament of Victoria that ‘Cannabis showed a negative
effect on relative risk suggesting that cannabis use actu-
ally reduced the culpability rate. This may suggest either
that cannabis is protective and actually increases driving
ability, or, more likely, that drivers taking cannabis over-
compensate for any loss of driving skills’. In contrast, Del
Balzo et al. (p. 71) advised that their own finding of a very
high cannabis-crash risk ‘supports the use of urine testing
for cannabis in the procedures for issuing a driving
licence’. In the face of an incoherent evidence base, a
road safety policy advisor might be at a loss as to how
to assess the size of the threat posed by cannabis-driving.
However, it is obvious that to focus on only a single study
or a small number of studies could be misleading. It might
therefore be assumed that a weighted average measure of
risk, as provided by a meta-analysis, would be useful. That
assumption is discussed in the following two sections,
where some problems with the uncritical use of
meta-analytical results are considered.

Quality assessment (QA) in published meta-analyses
of the cannabis-crash relationship
Four systematic reviews with meta-analyses have been con-
ducted by research groups from different countries on the
relationship between the recent use of cannabis and the

risk of crashing (Asbridge et al., 2012, from Canada; Li
et al., 2012, from the US; Rogeberg and Elvik, 2016a,
from Norway; and Hostiuc et al., 2018a, from Romania).
All four reviews considered the quality of the included
studies.

From their meta-analysis, Asbridge et al. (2012) obtained
a summary unadjusted cannabis-crash OR of 1.92 (1.4 2.7).
They assessed the quality of their nine included studies using
the Newcastle Ottawa Scale (NOS; Wells et al., 2020),
which comprises items that assess three quality domains:
the selection criteria for cases and controls; the comparability
of the case and control groups; and the appropriateness of the
means of measuring the exposure (e.g. cannabis use) and
outcome (e.g. crash involvement) variables. These three
domains are all relevant to the methodological rigour of
the studies. The reviewers identified four studies as high
quality, and five as medium quality, but none as low
quality. They reported that the high-quality studies had a
slightly higher summary cannabis-crash OR than the
medium quality studies, although the difference was not sta-
tistically significant.

From their meta-analysis, Li et al. (2012) obtained a
summary unadjusted cannabis-crash OR of 2.66 (2.1
3.4). They assessed the quality of their nine included
studies using the Public Health Critical Appraisal
Checklist (PHCAC; Heller et al., 2008). The PHCAC com-
prises some items that cover the same ground as the NOS,
but also includes items to measure the usefulness of the
findings in the context of public health. Some of the add-
itional items measure: whether or not the research question
is stated clearly; whether or not the results are presented
clearly; and whether or not the public health implications
of the study have been adequately discussed. The reviewers
reported that all of the included studies were of ‘high
quality and credibility’ (p. 67), so they could not provide
separate summary cannabis-crash ORs for different levels
of quality. Their assessment of quality failed to acknow-
ledge that five of the nine studies involved self-reported
drug use, and were therefore likely to have been seriously
compromised by under-reporting (see Eichelberger and
Kelley-Baker, 2020).

Rogeberg and Elvik (2016a) ‘revisited’ the meta-
analyses conducted by Asbridge et al. (2012) and by Li
et al. (2012) and found them to be defective in a number
of respects. In particular, they criticised both research
groups for including unadjusted cannabis-crash ORs in pre-
ference to adjusted ORs, and thereby inflating their
summary cannabis-crash ORs. Most egregiously, both
meta-analyses included the unadjusted cannabis-crash OR
of 7.16 (2.8 18.5) for Blows et al. (2005) instead of the
much smaller adjusted value of 0.80 (0.2 3.3).

From their own meta-analysis, Rogeberg and Elvik
(2016a) obtained a summary adjusted cannabis-crash
OR of 1.36 (1.2 1.6). They conducted QA of the included
studies using a four-item measure of quality that had been
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developed by Elvik (2013) specifically for application to
drug-crash studies. Only two of the four items, the
adequacy of the measure of drug use and the adequacy
of the controls for confounding factors, were straightfor-
ward measures of methodological rigour. The other two
items concerned the authors’ desiderata for a thorough
study: the coverage of different crash severities, and
whether or not supplementary evidence was provided con-
cerning a possible dose response relationship between
drug concentration and crash risk. Some errors in
Rogeberg and Elvik’s quality scores were identified and
corrected by Rogeberg et al. (2018), who reported that
the 8 high-quality studies had the highest summary
cannabis-crash OR, while the 14 medium and 4 low
quality studies had similar, but lower, ORs. However,
the three 95% confidence intervals (CIs) overlapped con-
siderably, so the quality-based differences failed to
achieve statistical significance.

From one of their meta-analyses, Hostiuc et al. (2018a)
(as corrected by Hostiuc et al., 2018b) reported a summary
adjusted cannabis-crash OR of 1.42 (1.2 1.7). They
assessed the quality of the 12 included studies using a
multi-item scale they had developed. The scale comprised
two types of quality items. The first measured a study’s
‘risk of bias’ (the extent to which the reported cannabis-
crash OR was likely to be deflated or inflated), and
included items relating to the study’s methodological
rigour (similar to the NOS items). The second type mea-
sured aspects of quality that the authors considered to be
irrelevant to the risk of bias. Those items measured
study features such as the number of cases included; the
‘recruitment strategy’; and whether or not the authors
had made a proper assessment of the limits of the study.
Hostiuc et al., used their scale to classify the quality of
each study as either high, medium or low. However,
they failed to provide separate summary cannabis-crash
ORs for the different levels of quality, so it is not
known how the studies’ quality scores relate to their
cannabis-crash ORs.

It should be noted that the two meta-analyses that used
adjusted cannabis-crash ORs (Hostiuc et al., 2018b;
Rogeberg et al., 2018) produced smaller summary
cannabis-crash ORs (1.36 and 1.42) than the two that
used unadjusted cannabis-crash ORs (Asbridge et al.,
2012; Li et al., 2012) (1.92 and 2.66). Admittedly, some dif-
ferent studies were included in the different meta-analyses.
Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to conclude that uncon-
trolled confounding can inflate the size of a cannabis-crash
OR, and that the use of statistical controls for confounding
can reduce the inflationary bias.

Beyond QA to the directional risk of bias
As discussed above, each of the four systematic reviews
used a different QA tool. Asbridge et al. (2012) and Li

et al. (2012) used readily available QA tools that were
broad in scope, while Rogeberg and Elvik (2016a) and
Hostiuc et al. (2018a) tailored their own QA tools for use
in drug-crash studies. However, the usefulness of QA
tools in relation to systematic reviews is limited. While
QA scores can be useful in determining which studies are
of sufficient merit to be included in a systematic review,
they are of little value when used to account for the
biases inherent in the included studies (as was attempted
in three of the four meta-analyses). The irrelevance of QA
scores to the conduct of meta-analyses was recognised in
1994 by the respected epidemiologist Sander Greenland
who observed that ‘most quality scoring schemes ignore
direction of bias’ (p. 300), and concluded therefore that
‘quality scores are useless and potentially misleading’
(p. 300).

QA tools have undergone two evolutionary steps to
make them relevant to the conduct of meta-analyses. The
first is to measure only the ‘risk of bias’ to which the
study is exposed. Accordingly, QA items that assess meth-
odological rigour are retained, but items that are irrelevant
to rigour, such as the usefulness of the study in the
context of clinical practice, are not included. However, a
further step is required. A non-directional risk-of-bias
score is of little value, because it is not just the risk of
bias that is relevant, it is also the direction of bias (inflation-
ary vs. deflationary). The desirability of a directional (or
‘quantitative’) risk of bias measure is now widely recog-
nised in the research evaluation literature (see, e.g. Sterne
et al., 2016: 4; Lash et al., 2014: 1969).

As will be shown in this review, many of the included
studies suffer from one or more biases, most of which
tend to inflate their cannabis-crash ORs. A simple
meta-analysis would therefore be misleading, as it could
not compensate for the inflated values of the ORs. The ulti-
mate aim of this review is to provide an accurate summary
cannabis-crash OR for use in guiding the development of
drug driving policy and practice. This review therefore
includes analyses that compensate for directional study
biases. In the words of Lash et al. (2014: 1971), ‘Bias ana-
lysis becomes necessary if a reader attempts to draw sub-
stantive conclusions beyond those of the original study
report, such as in public health policy’. We identified the
main categories of bias as (1) uncontrolled confounding,
(2) selection bias and (3) measurement error (as discussed
in some detail in our Methods and results section and in
our two appendices).

Methods and results: Inclusion and
exclusion criteria

Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study design
There are four main types of potentially relevant epidemio-
logical study designs: culpability, case control, case
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crossover and cross-sectional. Our literature search discov-
ered many instances of potentially relevant case crossover
and cross-sectional studies. However, none complied with
our full set of inclusion and exclusion criteria. So, our
review includes only culpability and case control studies.
Studies are not excluded for having only small numbers
of cannabis-positive drivers.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the
exposure variable
The purpose of the exposure variable is to indicate the
recent use of cannabis: it is defined as toxicological evi-
dence for the presence of delta-9-THC in oral fluid,
blood or urine. This definition excludes: self-reported
(acute) use of cannabis within a few hours of the crash;
self-reported (chronic) regular use of cannabis; involve-
ment in a rehabilitation program for cannabis abusers; or
information on the therapeutic use of cannabis from phar-
maceutical dispensaries or health service providers. The
definition of the exposure variable excludes studies
where the recent use of cannabis is not based solely on
testing positive to THC, but instead includes testing posi-
tive for other cannabinoids, such as THC-COOH. Case
control studies would not have been excluded for having
different THC cut-offs for the cases and controls: the use
of different cut-offs would have been taken into account
in evaluating the study’s directional risk of bias.
However, as it eventuated, all of the potentially included
case control studies had either the same cut-off for cases
and controls where the same matrix was involved or
equivalent cut-offs where different matrices were involved
(Gjerde and Morland, 2016).

As noted above, we excluded studies where the canna-
binoid toxicology did not necessarily identify the presence
of THC. As a consequence, we excluded a number of other-
wise relevant studies that were based on information from
the US Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS). The
FARS database, which is maintained by the US National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), contains
the data from a regular annual nationwide census of fatal
crashes. FARS has been operational since 1975 and has col-
lected information on more than 1 million fatal crashes. It
has information on over 100 variables that characterises
the crash, the vehicle and the people involved. However,
a major limitation, from the perspective of the current
review, is that the FARS variable that codes for the detec-
tion of cannabis fails to distinguish between THC and
non-THC cannabinoids (e.g. Hartman and Huestis, 2014).
The NHTSA have advised that the FARS information on
drugs is so patchy and inadequate that it cannot legitimately
be used to ‘make inferences about impairment, crash caus-
ation, or comparisons with alcohol‘ (Berning and Smither,
2014: 3). And in further NHTSA advice, Compton and
Berning (2015: 1) observed that ‘Current limitations in

the FARS dataset do not allow the calculation of unbiased,
reliable and valid estimates of the risk of crash involvement
that result from drug use’. That advice has recently been
endorsed by Gjerde and Morland (2016: 1494). The
studies that were excluded from our review because they
were based on FARS data are identified in Reference List
2 in Appendix B (see Supplemental material).

Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the
outcome variable
For culpability studies, the outcome variable is a dichotom-
ous indicator of whether or not the subject was culpable for
the crash that he or she was involved in. For case control
studies, the outcome variable is a dichotomous indicator
of whether the subject was involved in a crash or was
selected from a non-crashed control group. Evidence for
crash culpability or involvement must come from official
sources such as police traffic accident report forms.
Studies are excluded if the evidence for crash culpability
or involvement was only through self-report. Culpability
studies are excluded if the outcome variable was not a
direct measure of culpability for the crash, but instead iden-
tified the causal role in the crash of one or more unsafe
driving actions (UDAs), such as excessive speeding.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria where there
are multiple cannabis-crash ORs from a single
research program
In the case of multi-jurisdictional studies where jurisdic-
tional results were reported separately as well as being sum-
marised in an overall report, we use the overall
cannabis-crash OR, rather than the full set of jurisdictional
ORs. Where the findings from a single study were reported
in a number of different publications, only the results from
the most recent publication are normally included, because
the earlier publications may be based on less than the full
set of subjects. For any study that provided both an unad-
justed (i.e. based on raw counts data) cannabis-crash OR
and an adjusted (i.e. based on a multiple logistic regression)
OR, only the adjusted OR is included. Where the only avail-
able cannabis-crash OR was unadjusted, it is included. If a
study provided separate cannabis-crash ORs for different
THC concentration ranges, as well as an overall OR, only
the overall OR is included. Further details on these particu-
lar inclusion and exclusion criteria are provided in
Appendix B (see Supplemental material).

Methods and results: Literature search
A formal search strategy for the peer-reviewed journal lit-
erature was developed by NB in consultation with a
Research Librarian from the University of Adelaide. The
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search was restricted to papers written in the English lan-
guage, and published up to 27 February 2020. Key search
terms included, for example, ‘traffic accidents’ OR ‘motor
vehicles’OR ‘cars’OR ‘automobile’OR ‘road’AND ‘acci-
dent’ OR ‘crash’ OR ‘collision’ OR ‘injuries’ OR ‘fatal’
AND ‘Cannabis’ OR ‘Cannabinoids’ OR ‘Marijuana’ OR
‘tetrahydrocannabinol’. The search terms were optimised
for each of the four databases searched: PubMed,
PsycInfo, Embase and Scopus. The complete search terms
for each database are provided in Appendix B (see
Supplemental material). The formal search strategy was
supplemented with hand searching by MW for publications
that met the inclusion and exclusion criteria except that they
were not restricted to journal articles. The literature search
is summarised in Figure 1.

Hand searching within the non-journal literature can
provide a valuable contribution to an overall search strat-
egy. A study by Lacey et al. (2016) that was commissioned
by the US NHTSA is one of the most rigorously conducted
and influential studies in this field (see, e.g. Rosekind et al.,
2020), but it has not been published as a journal article.
Hostiuc et al. (2018a) failed to include it in their
meta-analysis because their search strategy did not incorpo-
rate hand-searching.

There were 1967 journal article records identified in the
formal journal search, and 986 duplicates removed, leaving
981 records to be screened for eligibility (Figure 1). In the
first stage of screening, based on titles, keywords and
abstracts, 807 records were excluded because they were
easily recognised as being outside the scope of our
review. Some were animal studies; some were drug preva-
lence studies; and some were studies of cannabinoid phar-
macology. Full-text copies of the journal articles were
obtained for the remaining 174 records. They were assessed
for eligibility in the second stage of screening, in terms of
the criteria described above for the exposure and outcome
variables. We excluded 138 of the articles because they
clearly either failed to meet any of the inclusion criteria
or they met at least one of the exclusion criteria, leaving
37 to be included in the review. These 37 articles from
the formal journal search were supplemented by 17 articles
from hand-searching, only 2 of which were journal articles,
with the others comprising 8 technical reports, 6 conference
papers and 1 book chapter. At that stage of the literature
search, 54 articles had been identified that explored a
relationship between the recent use of cannabis, as deter-
mined toxicologically, and involvement in a road crash.
References for the 54 articles are provided in Appendix B
(see Supplemental material). For some of the articles, the
toxicological identification of the recent use of cannabis
involved testing positive to cannabinoids other than THC.
And for some others, more than one article was published
from a single study. When those and other exclusion criteria
were taken into account, 13 articles remained that described
the results of culpability studies, and 4 that described the

results of case control studies. The reasons for excluding
all but 17 articles from the list of 54 are provided in
Appendix B (see Supplemental material). All of these pro-
cesses were conducted independently by MW and NB, but
with collaboration and agreement at each stage, before pro-
gressing to the next stage.

Methods and results: Assessment
of the directional risk of bias
Appendix A (see Supplemental material) provides our
attempt to identify the main biases that could distort the
cannabis-crash ORs reported in the epidemiological litera-
ture. Most of the identified biases could be classified as
being due to: (1) uncontrolled confounding, (2) the inappro-
priate selection of subjects or (3) errors in the measurement
(or definition) of the cannabis exposure variable or the crash
outcome variable. Individual biases within those three types
were investigated only where the expected direction of the
bias (inflational or deflational) was evident from the pub-
lished literature. This point needs to be emphasised. For
example, in the case of uncontrolled confounding, many
more than the four identified confounders (see below)
have been discussed in the literature. But to be included
in our bias analyses there had to be sufficient published evi-
dence to estimate the strength of the bias as well as its
direction.

Confounding biases
Four major sources of confounding were identified: age,
sex, co-use of alcohol and time of day. All are inflational.
Modelling summarised in Appendix A (see Supplemental
material) indicates that the biasing effects of unadjusted
confounding are not as potentially strong as for the other
types of bias, and even the strongest confounder is unlikely
to increase a cannabis-crash OR of 1.00 to more than about
1.30.

Alcohol and other psychoactive drugs are the potential
confounders that are of most concern to researchers. But
because they are of such concern, they are usually
adequately controlled for, either by the conduct of subgroup
analyses (where co-users are excluded) or through multiple
logistic regression analyses (where the presence of alcohol
and other drugs is controlled for statistically). As it eventu-
ated, only 1 of the 17 studies (Mura et al., 2003) failed to
control for alcohol. That failure contributed to Mura
et al.’s total bias score (see Table 1, and Appendix B,
Supplemental material, Table B8). Similarly, only 2 of
the 17 studies (Gadegbeku et al., 2011; Mura et al., 2003)
failed to control for other major types of drugs. However,
those failures did not contribute to those studies’ total
bias scores, because not enough is known about the circum-
stances of the co-use of cannabis and other drugs to enable
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the quantitative calculation of directional bias scores. It
could be assumed that any such other drug biases would
be inflationary. Consequently, the total bias scores for
those two studies (Table 1) could be underestimates.

Selection biases
The three types of agents responsible for selection biases were
identified as: (1) government authorities (such as the police) or
hospital administrators; (2) the subjects themselves (self-
selection); and (3) the researchers through the way that the
cases and controls (or culpable and not-culpable drivers) had
been defined. Evidence is provided in Appendix A (see
Supplemental material) that selection biases can be much
stronger than confounding biases. A cannabis-crash OR of
1.00 could easily be increased to 1.50 or more by a selection
bias. As it eventuated, all of the selection biases were inflation-
ary, except for a self-selection bias in the case control study
by Lacey et al. (2016), where the crashed (case) drivers
were allowed to refuse a drug test, and did so more frequently
than the control drivers.

Measurement biases
Measurement biases arise from the inappropriate definition
or measurement of either the cannabis-exposure variable or

the crash-outcome variable. A number of such biases are
discussed in Appendix A (see Supplemental material),
where all but one was deemed not to be relevant to the
studies under consideration here. The exception is an infla-
tionary bias where the assessments of the drivers’ culpabil-
ity were not made independently of knowledge about the
drivers’ toxicological results.

One potential type of measurement bias that has received
considerable attention in the cannabis-crash literature (e.g.
Gjerde and Morland, 2016) is the deflationary bias from
the use of a low THC cut-off threshold in the definition
of a cannabis-positive subject. The concentrations of THC
in blood and oral fluid are at their peak soon after using can-
nabis. They then fall rapidly for two or three hours, but may
not reach a zero baseline until many hours later, or perhaps
even days later for heavy users (Odell et al., 2015; Spindle
et al., 2019). If there is a positive relationship between the
use of cannabis and the risk of crashing, then the risk will
presumably be greatest very soon after using cannabis
and then fall to a baseline level over the following few
hours. If the toxicological testing for THC involves a
high cut-off threshold, and therefore a short detection
window of only three or four hours, then only the recent
users will be detected, and the size of the cannabis-crash
OR will be maximal. But if the testing involves a low
THC cut-off threshold, and therefore a long detection

Figure 1. Identification and selection of articles on epidemiological studies that relate the use of cannabis to the risk of being culpable

for or involved in a road crash.
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window of many hours, then many non-recent users will be
detected, and the size of the cannabis-crash OR will be
smaller. This deflationary bias can be called the ‘low-
threshold bias’. At this point, it is necessary to distinguish
between two possible alternative definitions of the
cannabis-exposure variable. The first is the definition as
used in this review: testing positive to THC in a body
fluid, as an indicator of the previous use of cannabis. This
is the ‘conventional’ definition, as used in practice in the
studies under review here and in previously published sys-
tematic reviews of similar studies. The cannabis-crash OR
for such drivers can be called the ‘conventional’ OR. The
alternative definition of the cannabis-exposure variable
identifies only those drivers who have used cannabis so
recently (within, say, the previous 4 h) that they are likely
to be impaired. The cannabis-crash OR for such drivers
can be called the ‘intoxication’ OR. Both the conventional
OR and the intoxication OR are theoretically legitimate
measures of the risk of crashing. However, the intoxication
OR is obviously impossible to obtain using available toxi-
cological techniques. The two measures should not be con-
fused. In that context, we believe that it was appropriate for
Gjerde and Morland (2016) to criticise Rogeberg and Elvik
(2016a) for claiming that their conventional review of the
cannabis-crash literature was an investigation of ‘The

effects of cannabis intoxication on motor vehicle collision’.
They were obviously wrong in making that claim, as they
later acknowledged (Rogeberg and Elvik, 2016b). In the
first sentence of this paragraph, we describe the deflationary
bias from the use of a low THC threshold as a ‘potential
type of measurement bias’. In doing so, we are not so
much questioning the bias’s existence as questioning its
relevance to the nature of our review. The low-threshold
bias is simply not relevant to a review that employs the con-
ventional definition of the cannabis-exposure variable.
While results for the intoxication definition of the
cannabis-exposure variable would obviously comprise the
best measure of the maximum crash-inducing effect of
impairment by cannabis, results for the conventional defin-
ition are also very informative, as they are directly relevant
to the context of drug driving enforcement as implemented
in Australia and in a number of other jurisdictions.
Australia, for example, has implemented ‘zero tolerance’
cannabis-presence driving offences whereby it is a punish-
able offence for a driver to have any trace of THC in their
oral fluid or blood, along with widescale roadside drug
testing (RDT) regimes. The question naturally arises as to
the crash risk that pertains to such offences and regimes.
And that is the question that this review is attempting to
answer.

Table 1. Details of the studies included in the meta analyses.

Study (date) Country

Culpability or

Case–control

N (THC

+ ve)a OR (95% CI)

OR

type

Total bas

score

Terhune (1982) US Culp 17 2.14 (0.8−5.7) Unadj. 2

Williams et al. (1985) US Culp 19 0.46 (0.2−1.3) Unadj. 1

Terhune et al. (1992) US Culp 19 0.66 (0.3−1.6) Unadj. 3

Longo et al. (2000) Australia Culp 44 0.82 (0.5−1.5) Unadj. 3

Lowenstein and

Koziol McLain (2001)

US Culp <11c 0.70 (0.1−3.3) Adj. 0

Mura et al. (2003) France CC 137 1.91 (1.3−2.7) Unadj. 8

Drummer et al. (2004) Australia Culp 56 2.70 (1.0−7.0) Adj. 7

Gadegbeku et al. (2011) France Culp 650b 1.43 (1.2−1.7) Adj. 4

Ogden et al. (2011) Australia Culp 35 1.76 (0.9−3.6) Unadj. 8

Bernhoft et al. (2012) Four EU

countries

CC 91 1.25 (0.5−3.5) Adj. 5

Hels et al. (2013) Four EU

countries

CC 162 1.91 (1.2−3.2) Adj. 7

Poulsen et al. (2014) New Zealand Culp 314 1.29 (0.8−2.3) Adj. 2

Drummer and Yap (2016) Australia Culp 102 2.97 (1.5−6.0) Unadj. 5

Lacey et al. (2016) US CC 613 1.00 (0.8−1.2) Adj. −1
Martin et al. (2017) France Culp 325 1.65 (1.2−2.3) Adj. 4

Brubacher et al. (2019) Canada Culp 165 1.07 (1.0−1.2) Adj. 3

Drummer et al. (2020) Australia Culp 90 1.90 (1.2−3.1) Adj. 5

OR: odds ratio; THC: tetrahydrocannabinol.
aFor case control studies, this is the total number of THC-only cases and THC-only controls (see Appendix B, Supplemental material, for details).
bThe exact number of THC-positive subjects is not known, but from information provided by Laumon et al. (2005), in a table on p. 2, it seems likely that

the number is about 650 (for a THC cut-off level of 1 ng/ml).
cN 34 drivers were initially identified through the presence of non-psychoactive cannabinoids in urine. In follow-up toxicological analyses, an

undisclosed number (10 or fewer) tested positive for THC.
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Publication bias
One further type of bias that should be considered is a pub-
lication bias, which can occur when the formal publication
of studies depends on the nature of the findings (Song et al.,
2013). As a general rule, studies with statistically signifi-
cant findings are more likely to be published that those
that favour the null hypothesis. The results of meta-analyses
can thereby be distorted in the direction of stronger effect
sizes. However, all of the studies of interest in this review
and most of the studies in the four other reviews considered
here (Asbridge et al., 2012; Hostiuc et al., 2018a, 2018b; Li
et al., 2012; Rogeberg and Elvik, 2016a) used toxicological
evidence to explore the roles of alcohol and other drugs in
road crashes such that strong drug effects will always be
found, if only for alcohol. It therefore seems unlikely that
publication bias could play a role in these studies. All
four of the other systematic reviews included analyses to
detect the possible role of publication bias. As we
assumed, none found any evidence of such a bias (at
least, with respect to those in studies that involved toxico-
logical evidence of cannabis use). However, there is
another reason for our lack of interest in publication bias.
The types of biases of concern in this review are those
that pertain to individual studies, and which can therefore
possibly be compensated for in a meta-regression.
Publication bias is not of that ilk.

Bias detection and scoring
The seventeen included studies were scrutinised by MW for
the presence of directional biases (as identified in
Appendix A, Supplemental material), and a draft ‘bias
report’ was prepared for each. Where contactable, the cor-
responding author was sent his or her bias report to check
for accuracy. Only one of the authors, Kenneth Terhune,
was unable to be contacted (in relation to Terhune, 1982
and Terhune et al., 1992). Feedback was provided by the
authors of six of the remaining fifteen studies (Bernhoft
et al., 2012; Hels et al., 2013; Lacey et al., 2016; Longo
et al., 2000; Martin et al., 2017; Poulsen et al., 2014), and
the bias reports were revised accordingly, with minor
changes required to three. No response was received in rela-
tion to nine of the studies. The final bias report for each
study is provided in Appendix B (see Supplemental mate-
rial), along with any author feedback.

Some aspects of bias scoring are now briefly considered.
The four uncontrolled confounding biases were all infla-
tionary, but relatively weak, and were assigned scores of
either+ 1 or+ 2, depending on the type of bias and the cir-
cumstances of the study. Because all three types of selection
bias were potentially stronger than the confounding biases,
and potentially either deflationary or inflationary, they were
all assigned a potential score range of −3 to+ 3, with the
actual scores depending on the type of bias and the

circumstances of the study. Only one relevant type of mea-
surement bias was identified. It was the ‘culpability assess-
ment bias’, whereby the culpability assessors, who were
inappropriately aware of the drug status of the drivers,
could have been influenced by that information. As this
type of bias was inflationary and potentially strong, it was
assigned a potential score range of+ 1 to+ 3. Each included
study was scored for the presence of every relevant bias as
recorded for the culpability studies in Table B5 from
Appendix B (see Supplemental material), and for the
case control studies in Table B8. A total bias score was cal-
culated for each included study, as also recorded in Tables
B5 and B8, and as provided here under the heading ‘Total
Bias Score’ in Table 1.

Methods and results: Statistical analyses

Data extraction
For each of the seventeen included studies, both authors
extracted the relevant study details: the study authors, the
year of publication, the location of study, the type of
study (culpability or case control), the severity of the
crashes involved (fatal, injury or property-damage-only),
the body fluid (matrix) used for toxicological analysis
(blood, oral fluid or urine), THC-positive sample size, the
OR and 95% CI (extracted or calculated by us), and the
OR type (unadjusted/adjusted). Any discrepancies were
resolved by discussion. Table 1 provides most of that infor-
mation, while Table 2 provides the crash severity and the
matrix (blood, oral fluid or urine) used for toxicological
analysis. Additional details about each study can be found
in Appendix B (see Supplemental material).

Data analysis
For statistical analysis, we used Metafor (Viechtbauer,
2010) for R (R Core Team, 2020) and for plotting, we
used Plotrix (Lemon, 2006) for R.

The cannabis-crash ORs obtained from culpability and
case control studies are considered to provide measures
of fundamentally different outcomes. No attempt is there-
fore made to mathematically convert a cannabis-crash OR
from one type of study to its apparent equivalent in the
other as was done by Rogeberg and Elvik (2016a) and
Rogeberg (2019). In other words, the thirteen culpability
studies and four case-control studies are treated separately
in this review (except when exploring the possibility of
dose effects see later).

The main statistical goal of our review was to provide
two summary cannabis-crash ORs: one for the thirteen
culpability studies and one for the four case control
studies. The conventional means of doing so is to use a
meta-analysis, whereby a weighted summary (meta-ana-
lytic) OR is calculated from the individual study ORs.
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In a meta-analysis, the weighting for each study’s OR is
proportional to the number of observations that contribute
to it, and is therefore proportional to its precision as indi-
cated by the narrowness of its 95% CI. The meta-analytic
results for the 13 culpability studies are shown in
Figure 2, and for the 4 case control studies in Figure 4.
In these figures, the weighting of each cannabis-crash
OR is indicated by the size of the black square that repre-
sents it. For example, from Table 1, it can be seen that
Brubacher et al.’s (2019) cannabis-crash OR (1.07) has
by far the narrowest 95% CI (0.2) amongst the 13 culp-
ability studies. It therefore has the strongest weighting,
which is reflected in its relatively large black square as
shown in Figure 2. Similarly, Lacey et al.’s (2016)
cannabis-crash OR (1.00) has by far the narrowest 95%
CI (0.4) amongst the four case control studies, which is

reflected in its relatively large black square as shown in
Figure 4.

We chose to use random-effects rather than fixed-effect
meta-analyses (see, e.g. Borenstein et al., 2009, Chapter
13). In a fixed-effect analysis it is assumed that the true
effect size is the same for all studies, such that a summary
cannabis-crash OR from a meta-analysis is an estimate of
this common effect size. We could not make that assump-
tion, as we hypothesised that the cannabis-crash ORs from
many of the studies were seriously affected by various
biases. So, we used random-effects analyses where it is
assumed that the true effect size varies from one study to
the next, and that the studies represent a random sample of
the biasing effects that could have been observed.

We acknowledge that two recent reviews (Hostiuc et al.,
2018a, 2018b; Rogeberg, 2019) have adopted different

Table 2. Evidence for threshold or dose–response THC effects.

Study (date)

Crash

severity

Body fluid

analysed (OF=
oral fluid)

Significant

main effect of

THC?

Dose

relationship

examined?

N THC

concentration

categories

THC

ranges

(ng/ml)

Dose

relationship

claimed?

Terhune (1982) Injury Blood No Yes 2 <3; >3 No

Williams et al. (1985) Fatal Blood No Yes 4 < 1; 1–

2; 2–

5; >5

No

Terhune et al. (1992) Fatal Blood No No 3 <3; 3–

20;

>20

No

Longo et al. (2000) Injury Blood No Yes 3 <1; 1–2;

>2

No

Lowenstein and

Koziol McLain (2001)

Injury Urine No No 1 n/a No

Mura et al. (2003) Injury Blood Yes Yes 2 <2; >2 No

Drummer et al. (2004) Fatal Blood Yes Yes 2 <5; >5 Yes
Gadegbeku et al. (2011)a Fatal Blood Yes Yes 4 < 1; 1–

3; 3–

5; >5

Yes

Ogden et al. (2011) Injury Blood No No 1 n/a No

Bernhoft et al. (2012) Fatal Blood No No 1 n/a No

Hels et al. (2013) Injury Blood/OF Yes No 1 n/a No

Poulsen et al. (2014) Fatal Blood No Yes 3 <2; 2–5;

>5

No

Drummer and Yap

(2016)

Fatal Blood Yes No 1 n/a No

Lacey et al. (2016) Range Blood No No 1 n/a No

Martin et al. (2017) Fatal Blood Yes Yes 4 <1; 1–3;

3–5;

>5

No

Brubacher et al. (2019) Injury Blood No Yes 4 0; 0–2;

2–5;

>5

No

Drummer et al. (2020) Injury Blood Yes Yes 3 <1; 1–5;

>5

Yes

THC: tetrahydrocannabinol.
aThese results are not actually from Gadegbeku et al. (2011), but are from the same study, as reported by Laumon et al. (2005).
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approaches to obtaining summary cannabis-crash risk effect
sizes. Hostiuc et al., used the inverse variance heterogeneity
model (Doi et al., 2015) instead of a random effects model.
Their model is proposed to overcome some known short-
comings of random effects models with respect to weighting
of larger versus smaller studies and the precision of model
estimated CIs. Rogeberg used a Bayesian model to estimate
total crash risk from culpability studies. These two
approaches represent a potential advance over standard
approaches but for our purposes we wished our analyses to
be comparable with those of previous studies of cannabis-,
alcohol- and other crash risks.

A secondary statistical goal of our review was to provide
two bias-adjusted summary cannabis-crash ORs: one for the
thirteen culpability studies and one for the four case control
studies. The conventional means of making such adjustments
is through a meta-regression, where the influence of each
study’s OR on the shape of the modelled regression equation
is proportional to its precision as indicated by the narrowness
of its 95% CI. In our culpability meta-regression, the rela-
tionship between the extent to which a study suffered from
inflational biases and the study’s cannabis-culpability OR
was modelled by a regression equation from which a predic-
tion was made as to the value of the OR in the absence of

any bias (i.e. the modelled OR value corresponding to a
total bias score of zero). The results of our meta-regression
for the 13 culpability studies are shown in Figure 3.
Unfortunately, as described below, a meta-regression could
not be conducted for the four case control studies, so an
alternative analysis was conducted, as depicted in Figure 5.

We do not report p-values for our ORs. Instead, we use
the conventional rule of thumb that an OR is statistically
significant if its 95% CI does not include the value 1.00.

Culpability studies: Forest plot for studies of
cannabis-culpability risk
The cannabis-culpability ORs, with their 95% CIs, from the
13 culpability studies are shown in Figure 2. The ORs
ranged from 0.46 to 2.97. Eight studies reported ORs that
were not statistically significant (where the 95% CI
included an OR of 1.00). In six of the studies the ORs
were unadjusted. The meta-analytic summary OR from
the model was 1.37 (1.10 1.69). The 13 effect sizes were
heterogeneous Q (12) = 34.0, p < 0.001 and I2 = 64.7%
indicating moderate-to-high heterogeneity, as would be
expected if the studies were affected to different extents
by different biases.

Figure 2. Forest plot of cannabis crash culpability studies. The size of each square is proportional to the relative weight that each

study contributed to the summary odds ratio (OR) which is indicated by the diamond. Horizontal bars and width of diamond represent

95% confidence intervals. Q (12) = 34.0, p< 0.001; I2 = 64.7%.
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A meta-regression assessed our directional total bias
score as a moderator of the reported cannabis-culpability
ORs. For this meta-regression model, the directional total
bias score was significantly associated with the cannabis-

culpability ORs (Q(1) = 10.3, p = 0.001) and explained
77.9% of heterogeneity. The intercept of the model (i.e. dir-
ectional total bias score of zero) expressed as an OR was
0.68 (0.45 1.05) (Figure 3).

While we could interpret this result to mean that the best
bias-free estimate of the cannabis-culpability OR is 0.68,
such that the recent use of cannabis is protective against
the risk of being culpable for a crash, we consider that
that would be an over-interpretation. Instead, we interpret
this result to mean that the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected for the effect of the recent use of cannabis on the
risk of being culpable for a crash.

Case control studies: Forest plot for studies
of cannabis-crash risk
The cannabis-crash ORs, with their 95% CIs, from the four
case control studies are shown in Figure 4. The ORs ranged
from 1.00 to 1.91. Two studies reported ORs that were not
statistically significant (95% CI included an OR of 1.0).
One OR was unadjusted. The meta-analytic summary OR
from the model was 1.45 (0.94 2.25). The four effect

Figure 3. Bubble plot of observed odds ratios (ORs) for cannabis culpability studies against our total directional bias score.

Bubble size is proportional to the study weight and the solid line is the fitted meta regression model.

Figure 4. Forest plot of cannabis crash case–control studies.
The size of each square is proportional to the relative weight that

each study contributed to the summary odds ratio (OR) which is

indicated by the diamond. Horizontal bars and width of diamond

represent 95% confidence intervals. Q (3) = 13.0, p = 0.005; I2 =
76.9%.
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sizes were heterogeneous Q (3) = 13.0, p = 0.005 and I2

= 76.9% indicating moderate-to-high heterogeneity.
The small number of included case control studies pre-

cludes meta-regression to assess our directional total bias
score as a moderator. Nonetheless, Figure 5 shows a mono-
tonic relationship between the total bias scores and the
cannabis-crash ORs, with Spearman’s rho = 0.95, p = 0.05.

The lack of a regression equation makes it difficult to
interpet these results. Clearly, the most strongly biased
studies have the highest cannabis-crash ORs. Lacey et al.
(2016), with a cannabis-crash OR of 1.0, was the only
study where an attempt was made to carefully match the
individual case and control drivers. We interpret the
results in Figure 5 to mean that the null hypothesis cannot
be rejected for the effect of the prior use of cannabis on
the risk of being involved in a road crash.

The possibility of dose effects
It is possible that one or both of two types of dose effect
were present in a study’s cannabis-crash results. The first
is a two-phased threshold effect, which involves the
absence of any effect of cannabis below a low threshold
concentration of THC. The disputed existence of a thresh-
old effect was discussed previously, where it was noted
that some published cannabis-crash ORs would be underes-
timates if sub-threshold drivers had incorrectly been defined
as positive for THC. The second type of dose effect was ori-
ginally described by Hill (1965) as a ‘biological gradient’,
but is now better known as a ‘dose-response effect’. Hill
proposed ten criteria for inferring that a relationship
between two variables is causal rather than accidental. His

criteria are still widely cited in epidemiological papers,
despite the fact that none of them provides conclusive
proof of causality (Rothman and Greenland, 2005). One
of the criteria that are very indicative of causality is a
dose response relationship between the exposure and
outcome variables. A large volume of research, starting
with Borkenstein’s Grand Rapids case control study in
1964, has clearly demonstrated a dose response relation-
ship between driver blood alcohol concentration (BAC)
and the risk of crashing. Any such relationship for the
effect of cannabis on the risk of crashing could be linear
or curvilinear, but should at least be positively monotonic.
In the context of looking for threshold and/or dose
response effects, it is considered unnecessary to distinguish
between culpability and case control studies. The cut-off
levels of THC that are used to define the category boundar-
ies of the cannabis variable are in terms of nanograms of
THC per milliliter of body fluid (ng/ml).

The main THC dose results for the seventeen studies are
summarised in Table 2. Further details can be found in
Appendix B (see Supplementl material). The researchers
involved in seven of the studies did not test for either
type of dose effect. Given the scientific and applied import-
ance of such effects it is likely that at least some of those
studies provided no indicative evidence of the effects, and
the researchers decided not to investigate further. Dose
effects were explored in 10 studies, but were not found in
7 of them. Three studies provided some evidence for dose
effects. Drummer et al. (2004) claimed to have found a
THC threshold effect at 5 ng/ml. Their threshold OR of
6.6 had a wide 95% CI of 1.5 28.0. Poulsen et al. (2014)
designed their responsibility study as a replication of

Figure 5. Bubble plot of observed odds ratios (ORs) for cannabis crash case–control studies against our total directional bias score.
Bubble size is proportional to the study weight. Spearman’s rho = 0.95, p = 0.05 for the correlation between the cannabis crash ORs

and the total bias scores.
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Drummer et al.’s study. They used more THC-positive
drivers than Drummer et al., but failed to replicate the
threshold effect. This failure casts doubt about the reliabil-
ity Drummer et al.’s evidence. The second study, by
Gadegbeku et al. (2011), did not report any results that
were relevant to possible dose effects. However, Laumon
et al. (2005) had previously investigated a major subset of
the same crashes that were analysed by Gadegbeku et al.,
and they calculated cannabis-culpability ORs for four
THC concentration subgroups. In their abstract, Laumon
et al., claimed that ‘A significant dose effect was identified’
(p. 1). That misleading claim was inappropriately based on
the four unadjusted cannabis-culpability ORs (from their
Table 3). The four corresponding adjusted cannabis-
culpability ORs (also from their Table 3) provide no evi-
dence of a dose effect. The third study is Drummer et al.
(2020). In describing their reported dose effect Drummer
et al., said ‘The increase in [cannabis-culpability] odds
was most apparent at higher blood THC concentrations.
At 5 ng/ml and above the OR was 3.2 (p = 0.01), and at
THC concentrations of 10 ng/ml and above the OR was
10 (p = 0.03) [not shown in Table 2] indicating that the
odds of culpability increase with rising concentrations’
(p. 3). Those findings are rendered dubious by the highly
selective nature of the data used in this study (as discussed
in Appendix B, Supplemental material).

In summary, dose effects of THC were explored in only
ten of the seventeen epidemiological studies. In seven of the
ten, the researchers made no claim to have identified a dose
effect. In the other three, the researchers did claim to have
found dose effects. However, one of the claims was
unable to be reproduced in a more powerful replication
study, one was not supported by the best available evidence
from the study itself, and the third was from a study that
investigated a highly selected set of injury crashes.
Overall, the evidence for THC dose effects from the 17
studies is unconvincing.

Discussion

Types of evidence for the risks of drug driving
In 2004, the Australian state of Victoria was the first juris-
diction in the world to introduce stand-alone per se zero-
tolerance drug driving offences for illegal psychoactive
drugs, including cannabis, along with a large-scale
program of random RDT (Boorman and Owens, 2009;
Moxham-Hall and Hughes, 2020; O’Halloran, 2010). The
introduction of RDT was contrary to the advice from a
national Austroads Working Group on Drugs and Driving
that there was not a sufficient evidence-base to support it
(Potter, 2000). And the sufficiency of the evidence base
has continued to be questioned, especially in relation to can-
nabis (Hall, 2012; Hall and Homel, 2007; McDonald, 2009;
Prichard et al., 2010; Quilter and McNamara, 2017; Roth,

2015). One purpose of this review is to establish if there
is yet a sufficient evidence base to support the continued
inclusion of cannabis as a proscribed drug in Australia’s
RDT programs.

For the purpose of this discussion the distinction
between ORs and relative risks (RRs) is overlooked,
except to note that, where they differ, a positive OR will
be larger than the corresponding RR. Illustrations of some
of the points made below were taken from the Australian
experience. Policymakers who justify the introduction or
revision of a drug driving policy in relation to illegal
drugs may do so as a means of prosecuting the War on
Drugs. If so, the information provided in scientific papers
such as this will not be relevant. The fact that Australia’s
RDT programs target only illegal drugs is of some
concern in that regard.

A five-level hierarchy can be used to describe the scien-
tific merit of the main types of scientific evidence that might
be relied upon in the development of drug driving policy,
with the more rigorous evidence coming from the higher
levels:

1. Drug prevalence.
2. The findings from human performance studies.
3. Drug-crash risks from single epidemiological studies.
4. Average drug-crash risks from reviews and/or

meta-analyses.
5. Average drug-crash risks from reviews and/or

meta-analyses after correction for biases.

Information about drug prevalence lies at the bottom of the
hierarchy (level 1). Nevertheless, media releases from
Australian ministers with responsibility for drug driving
countermeasures frequently refer to drug prevalences
amongst driver casualties in support of their policies. For
example, when signalling the toughening of some
Victorian drug driving laws, the Police Minister said ‘We
know that more than half of our deaths on the road at the
moment are because of drug-driving. … This is a
growing issue; alcohol is a small part now of what we see
of deaths’ (Willingham, 2020). In this hyperbolic media
statement, the minister was presenting information about
drug prevalence (including medical drugs) in a way that
could easily be misinterpreted as pertaining to causality.
Injured drivers would presumably be found to have high
prevalences of caffeine if tested for it. Prevalences are
meaningless when presented out of the context of back-
ground usage rates.

The relevance of evidence from studies of human perfor-
mance, at the second level of the hierarchy, is difficult to
assess. The use of sensitive laboratory/simulator apparatus
and within-subject statistical analyses makes it relatively
easy to demonstrate the detrimental effects of a variety of
environmental and personal variables on a range of
human skills. The common assumption that the statistical
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significance of a performance decrement implies some level
of real-world impairment has been seriously challenged in a
book by Macdonald (2019). For example, ‘weaving’, or
more precisely the standard deviation of lateral position
(SDLP), is considered by many researchers to be a sensitive
test of cannabis-related impairment (Bondallaz et al., 2016;
Ramaekers et al., 2011; Veldstra et al., 2015). However, the
relevance of SDLP performance to crash causation has been
seriously questioned by Ginsburg (2019: 611) who pointed
out that the use of cannabis increases a baseline SDLP by up
to only about 8 cm, which is roughly about 2% of a typical
lane width in the US. (In Australia and New Zealand, the
recommended lane width for both urban and rural roads is
3.5 m (Fanning et al., 2016), so the use of cannabis
would be increasing SDLP by 2.3% of the recommended
lane width.) The clear implication of Ginsburg’s calculation
is that decrements in SDLP performance are trivial from a
road safety perspective. It seems obvious that a distinction
needs to be drawn between performance decrements and
real-world impairments of safety-relevant skills. The
second example is provided. Choice reaction time (CRT)
is a frequently studied index of human performance. Der
and Deary (2006) have shown that CRTs are highly statis-
tically significantly longer for every 10 years of aging
during adulthood. In other words, the CRT performance
of 60-year olds is significantly worse than that of 50-year
olds, and the CRT performance of 50-year olds is signifi-
cantly worse than that of 40-year olds, etc…Obviously,
these differences are of no relevance to road safety: it has
never been proposed that 50-year olds should be barred
from driving because of their statistically-significant
age-related performance decrements when compared with
40-year-olds. Humans are over-engineered when it comes
to most driving-related tasks, such that laboratory demon-
strations of statistically-significant performance decrements
may be of no real-world significance. Given the dubious
relevance of performance studies to an understanding of
the risk of driving after using cannabis, the alternative is
to use the more directly relevant evidence from epidemio-
logical studies of cannabis-crash risks.

As described in the European Road Safety Decision
Support System on Risks and Measures, the first stage in
developing an evidence-based road-crash countermeasure
program should be to identify risky exposures (e.g.
Martensen et al., 2019). That approach is reflected in the
third, fourth and fifth levels of the hierarchy.
Unfortunately, Australian policy developers rarely make
any reference to the epidemiological findings on drug-crash
risks. For example, the Victorian Transport Minister’s
second-reading speech on the introduction of RDT referred
to the facts that illegal drugs were prevalent among fatally
injured drivers, and that drugs could cause impairments,
without making any reference to the crash risks
(Batchelor, 2003). But even a reference to a drug-crash
risk can be inappropriate when it is to the cherry-picked

results from a single epidemiological study (at the third
level in the hierarchy). For example, the Victorian
Minister for Roads, in his second reading speech on the
introduction of ‘cocktail’ penalties for driving after the
combined use of alcohol and illegal drugs, said ‘Research
indicates that when drivers combine alcohol with illicit
drugs, they are on average 23 times more likely to be
killed in a crash compared with drivers who are drug and
alcohol free’ (Mulder, 2014). One point to note in passing
is that the reported high risk is not pertinent, as it could
have been entirely due to the effect of alcohol. More rele-
vantly, the finding was from a single study by Li et al.
(2013) that used the US FARS database, which, as dis-
cussed above, is considered unfit for the purpose of drug-
crash analyses. Furthermore, a broad review of the evidence
from a number of studies of the exacerbating effect of can-
nabis on the effect of alcohol on the risk of crashing showed
that the evidence is inconclusive (White, 2017, Part 7 &
Attachment E: 135 142).

The development of drug driving policies should be
guided by summary drug-crash risks from all of the relevant
individual studies, as provided in epidemiological reviews
(at the fourth and fifth levels of the hierarchy). But even
then, some reviews are better than others at taking study
biases into account. The two most frequently cited
reviews are by Li et al. (2012) and Asbridge et al. (2012).
Li et al., based their summary-cannabis-crash OR of 2.66
(2.1 3.4) on raw counts data in such a way that no biases
were corrected for. Asbridge et al., also based their slightly
lower summary cannabis-crash OR of 1.92 (1.4 2.7) on raw
counts data, but they did at least control for the confounding
effect of alcohol by restricting their analysis to drivers who
tested negative for alcohol and drugs other than cannabis.
The two meta-analyses that used adjusted cannabis-crash
ORs (Hostiuc et al., 2018b; Rogeberg et al., 2018) included
cannabis-crash ORs from studies that had statistically con-
trolled for the effects of alcohol and drugs, as well as for the
main demographic variables, and for various other confoun-
ders that were identified by the research teams. However,
the current review is the first to provide evidence at the
fifth level of the hierarchy, by attempting to adjust for the
effects of biases from factors other than just uncontrolled
confounders.

Summary of the main findings
Ours is the first review of the cannabis-crash literature to
take into account a wide range of potential study biases.
The three main types of directional bias involve confound-
ing by uncontrolled covariates; subject selection; and errors
in the measurement of the exposure and outcome variables.
From some modelling work and other considerations, we
conclude that the selection and measurement biases have
the potential to be considerably stronger than the confound-
ing biases (for reasons that are explored more fully in
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Appendix A, Supplemental material). We do not see our
approach to bias assessment as being definitive. Rather,
we see it as a first step towards the development of a
more rigorous methodology for assessing the extent to
which directional biases can distort the reported size of a
drug-crash OR. Nevertheless, we believe that our tentative
exploration of the biases in each of the included studies (see
Appendix B, Supplemental material) has produced some
clear findings:

• Most of the studies are affected by one or more direc-
tional biases.

• The biases are predominantly inflationary.
• The studies with the highest cannabis-crash ORs tend to

have the highest total bias scores (Table 1).

Using strict selection criteria, which included good toxico-
logical evidence for the recent use of cannabis, we find little
difference between the summary cannabis-crash ORs for
the 13 culpability (1.37; 1.1 1.7) and four case control
(1.45; 0.9 2.3) studies. Using less strict inclusion criteria,
which included self-reported evidence of recent cannabis
use, and employing some different analytical techniques,
Rogeberg, Elvik and White (2018, Table 1) reported a
summary cannabis-crash OR that was considerably larger
for the 15 case control studies (1.82; 1.2 2.8) than for
the 11 culpability studies (1.12; 1.1 1.2). Rogeberg
(2019: 78) advised that ‘Understanding this discrepancy
should be a priority for future research’. Given that selec-
tion and measurement biases have the potential to be
expressed more easily in case control studies than in culp-
ability studies (where the culpable ‘cases’ and non-culpable
‘controls’ are drawn from much the same population of
drivers), we consider that the discrepancy reported by
Rogeberg, Elvik and White is most probably an expression
of the high susceptibility of most case control studies to the
effects of selection and measurement biases.

The two most recently published meta-analyses of
cannabis-crash risks from epidemiological studies
(Hostiuc et al., 2018a, 2018b; Rogeberg, 2019) concluded
that the null hypothesis of no overall effect of the recent
use of cannabis on the risk of crashing cannot be rejected.
In the words of Hostiuc et al. (p. 1) ‘Our analysis suggests
that the overall effect size for driving under the influence of
cannabis on unfavorable traffic events is not statistically
significant …’ And according to Rogeberg (p. 75) ‘The
magnitude of the estimated risk increase [using raw
counts data from culpability studies] is sufficiently small
that we cannot rule out residual confounding’. Neither of
those meta-analyses involved the close scrutiny of the
included studies for the presence of all three main types
of directional bias. When taking such biases into account,
we fully endorse the conclusion that the null hypothesis
(that the recent use of cannabis does not increase the risk
of crashing) cannot be rejected.

Both Hostiuc et al. (2018a, 2018b) and Rogeberg (2019)
left open the possibility that the very recent use of cannabis
(as possibly signalled by high levels of THC) increases the
risk of crashing. They point out that any evidence for a
moderately strong very-recent-use THC effect would be
washed out in analyses where the prior use of cannabis is
defined by any detectable level of THC. However, given
that we fail to find any satisfactory evidence of dose
effects in the seventeen studies (as discussed in relation to
results provided here in Table 2), we are sceptical of the
possibility that even the very recent use of cannabis could
increase the risk of crashing. Nevertheless, we acknowledge
that no published epidemiological study has been able to
capture the crash risk for drivers within only the first 2 or
3 h after using cannabis, when they are most likely to be
impaired, so we acknowledge the possibility that there is
an elevated crash risk pertaining to very recent use. That
possibility was explored theoretically by Rogeberg and
Elvik (2016b), who concluded that, if there were an ele-
vated crash risk from very recent use, it would probably
not be more than doubled (i.e. the cannabis-crash OR
would not be greater than 2.0).

Summary of conclusions concerning
cannabis-crash ORs

1. Taking the role of study biases into account, we have
shown that the best epidemiological evidence concern-
ing the risk of crashing after using cannabis (as indicated
by testing positive to THC) is compatible with the null
hypothesis that the recent use of cannabis has no effect
at all (such that the cannabis-crash OR = 1.0). We will
refer to that value as the ‘bias-adjusted cannabis-crash
OR’.

2. It is possible that some researchers and policymakers
might not agree with our bias adjustments. They
would presumably therefore rely on the results of con-
ventional cannabis-crash meta-analyses. The findings
from our meta-analyses roughly agree with those of
other recently published reviews: that the recent use of
cannabis increases the risk of crashing by 50% or less
(such that the cannabis-crash OR is not greater than
1.5). We will refer to that value as the ‘meta-analytic
cannabis-crash OR’.

3. Given that we found no convincing evidence for a dose
response relationship between the concentration of THC
and the risk of crashing, we consider that our first two
conclusions apply equally to all cannabis-crash risks
irrespective of the THC cut-off thresholds.

4. We commented above that those drivers who had very
recently consumed cannabis (within 2 or 3 h of crashing)
might comprise a higher risk subset, who cannot neces-
sarily be identified through high concentrations of THC.
And we noted that Rogeberg and Elvik (2016b) had
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estimated that their crash risk could be doubled (such
that the cannabis-crash OR = 2.0). We will refer to
that value as the ‘immediate cannabis-crash OR’.

We will now explore the implications of these four conclu-
sions for: (1) the burden of legal proof of causation; (2) tol-
erable crash risks; and (3) cannabis-presence driving
offences. The implication of our third conclusion is that
these explorations do not need to separately consider the
situation for cannabis-driving enforcement regimes that
have adopted a zero-tolerance approach to any presence
of any THC and those that have adopted above-zero
cut-off thresholds.

The burden of legal proof of causation
When the value for an exposure-outcome OR equals 2.0,
the risk of the outcome for subjects who have been
exposed is twice as high as for non-exposed subjects.
Furthermore, when the value equals 2.0 there is a 50%
chance that the exposure is responsible for the outcome
for the exposure-positive cases. For example, an adjusted
diazepam-crash OR of 2.0 from a rigorous case control
study would mean that the use of diazepam before driving
is the cause of 50% of the crash involvements of the
diazepam-positive drivers, with the other 50% being
caused by factors other than the use of diazepam.

There are circumstances where the value 2.0 for an
exposure outcome OR is particularly relevant. The ‘50%
rule’ is a legal rule of thumb that is sometimes applied in
the US courts. Under the rule, an exposure is considered
to have caused a deleterious outcome for an individual if
50% or more of the deleterious outcomes among exposure-
positive cases in the population can be attributed to the
exposure (Haack, 2014, Ch. 11: 264 293). For example,
if a foetus was exposed to an anti-nausea medication, and
the baby was born with limb deformities, then the deform-
ities could legally be attributed to the medication if it could
be proven by reference to epidemiological studies that 50%
or more of the deformities amongst the medication-exposed
babies in the population were related to their mothers’ use
of the medication. In other words, a birth defect for a parti-
cular baby could be legally attributed to the medication if its
mother had used the medication during her pregnancy, and
the medication-deformity OR was 2.0 or greater. More gen-
erally, under the 50% rule, an OR of 2.0 or greater defines
the range of ORs at which scientific evidence for general
causation has sometimes been used in the US legal
system as evidence for specific causation.

We are not aware of any drug driving litigation where
the 50% rule has been applied. However, it is conceivable
that a THC-positive driver who was involved in a serious
crash might want to argue that the crash was not caused
by impairment from cannabis. Let us assume that the case
is heard before a judge who is unlikely to be convinced

that the true bias-adjusted cannabis-crash OR is 1.0.
Citing the 50% rule, the driver could argue that the
conventionally-accepted meta-analytic cannabis-crash OR
of 1.5 was considerably below the value of 2.0 where spe-
cific causation can be inferred from general causation. In
other words, the driver could argue that there was no
adequate scientific evidence that his use of cannabis
played a causal role in his crash. And even if there were evi-
dence that the driver had consumed cannabis immediately
before driving, the driver could still argue that the immedi-
ate cannabis-crash OR of 2.0 was at the borderline of where
specific causation can be inferred from general causation.

Tolerable crash risks
It is a commonly accepted rule of thumb in Australia that
drivers with a BAC of 0.05 are about twice as likely to
crash as drivers with a zero BAC. The second rule of
thumb is that drivers who travel at 10% above the mean
speed at a road location (e.g. at 55 km/h in a 50 km/h loca-
tion or at 110 km/h in a 100 km/h location) are about twice
as likely to crash as those travelling at the mean location
speed (Kloeden et al., 2002). Those rules of thumb have
been endorsed by the Australian Transport Council (ATC),
which was the body that brought together the Common-
wealth, State, Territory and New Zealand Ministers with
responsibility for road safety (ATC, 2008: 30).

In the case of drink-driving, it is legal in Australia for
most drivers to drive with a BAC of up to 0.05. The ATC
(2011: 88) explicitly acknowledges the compromise
involved in setting that limit, which ‘strikes the right
balance between societal values and public safety in rela-
tion to alcohol use’. It is evident that the ATC was prepared
to tolerate drink-driving at BACs up to the level where the
risk of crashing is doubled. Although the police in Australia
are reluctant to discuss speed camera enforcement toler-
ances, it is likely that they are generally set in line with pub-
lished UK policing practice, where speeding below 10%
over the speed limit is unlikely to be enforced
(Association of Chief Police Officers, 2013). That is
known to be the practice in South Australia (Nankervis,
2014), and is probably also the practice in some other
Australian states. Some Australian police jurisdictions are
therefore tolerating levels of speeding where crash risks
are commonly understood in Australia to be doubled. So,
it seems, at least with respect to drink-driving and speeding
in Australia, that exposure-crash risks with values up to 2.0
can be tolerated because they ‘strike the right balance’. It
should be noted that these considerations pertain only to
personal risks where individualised sanctions are involved,
and do not necessarily pertain to environmental risks. For
example, traffic engineers should probably not consider
installing a roundabout whose less expensive design
results in only 30% more serious crashes than the alterna-
tive design.
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We are not aware of any discussion of ‘striking the right
balance’ in relation to cannabis-crash risks. Nevertheless,
that is a conversation that should be started, given the wide-
spread legalisation of the recreational use of cannabis and
the even wider spread legalisation of its medical use. In
that context, it is relevant to note that the
conventionally-accepted meta-analytic cannabis-crash OR
of 1.5 is well below the tolerated alcohol-crash and speed-
crash ORs of 2.0. Even the hypothetical immediate
cannabis-crash risk of 2.0 is at the borderline of tolerability.

Cannabis-presence driving offences
The punishment for a traffic offence should be proportion-
ate to the seriousness of the offence as measured in terms of
the effect of the offending behaviour on the risk of crashing.
Our epidemiological findings relate to the mere presence of
THC in a driver’s body fluid. They are therefore directly
relevant to stand-alone zero-tolerance cannabis-presence
driving offences. On the basis of our first conclusion, that
the bias-adjusted cannabis-crash OR equals 1.0, there is,
of course, no epidemiological justification for the existence
of such offences. And, given our third conclusion, that
cannabis-crash risks are independent of THC cut-off thresh-
olds, there is also no epidemiological justification for such
offences, but with above-zero threshold cut-offs for THC.

Especially now, with the medical and recreational use of
cannabis becoming more accepted, our main conclusion
(that the best estimate of the cannabis-crash OR is 1.0) is
consistent with the view that stand-alone cannabis-presence
driving laws should be repealed (while impairment-based
laws would remain). That is especially so given the injus-
tices involved for the majority of the THC-positive
drivers who are penalised but unimpaired (Wiggins and
Carrick, 2020), the concomitant violation of civil liberties
(McDonald, 2009; Prichard et al., 2010) and the the high
cost of conducting RDT operations (National Drug
Driving Working Group, 2018). Ross Homel, whose early
work on deterrence theory (Homel, 1988) was instrumental
in the introduction of Random Breath Testing (RBT) for
alcohol in Australia, considers that the inclusion of canna-
bis in the Australian RDT protocols is a disingenuous
attempt to prosecute the War on Drugs under the guise of
road safety (Hall and Homel, 2007).

While we believe that the cannabis-crash null hypothesis
cannot be rejected, we accept that road safety policymakers
might not agree with us. Nevertheless, if they support the
need for evidenced-based policy, they would presumably
accept the truth of our second conclusion, that the
meta-analytic cannabis-crash OR is not greater than 1.5
(irrespective of the THC cut-off). The implication for
setting cannabis-presence driving penalties is obvious. On
the principle of proportionality, the penalties for
THC-positive driving (with a cannabis-crash OR of 1.5)
should be about half as severe as the penalties for driving

at a BAC of 0.05 (with a BAC-crash OR of about 2.0), or
speeding at about 5 km/h above the speed limit on an
urban road or 10 km/h above the limit on a rural highway
(both with a speeding crash OR of about 2.0). However,
in Australia, the penalties for cannabis-presence driving
offences are considerably higher than that (Moxham-Hall
and Hughes, 2020). Three examples are provided. In the
state of Victoria, the maximum fine for a third cannabis-
presence driving offence is AU$19,826. Given the targeting
of known cannabis users, the likelihood of repeat offending
is quite high. In the state of Queensland, the maximum
prison sentence for a third offence is 9 months. And in
the State of South Australia, the maximum licence cancel-
lation period for a third offence is 1 year. These excessively
punitive penalty structures can be taken as a reflection of the
fact that the underlying legislation has more to do with the
War on Drugs than it has to do with road safety.
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Summary 
This user guide supports prescribers in all health care settings to adopt active ingredient 
prescribing. It has been developed in consultation with relevant stakeholders to assist 
prescribers’ clinical decisions and provide best practice guidance on when prescribers should 
consider specifying the medicine brand name on a prescription. The user guide also provides 
support to clinical software vendors when making necessary changes to their products to ensure 
the safety of prescribing choices. 
Active ingredient prescribing will: 

• Increase consumer health literacy around their medicines and make communication 
clearer and unambiguous 

• Improve safe and quality use of medicines with consistent and standardised descriptions 
of medicines 

• Empower and equip prescribers and consumers to better understand the active 
ingredients in medicines 

• Assist conversations between pharmacists and consumers concerning generic and 
biosimilar alternatives 

• Promote the appropriate uptake of generic and biosimilar medicines, with a decrease of 
out-of-pocket expenses for some consumers 

• Improve financial sustainability of the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) and the 
Repatriation Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (RPBS) 

• Enhance prescribers’ stewardship role of the PBS, and encourage more sustainable 
prescribing practices 

• Align Australian prescribing with international practices. 
In October 2019 the National Health (Pharmaceutical Benefits) Amendment (Active Ingredient 
Prescribing) Regulations 2019, and the Veterans’ Affairs Pharmaceutical Benefits Schemes 
(Electronic Prescriptions and Active Ingredient Prescribing) Amendment Instrument 2019 
mandated active ingredient prescribing. From 1 February 2021 most prescriptions generated for 
supply under the PBS and the RPBS must meet the revised arrangements to be eligible for 
subsidy.  
This user guide describes principles for active ingredient prescribing and identifies some 
situations and/or medicines where prescribers should consider if the specification of brand is 
clinically necessary for the treatment of their patient. In situations where formulations are not 
interchangeable due to variations in delivery of the active ingredient, for patient safety 
prescribers should consider specification by brand. These medicines and situations are listed in:  

• Appendix A: List of Medicines for Brand Consideration is a list of medicines prescribers 
should consider prescribing by brand name in addition to active ingredient name if the 
inclusion of brand name is necessary for the clinical treatment of their patients. 

• Appendix B: List of Excluded Medicinal Items lists medicines and supplementary 
pharmaceuticals which may be prescribed by brand name only. The items in this list may 
be safer and more practical to prescribe by brand name and for PBS items, legislation 
allows for prescribing by brand name only. However, the active ingredient name(s) may 
also be included by the prescriber if practical and safe to do so. 
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The lists have been developed to assist prescribers in making good clinical prescribing decisions 
and meet the new legislative requirements for active ingredient prescribing. The decision 
regarding the prescribing and supply of a particular brand of medicine remains the choice of the 
prescriber as part of a shared decision-making process with the patient. However, it is important 
to consider brand specification to prevent medication harm. Therefore, software developers are 
required to provide prescribers with software systems that alert prescribers when a medicine on 
the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration is prescribed. The alert will include a hyperlink to 
the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration giving prescribers easy access to the list. 
Prescribers will action an additional step either to read the list or ignore before prescribing a 
medicine on the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration.  
Since initial development in December 2020, the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration and 
the List of Excluded Medicinal Items have undergone revision (see List curation). The medicines 
considered for inclusion or exclusion from the lists is summarised in the Active Ingredient 
Prescribing Issues Register at Appendix C. 
This user guide and the associated lists have been developed through extensive consultation 
and feedback from stakeholders acknowledged in Appendix D.  
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Introduction 
Active ingredient prescribing using standardised terminology increases consumer understanding 
of their medicines, assists health literacy and communication and increases the uptake of 
generic and biosimilar medicines. This user guide supports prescribers to prescribe medicines 
by the active ingredient with best practice guidance for specification of brand.  
Principles are outlined to determine when prescribers should consider brand name specification 
if clinically necessary. Specifying the brand name may be necessary to support safe and quality 
use of a medicine where consumer harm could result from switching between medicine brands 
or to ensure prescriber instructions are suitable for the dispensed medicine. This guidance is 
supported by a list of medicines where prescribers should consider prescribing by brand as well 
as active ingredient (List of Medicines for Brand Consideration), if it is clinically necessary for 
their treatment.  
A list of medicines and non-medicinal items which are exempt from active ingredient prescribing 
requirements has also been developed to support prescribers (List of Excluded Medicinal Items). 
These items should be prescribed by brand name only for practicality purposes (for example 
very long active ingredient names). This does not preclude the addition of active ingredient 
name(s) should the prescriber deems this is appropriate. 

Objective 
To provide guidance to prescribers regarding active ingredient prescribing. To clarify the 
circumstances where prescribers should consider specifying the medicine brand name in the 
interests of safety, practicality, or to prevent confusion.  

Scope 
Active ingredient prescribing applies across all health care settings where medicines are 
prescribed. That is, whenever prescribing a medicine as defined under the Therapeutic Goods 
Act1 and listed on the Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods (ARTG). This includes electronic 
medication charts such as the electronic National Residential Medication Chart (eNRMC). 
Active ingredient prescribing legislation covers most PBS and RPBS medicines. However, the 
principles for active ingredient prescribing apply across all medicines. This user guide and 
attached resources, including provisions for software vendors reflect the broader scope of all 
medicines and is not limited to medicines available for PBS and RPBS subsidy. 
Prescribing situations where active ingredient names are not mandated and where medicines 
are out of scope include: 

• Handwritten prescriptions 
• Computer generated paper-based National Residential Medication Charts 
• Prescriptions generated through a free text function within prescribing software 
• Medicines containing four or more active ingredients 
• Items listed under the ‘Various’ section of the General PBS schedule 
• Items listed under the ‘Various’ section of the RPBS schedule. 
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Context 
Medicines have a pivotal role in disease management with potential for medicine-related 
adverse events.2 Medication literacy is an important part of health literacy. All health 
professionals and consumers need to be able to establish a platform for shared decision-making 
with consistent communication around medicines. Being familiar with and implementing the 
unique active ingredient name for medicines is essential to consistent communication and 
optimising health outcomes.  
Active ingredient prescribing is allowed in the UK, Ireland, and eighteen other countries across 
continental Europe. It is mandatory in France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece and eight other 
countries in Eastern Europe3. Active ingredient prescribing has been implemented in the USA4, 
Canada5, New Zealand6 and Japan7.  
As part of the 2018–19 Budget, the Australian Government undertook to improve the uptake of 
generic and biosimilar medicines listed on the PBS.  
Strategies have been developed to increase the uptake of generic and biosimilar medicines and 
improve the health literacy of consumers and prescribers around the active ingredients in 
medicines. For example, NPS MedicineWise has resources for consumers and prescribers such 
as ‘Medicines and brand names, explained’8. The Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) has 
produced Generic prescription medicines – Information for patients: Fact Sheet9. 
This initiative to prescribe the medicinal product by active ingredient rather than brand name 
may further increase public awareness of generic and biosimilar medicines. However, consumer 
and prescriber choice of medicines remain key priorities for the Australian Government. 
Prescribers will retain choice of medicines and brands, and consumers will retain choice of 
brands.  
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In some circumstances, it is preferable to prescribe a medicine by brand name in addition to the 
active ingredient name for clinical reasons and/or patient safety10. This is particularly important 
for some high-risk medicines, for high-risk consumers and/or high-risk situations. For example, 
in situations where formulations are not interchangeable due to variations in delivery of the 
active ingredient, prescribers should consider specifying brand names to prevent the risk of 
medication-related harm. The List of Medicines for Brand Consideration is provided at Appendix 
A and includes medicines recommended for consideration of brand specification to prevent 
serious incidents and consumer harm. 
Prescribers are encouraged to consider the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration and make 
a decision on the need for brand, based on the medicine and their patient’s individual clinical 
need. For certain high risk medicines, including clozapine and warfarin, it is mandatory to include 
brand name after the active ingredient name. 
In public and private hospital settings, prescribing choices will be derived according to local 
policy as determined by contract purchasing and the Drugs and Therapeutics Committee. Brand 
should be specified by the prescriber where clinically required in accordance with the local 
hospital policy.  

2. Medicines prescribed and specified by brand 

Medicines and medicinal items excluded from active ingredient prescribing are listed in the List 
of Excluded Medicinal Items at Appendix B. The prescription for these items will be prepared 
with the brand name. The active ingredient name(s) may be included for these items, if practical 
and safe to do so. 
Other instances for prescribing by brand name only include medicines with four or more active 
ingredients (see Box 2).  

3. Documenting the decision to specify brand  

Decisions to specify a brand (either originator, branded generic or biosimilar) should be 
documented in the patient’s record, including My Health Record to ensure patient treatment 
continuity.  

Principles for specifying the medicine brand  
In some circumstances, it is preferable to prescribe a medicine by brand name in addition to the 
active ingredient name for clinical reasons and/or patient safety10. This is particularly important 
for some high-risk medicines and/or for high-risk consumers. To avoid miscommunication 
between clinicians, to prevent selection error, and to ensure accuracy interpreting and 
dispensing the prescription are circumstances where it may be preferable to prescribe by brand. 
The List of Medicines for Brand Consideration lists medicines recommended for consideration of 
brand specification to prevent serious incidents and consumer harm. 
Exceptions where switching between brands is not recommended are annotated in the List of 
Medicines for Brand Consideration. Intentional one-off switching from one brand to another for 
these products may be achievable under controlled situations with dose titration, close 
monitoring, caution and the agreement of the consumer and/or carer. 
Principles for prescribing by active ingredient plus brand name are described in Box 1.  
The List of Medicines for Brand Consideration has been developed to support prescribing and is 
not prescriptive nor exhaustive. At the point of prescribing, the decision regarding the 
specification of a particular brand of medicine remains the choice of the prescriber as part of 
shared decision making with the patient. From a safety perspective, it is important to recognise 
that active ingredient names can be complex and may confuse some consumers. Prescribers 
should consider this as they assess consumers and discuss their medicines with them. 
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Management of the lists  

List development process 
The List of Medicines for Brand Consideration and List of Excluded Medicinal Items have been 
developed after review of the New Zealand13, Irish14 and the United Kingdom15 documents that 
clarify brand prescribing and define the situations where exceptions to active ingredient 
prescribing should be implemented. 
Medicines have been included on the lists as appropriate even if there is only one brand 
available in Australia. In this way, the introduction of new generic and biosimilar medicines to the 
market should not impact the naming and presentation of existing medicines in prescriber’s 
software systems. 
Changes to prescribing software will facilitate population of the active ingredient name on the 
prescription and the inclusion of brand names on prescriptions where clinically necessary. The 
professional judgement of clinicians is not impacted, and prescribers can continue to select the 
most appropriate medicine for their patient.  

Prescribing software 
Computer systems which assist active ingredient prescribing with provision of generic and 
biosimilar alternatives, clinical advice and consumer information leaflets, have been found to 
support active ingredient prescribing.16 

The Australian Medicines Terminology (AMT) is a national, standards-based approach to the 
identification and naming of medicines for human use that has been approved by the TGA. The 
AMT uniquely and accurately describes medicines in a standardised format using a set of defining 
properties including the active ingredient.17 An AMT reference set for medicines on the List of 
Medicines for Brand Consideration and List of Excluded Medicinal Items will be made available 
by the Australian Digital Health Agency. 
In order to provide support to software vendors, the MSIA, as requested by the Australian 
Government Department of Health, has provided a vendor resource document that aligns with 
this user guide for prescribing software developers. This is to ensure that appropriate changes 
are made to enable prescribing by active ingredient, with or without the inclusion of brand name, 
as deemed appropriate by the prescriber.18 

Prescribing software should be consistent with the National guidelines for on-screen display of 
medicines information7. These guidelines describe consistent, unambiguous terms and 
processes for on-screen display of medicines information, including medicine names. 

List curation 
Review of the List of Medicines for Brand Consideration and List of Excluded Medicinal Items 
(Appendices A and B) is undertaken at least twice a year by the Commission, according to the 
principles in these guidelines and in consultation with the Australian Government Department of 
Health and the Therapeutic Goods Administration. Periodically the Commission reviews its 
guidelines to reflect changes to best practice or in response to safety concerns. 
The outcomes of these reviews and medicines under consideration for inclusion or exclusion to 
the lists are summarised in the Active Ingredient Prescribing Issues Register (Appendix C). 
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Active ingredient prescribing background 

Medicines naming  
The active ingredient of a medicine is the therapeutically active component in the medicine’s 
final formulation that is responsible for its physiological or pharmacological action. The brand or 
trade name of a medicine is the name given to the medicine by the manufacturer. The same 
active ingredient may be marketed under a range of different brand names. 
The approved nomenclature for active ingredients in the pharmaceutical domain in Australia and 
across the world is defined using International Non-proprietary Names (INN). Active ingredient 
prescribing is the use of the INN when prescribing.19 

The standardised nomenclature used by the INN includes use of a common ‘stem’ which 
indicates the activity of the substance and the pharmacological group to which it belongs. For 
example, substances having adol as the stem indicates an analgesic (for example, tramadol); 
mab indicates a monoclonal antibody (for example, denosumab); vir indicates an antiviral (for 
example, aciclovir). The agreed system to naming biologic medicines was subject to a review by 
experts in the field, the INN Expert Group and the INN Secretariat of the World Health 
Organization in 2019.20 

For medicines available in different salts and where the salt confers a clinically significant 
difference in potency, the full active ingredient name should be displayed (base followed by salt). 
For further details and examples, see National Guidelines for On-Screen Display of Medicines 
Information7. 
Familiarity with the active ingredient name aids clinician and consumer recognition of the 
substance and the family of similar pharmacological substances to which it belongs. 
For many medicines there may be a wide range of generic brands.21 An overview of practice in 
different countries concluded that prescribing by active ingredient is likely to improve consumer 
safety by assuring that the prescribed medicine is in fact what is dispensed.22 

Health literacy and safer communication  
Communicating by the active ingredient name should lead to increased health literacy in relation 
to medicines and medicine-related information. Medication literacy is the degree to which 
individuals obtain, comprehend, communicate, calculate and process information about their 
medicines. This helps consumers to make informed decisions on the safe and effective use of 
their medicines. Active ingredient prescribing is expected to improve clarity and knowledge 
about medicines, leading to improved shared decision-making. Medication errors from brand 
name confusion would reasonably be expected to decline. For example, double dosing due to 
not recognising two brands with the same active ingredient. 
Active ingredient prescribing has been implemented in Australian public hospitals for a number 
of years. Even though this is well accepted in clinical practice, a prospective survey of hospital 
doctors and senior medical students at a 650 bed Australian teaching hospital demonstrated that 
when a medicine was described by its brand name, the ability to name a medicine and its 
actions was poor, even for common and high-risk medicines. The authors support calls to 
mandate prescribing using active ingredient rather than brand names of medicines in hospitals.23  
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The broadening of active ingredient prescribing to primary care is expected to improve 
understanding and communication in the community. Amongst older Australians, increased 
education is required to develop medicines knowledge, which may improve health literacy, 
optimise medicine use and minimise harm.24 Communication of medicines information across 
the transition between acute and primary care is important for continuity of care. This transition 
is a well-recognised point for medication error and consumer harm.25 Improving communication 
between health professionals supports medication safety by reducing misinterpretation and this 
is supported by consistent and standardised use of terminology including medicine names. The 
prescription may need to be supported by other communication. For example, a discharge 
summary, or a My Health Record document to convey information regarding brand specification 
on admission to hospital and at discharge. Importantly, hospital pharmacy medicines stocked 
are dependent on local policies and contracts. Therefore, at discharge the brand supplied should 
not necessarily be interpreted as the brand for the consumer to continue in the community.  

Medicines approval in Australia  
Before a new medicine can be commercially supplied in Australia, the TGA must assess it for 
quality, safety and efficacy with approval for inclusion on the ARTG. Applications for inclusion of 
a new medicine on the ARTG must include biopharmaceutical evidence including 
bioavailability.26 

In Australia, the PBS27 lists all of the medicines available to be dispensed to consumers at a 
price subsidised by the Australian Government. Generic/biosimilar and originator/reference 
products which are considered bioequivalent, and which would be expected to be able to be 
interchanged without differences in clinical effect, are annotated using the symbol  located 
immediately before the brand names of a particular strength. This indicates that the sponsors of 
these brands have submitted evidence that they have been demonstrated to be bioequivalent or 
therapeutically equivalent, or that justification for not needing bioequivalence or therapeutic 
equivalence data has been provided to and accepted by the TGA.  attached to brand names 
indicates that these brands are also equivalent, but that it is not known if there is equivalence 
between brands marked  and brands marked . In some cases,  flagged generics and 
biosimilars have proven therapeutic equivalence associated with specific indications. This should 
not be extrapolated across other indications. 
For other brands of an item, that is, those not indicated as above, it is unknown whether they are 
equivalent. There may be several reasons for this, such as bioequivalence data not being 
considered necessary when the products were approved for marketing, or that advice or data 
have not been forthcoming from sponsors. This does not necessarily suggest a lack of safety or 
efficacy, but in these circumstances, caution should be taken if brands are interchanged. 
This brand equivalence information is also included in the Australian Medicines Handbook28, 
which states that substitution may be considered if the brands are bioequivalent (indicated by an 
‘a’ or ‘b’ next to the brand name in the PBS). 

Medicine affordability 
The PBS is an Australian Government program that benefits all Australians by subsidising the 
cost of a wide range of medicines to make them more affordable. The National Health Act 1953 
governs the PBS. The RPBS provides a range of pharmaceutical benefits to veterans, members 
(including former members) of the Defence Force, or their dependants at a concessional rate 
and is governed by the Veterans’ Entitlements Act 1986.   
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After marketing approval by TGA, the sponsor may seek to have a product listed for 
reimbursement under the PBS. The cost of a wide range of prescription medicines is subsidised 
through the PBS. To be listed an application is made to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory 
Committee (PBAC) by the sponsor. The PBAC considers cost effectiveness, efficacy and safety 
issues to make recommendations to the Minister for Health about listings of new medicines or 
changes to current listings of medicines. 

Generic and biosimilar medicines 
Generic medicines are defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as a pharmaceutical 
product usually intended to be interchangeable with the originator brand (or product), 
manufactured without a licence from the originator manufacturer and marketed after the expiry of 
patent or other exclusivity rights.29 

The TGA define a generic medicine as an additional brand of an existing medicine.30 It contains 
the same ‘active ingredient’ as the existing medicine. The TGA requires generic brands to be 
‘bioequivalent’ to the originator brand. Active ingredients can be manufactured and sold by other 
sponsors once the patent for the existing brand medicine has expired. Products listed on 
PBS/RPBS for which adequate evidence of therapeutic equivalence is provided are deemed to 
be interchangeable.  
Generic and biosimilar medicines are not required to provide extensive pre-clinical and clinical 
studies for registration application in Australia31. As such their investment and development 
costs are greatly reduced when compared to the originator product, where research and 
development costs are to be recuperated. Generic and biosimilar medicines provide the 
opportunity for major savings in healthcare, community and consumer expenditure.  

Bioequivalence 
In Australia, bioequivalence is usually assessed by single dose in vivo studies in healthy 
volunteers to determine whether the products are similar in both extent and rate of absorption. 
The regulatory limits applied are that the 90% confidence intervals for the ratios of the areas 
under the drug concentration versus time curves (AUC ratio) and the maximum plasma drug 
concentration (Cmax ratio) must fall between 80% and 125%. The times to maximum plasma 
concentration (Tmax) for both products should also be similar. Bioequivalence means that two 
medicines are pharmaceutically equivalent and their bioavailability of each (rate and extent of 
availability) in the same dose after administration is similar. With respect to both efficacy and 
safety the generic medicine can be expected to be essentially the same as the reference 
product. To be determined to be pharmaceutically equivalent and interchangeable with the 
originator brand or other generic brands a product must: 

• Have proven bioequivalence 
• Have the same quantity of active substance(s) 
• Be in the same dosage form 
• Have the same route of administration 
• Have consistency and quality of the manufacturing process  
• Have quality of the ingredients and the final product.32  
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In 2015, a systematic review examined the attitudes towards generic medicines held by lay 
people, doctors and pharmacists. Colgan et al33 identified concerns about the efficacy, safety 
and quality of generic medicines, recommending further work on interventions to increase the 
acceptability of generic prescribing. In a study published in 2019, Yu et al34 focused on potential 
explanations for differences which are occasionally observed or suspected in individual 
consumers upon switching from an originator brand of medicine to a generic brand of medicine. 
They also assessed clinician and consumer concerns about generic–generic medicine 
interchangeability. The authors concluded that differences in exposure to the drug were 
considered negligible in the investigated bioequivalence studies. Any differences in 
concentration were mainly due to the intra-subject pharmacokinetic variability of the active 
ingredient. 
In a study investigating 12 years of bioequivalence data submitted to the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) in the United States of America (USA) it was shown that the average 
difference in absorption into the body between generic and originator brand formulations was 
3.5%, which is comparable to differences between two different batches of an originator brand 
medicine.35  
These studies demonstrate the small differences in bioequivalence between originator brand 
medicines and generic brand medicines. 

Biological / biosimilar medicines 
Biological medicines, including biosimilar medicines, contain one or more active substances that 
are derived from living cells or organisms.36 
The TGA define a biological37 as: 

• A thing made from, or that contains, human cells or human tissues, and that is used to 
o treat or prevent disease, ailment, defect or injury 
o diagnose a condition of a person 
o alter the physiological processes of a person 
o test the susceptibility of a person to disease 
o replace or modify a person’s body parts 

• Faecal microbiota transplant products 
• A thing that comprises or contains live animal cells, tissues or organs. 

For the purposes of this user guide and the list of medicines to be specified by brand in addition 
to active ingredient (Appendix A), biological medicines are those defined and regulated by the 
TGA as biological medicines: 

• Human cell or tissue-based products 
• Products that comprise or contain live animal cells, tissues or organs 
• Combination products (for example, cell therapy and medical device). 

This definition specifically excludes for example, vaccines, plasma derivatives, and recombinant 
products, which are regulated by the TGA as therapeutic goods.38 

A biosimilar medicine is a version of an already registered biological medicine (the reference 
medicine). Both the biosimilar and its reference medicine have the following similar core 
characteristics (demonstrated using comprehensive comparability studies): 

• Physicochemical 
• Biological 
• Immunological 
• Efficacy and safety.39,40 

Most biosimilar medicines are likely to contain biotechnology-derived proteins as the active 
ingredient.  
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Minor natural variations in the molecular structure of biologicals (or micro heterogeneity) infers 
molecular composition can never be exactly replicated, even between different batches of the 
same brand. For biosimilar medicines that have been assessed by the TGA to be bio-equivalent, 
these variations have been deemed not to affect therapeutic equivalence.40 For guidance 
overseeing biosimilar use in Australian hospitals refer to the Council of Australian Therapeutic 
Advisory groups’ publication.41 For practitioners in primary care the Australian Medicines 
Handbook provides guidance on prescribing biosimilar products.42 A biosimilar should not be 
substituted for another brand of biological medicine unless therapeutic equivalence has been 
proven. 
TGA assess the reference and biosimilar brands of biological medicines for therapeutic 
equivalence. The PBAC makes recommendations about the substitutability of brands on the 
PBS based on TGA advice on therapeutic equivalence. Therefore, when a biological is first 
prescribed it is entirely appropriate to select the therapeutically equivalent biosimilar. 

Special considerations 
Cytotoxic chemotherapy should be prescribed by active ingredient consistent with PBS 
legislation. In addition, dose-specific prescriptions must be prepared with the amount of active 
ingredient(s) needed for a single infusion or injection using milligrams or other relevant units of 
measure. This is in line with guidance on the Efficient Funding of Chemotherapy (EFC) 
arrangements43,44. Whilst brand may be specified, PBS claims will be calculated based on the 
most efficient combination of vial sizes offered across all brands.  
This is particularly important if the biosimilar is a more cost effective choice. However, there is 
no evidence to support uncontrolled switching between brands once treatment is established. 
Therefore, the biologicals and biosimilars should be described by brand in addition to active 
ingredient to support consistency and monitoring of care. 
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Policies on medicines interchangeability 

International perspective 
An overview of practice in different countries published in Norway in 2006 concluded that active 
ingredient prescribing is likely to contribute to increased consumer safety because there will be a 
correlation between the medicine name on the prescription and the name of the active ingredient 
in the medicine that the pharmacy dispenses.45 

Interchangeable or medicines substitution resources already exist in a number of countries. The 
extent to which active ingredient prescribing is obligatory or mandatory varies. For example, in 
Europe active ingredient prescribing is not allowed in Austria, Denmark, Sweden or Serbia, but 
is obligatory in Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Estonia, France, Greece, Italy, Lithuania, Malta, 
Portugal, Moldova, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Spain, and Ukraine. In the UK, Ireland and 
eighteen other countries across continental Europe it is allowed, but is not mandatory.46 

A principal factor in stimulating generic medicines use in the UK has been teaching medical 
students to prescribe by INN in British medical schools. In 2017, 83.7% of all prescription items 
were prescribed by INN in England.47 The UK NHS developed generic prescribing guidelines in 
2013, which have been updated in 2019, to include when medicines should be prescribed by 
brand name.48 The Health Products Regulatory Authority in Ireland published an updated Guide 
to Interchangeable Medicines in 2018.49  
In the USA, the FDA publishes the Approved Drug Products with Therapeutic Equivalence 
Evaluations (commonly known as the Orange Book) that contains therapeutic equivalence 
evaluations for approved multisource prescription medicines. This serves as public information 
and advice to state health agencies, prescribers and pharmacists to promote education in 
appropriate medicine selection and to foster containment of health care costs.50 The companion 
publication, Background Information: Lists of Licensed Biological Products with Reference 
Product Exclusivity and Biosimilarity or Interchangeability Evaluations (Purple Book)51, lists 
biosimilar and interchangeable biological products by the reference product for which 
biosimilarity or interchangeability has been demonstrated.  
In Ontario, Canada the Ontario Drug Benefit Formulary/Comparative Drug Index includes a 
guide to medicine interchangeability.52  
In New Zealand, the Health Quality & Safety Commission publishes guidelines for the 
application of Specific Brand Advice within prescribing software packages.53 

Negative perceptions held by doctors and pharmacists are likely to be barriers to wider 
acceptance of generic and biosimilar medicines, as health professionals have a strong influence 
on consumers’ decisions to use generic medicines. Researchers in the Netherlands identified 
that a significant proportion of lay people, doctors and pharmacists held negative perceptions of 
generic medicines, perceiving generics as less effective, less safe, inferior in quality and more 
likely to cause side effects compared to the reference medicine.54 In a Belgian study exploring 
the options of Dutch-speaking general practitioners and pharmacists, participants accepted the 
concept of INN prescribing, but 88% stressed the importance of guaranteed treatment continuity, 
especially in the older, population with chronic health conditions, to prevent consumer confusion, 
medication non-adherence and erroneous use.55  
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Australian perspective 
The Australian Government is committed to increasing the uptake of generic and biosimilar 
medicines to decrease out of pocket expenditure for consumers, to improve the financial 
sustainability of the PBS, maintain prescriber and consumer choices regarding medicines and to 
support medicine accessibility without compromising safety and efficacy. Active ingredient 
prescribing increases the understanding and knowledge of the active ingredients in medicines 
and assists to educate and familiarise prescribers, pharmacists and the community regarding the 
availability and acceptability of lower cost medicines.  
In the 2018–19 Federal budget, the Australian Government pledged to improve access to 
medicines by further encouraging greater use of generic and biosimilar products. Support for 
generic and biosimilar education and uptake will deliver cheaper medicines through faster and 
greater price reductions to medicines subsidised through the PBS, because of the price 
disclosure policy.10 Measures are being implemented to continue the biosimilar medicines 
awareness campaign established as part of the PBS Access and Sustainability Package 
announced in 2015.56 These measures include education and training for health providers to 
increase clinician, pharmacist and consumer support for generic and biosimilar medicines. It is 
expected that increased uptake of generic and biosimilar medicines will provide increased 
incentives for applications for these products for TGA approval, and that this will support a more 
robust supply of medicines. 
Consumers have been offered and have been able to select between different brands for a 
range of medicines through the PBS and RPBS for many years in Australia. Under Australia’s 
Brand Substitution Policy (1994), pharmacists are able to substitute generic or biosimilar 
medicines determined by the TGA to be therapeutically equivalent to the originator/reference 
brand without seeking further advice from prescribers. Prescribers can determine if a particular 
brand is clinically indicated by annotating the prescription ‘brand substitution not permitted’, as 
part of shared decision making with the patient. At the time of dispensing, the consumer retains 
the right to choose the brand they receive. 
Where there are two or more brands of the same medicine on the PBS or RPBS, the Australian 
Government subsidises each brand to the same amount. In some instances, a pharmaceutical 
company will charge an additional fee to patients for their brand of medicine. If a more expensive 
brand is supplied the price difference is paid by the consumer at the request of the drug 
company and is paid to the supplier not to the Australian Government.56 This cost is in addition 
to the patient’s co-payment, increasing those patient’s out of pocket expenses for medicines and 
potentially impacting affordability of prescribed treatment regimens. This cost is known as the 
brand price premium.  
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Conclusions 
Best practice guidance for active ingredient prescribing is provided to support safe and quality 
use of medicines.  
Prescribing using the active ingredient name is safe in the majority of prescribing situations where 
the branded or unbranded originator and generic or biosimilar medicines are considered 
therapeutically equivalent. The exceptions to this approach are limited but important.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: List of Medicines for Brand Consideration  
List of medicines prescribers should consider prescribing by brand name in addition to active 
ingredient name if the inclusion of brand name is necessary for the clinical treatment of their 
patients (see List of Medicines for Brand Consideration).   

Appendix B: List of Excluded Medicinal Items  
List of medicines and supplementary pharmaceuticals to be prescribed by brand name. Active 
ingredient name may be included after the brand name for these items, if practical and safe to 
do so.  (see List of Excluded Medicinal Items). 

Appendix C: Active Ingredient Prescribing Issues Register 

List of medicines under consideration for inclusion or exclusion in the List of Medicines for Brand 
Consideration and the List of Excluded Medicinal Items This includes medicines or issues raised 
to the Commission, and new medicines added to the Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods 
(ARTG) (see Active Ingredient Prescribing Issues Register). 
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• Australian Primary Health Care Nurses Association 
• Consumers Health Forum of Australia 
• Department of Veteran’s Affairs 
• Generic Biosimilar Medicines Association 
• Medical Software Industry Association 
• Medicines Australia 
• NPS MedicineWise 
• Optometry Australia 
• Pharmacy Guild of Australia 
• Pharmaceutical Society of Australia 
• Royal Australian College of General Practitioners 
• Society of Hospital Pharmacists of Australia 
• State and territory jurisdictions 
• Therapeutic Goods Administration. 
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Glossary  
Active ingredient: The approved pharmaceutical ingredient in a product, substance or 
compound that produces its biological effect in the body.  
The active ingredient in the originator brand, Zyloprim, is allopurinol. The same active ingredient 
is present in the generic products Allosig, Progout, APO-Allopurinol etc. 
The active ingredient in the reference biological medicine Remicade, is infliximab. The same 
active ingredient is present in the biosimilar brands Inflectra and Renflexis. 
‘a’ flagged PBS items: Denotes that brand substitution for these PBS items may be undertaken 
by pharmacists at the point of dispensing, with the patient’s consent, without differences in 
clinical effect.  
AMT reference set: Reference sets serve as a mechanism for creating subsets of content from 
AMT. Each of these reference sets is used to represent a set of AMT components for a specific 
purpose within a defined scope. 
For example, a reference set could contain the AMT concept IDs applying to medicinal items for 
brand inclusion identifying medicines for which prescribers should consider including the brand 
name on the prescription. 
‘b’ flagged PBS items: Denotes that brand substitution with the originator brand for these PBS 
items may be undertaken by pharmacists at the point of dispensing without differences in clinical 
effect. However, it is not known if there is equivalence with the ‘a’ flagged  
PBS item. 
Bioavailability: The rate and extent of absorption of the medicine. 
Bioequivalence: Two medicines are bioequivalent if there is no clinically significant difference in 
their bioavailability. 
Biological: A medicine whose active substance is made from, or contains, human cells or 
human tissues, or live animal cells, tissues or organs. This definition specifically excludes 
vaccines, recombinant products, plasma derived products, blood and blood components, 
haematopoietic progenitor cells used for haematopoietic reconstitution, in vitro diagnostic 
devices, and samples of human cell or tissue that are solely for diagnostic purposes in the same 
individual. Also known as biologic medicine.  
Biopharmaceutics: The study of the ways that the physical and chemical properties of drug 
substances, drug products and routes of administration affect bioavailability. Biopharmaceutic 
studies of new medicines typically include the investigation of bioavailability, relative 
bioavailability and bioequivalence of different dosage forms or formulations, and the effect of 
food or antacids on their bioavailability. 
Biosimilar: A biosimilar medicine is a highly similar, but not identical version of an already 
registered reference biological medicine. A biosimilar medicine has a demonstrable similarity in 
physicochemical, biological and immunological characteristics, efficacy and safety, based on 
comprehensive comparability studies as evaluated by the Therapeutic Goods Administration 
(TGA). The reference biological medicine and the biosimilar medicine are marketed under 
different brand names. Biosimilar medicines are generally marketed once the patent on the 
reference biological medicines has expired. 
Also known as similar biological medicinal products (European Union); similar biotherapeutic 
products (World Health Organization); subsequent entry products (Canada); follow-on products. 
Brand name: The name given to a medicinal product by the manufacturer. The use of the name 
is reserved exclusively for its owner. 
May also be referred to as the trade name. 
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Drug: A drug is any substance that causes a change in an organism’s physiology or psychology 
when consumed.  
All medicines are drugs, but not all drugs are medicines.  
Generic brand / generic medicine: A generic brand is an additional brand of an originator or 
existing medicine. It contains the same active ingredient as the originator brand or existing 
medicine. A generic brand has its dosage form, strength, route of administration, quality and 
performance characteristics, and intended use, therapeutically identical to the originator brand 
medicine. 
Immunogenicity: The ability of a molecule or substance to provoke an immune response in the 
body, such as hypersensitivity or an allergic reaction. 
Interchangeability: If two or more medicines are considered interchangeable, the prescriber 
may choose to prescribe either of the medicines for a consumer to treat the same condition. 
However, the pharmacist must dispense as prescribed. This generally occurs between two 
different medicines, rather than brands or biosimilars of the same medicine. 
Medicines: Drugs within the scope of this initiative excluding bandages, dressings, diagnostic 
tools, food supplements and vitamin supplements. Also known as medications, medicinal 
products. 
Microheterogeneity: Small variation in the chemical structure of a substance (as the amino acid 
sequence of a protein) that does not produce a major change in its properties. 
Narrow therapeutic index: A narrow therapeutic index is where the range between effective 
dose and the dose at which adverse toxic effects are produced is narrow, and small variations in 
plasma concentrations can result in an insufficient therapeutic response or toxicity.57 
Pharmaceutically equivalent: Medicine that contains the same active ingredient(s), in the same 
dosage form and route of administration, in identical strength or concentration, and meets the 
same or comparable standards as the originator/reference brand. 
Pharmacist: A person who is registered as a pharmacist under the AHPRA, which in 
association with the Pharmacy Board of Australia has deemed that person to be a pharmacist. 
PBS prescriber: Doctors, dentists, optometrists, midwives and nurse practitioners who are 
approved to prescribe PBS medicines under the National Health Act 1953. 
Reference brand: The biological or generic medicine that was first brand to market. 
Substitution: The practice of dispensing one brand of a medicine instead of another brand of 
the same medicine at the pharmacy level without needing to go back to the prescriber, but in 
consultation with the patient. Substitutable brands include reference brands (sometimes referred 
to as the originator or innovator brand), generic brands and biosimilar brands. Substitutable 
brands have been tested and shown to be as safe and work as well as each other, and to 
produce the same health outcomes. If two or more medicines are considered substitutable, the 
pharmacist may dispense either of these medicines from the script, provided the prescriber has 
not indicated ‘brand substitution not permitted’, and they have permission from the patient. 
Substitutable medicines are marked in the PBS with an ‘a’ (a-flagged). 
Switching: Decision by treating medical practitioner to change between branded (reference) 
medications and their corresponding generic products, between generic products, or from a 
generic product to a branded medication during treatment. 
Therapeutic equivalence: Medicines are considered to be therapeutically equivalent only if they 
are pharmaceutically equivalent and can be expected to have the same clinical effect and safety 
profile when administered to consumers under the conditions specified in the labelling. 
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Abbreviations and acronyms 
ACSQHC: Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care 
AIP: Active Ingredient Prescribing 
AMA: Australian Medical Association 
AMT: Australian Medicines Terminology 
ARTG: Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods. The ARTG is a computer database of 
therapeutic goods maintained by the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) 
Cmax: Maximum plasma drug concentration 
CMI: Consumer Medicines Information 
DoH: Australian Government Department of Health 
FDA: US Food and Drug Administration 
INN: International Non-proprietary Name  
LEMI: List of Excluded Medicinal Items 
LMBC: List of Medicines for Brand Consideration 
MA: Medicines Australia 
MSIA: Medical Software Industry Association Inc. 
NHS: National Health Service (UK) 
NPS MedicineWise: National Prescribing Service MedicineWise 
PBS: The Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme 
PI: Product Information 
RACGP: Royal Australian College of General Practitioners 
RPBS: Repatriation Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme 
TGA: Therapeutic Goods Administration 
Tmax: Time to maximum plasma concentration 
TSH: Thyroid stimulating hormone 
VRD: Vendor resource document 
WHO: World Health Organization 
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